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President Reagan set to undergo
surgery Saturday for hand ailment
LOS ANGELES ( AP — President Reagan will undergo surgery in
Washington Saturday for a long-standing and worsening condition
that causes the ring finger of his left hand to bend inward and resist
straightening.
The president will enter Walter Reed Army Hospital on Friday and
is expected to return to the White How on Sunday, Dr. John Hutton,
the White House physician. announced Tuesday.
Hutton said the president will be operated on for a disease known as
Dupuytren's contracture.
"This procedure should not interrupt his normal schedule, other
than the obvious presence of a dressing on the left hand," the doctor
said.
"The president's contracture was minimal but present when he
took office in 1981, and has been followed over the past eight years,"
he said. 'Within the past year, it has progressed to the degree that
surgical therapy is now necessary."
He said the surgery is expected to take two to three hours. The
president's arm will be put to sleep. but no general anesthetic is planned, he said.
Dr. Charles Lane a hand specialist in private practice in Beverly
Hills, said the cause of Dupuytren's contracture is not known.
The disease is named for a French surgeon and anatomist who
described it in 1833.
It strikes men more often than women, but as many as one in every
five people over age 60 are likely to be afflicted with it, according to
information provided by the hand surgery section of the orthopedic
department at Walter Reed. Reagan is 77.
"It pulls the finger down so the finger can't be straightened.' Lane
said. "So the finger gets in the way, particularly for such things —
which might be a problem for Mr. Reagan — as shaking hands."
"Also, it'a hard when you shave and try to get your hand in your
pockets," he said.
The curving of the fingers is cause0 by thickening of the gristle
below the skin. Lane said.
He said the operation, although delicate, is not particularly risky.
The president and first lady are to fly to the White House on Thursday after two weeks of relaxing at their new Bel Air home in Los
Angeles and visiting friends in Palm Springs.
It will be Reagan's first surgery since he had an operation for an
enlarged prostate in January 1987. He also underwent surgery in July
1985 for cancer of the colon and has been operated on for skin cancer.

ere
Elsewh
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON — Sources say President-elect Bush is nearing a
decision on his two remaining Cabinet-level selections but apparently
has ruled out James Schlesinger for one of them, the post of energy
secretary.
WASHINGTON — A new study suggests that women under 45 who
use birth control pills face a greater risk of breast cancer — a finding
that contradicts earlier research.
WASHINGTON — Radon detectors are becoming popular sellers in
hardware stores, but a consumer group says they're only as good as
the laboratory that analyzes them — and too often that's not any good
at all.
NEW FORK — The alertness of TWA cargo employees led to the
arrest of two French television journalists on charges they tried to
check three fake bombs at Kennedy Airport. A Dutch television station, meanwhile, reported successfully smuggling a phony bomb onto
a Londombound flight.
WASHINGTON — Sources say federal prosecutors have subpoenaed records of telephone - calls by WashingtOn Mayor Marion
Barry as part of an investigation into whether he tried to halt a police
drug probe. Barry himself will be questioned, the sources said.
LOS ANGELES — Aides say President and Nancy Reagan have
been unpacking boxes, hanging pictures and drinking juice squeezed
from oranges from their own trees on their first stay in a new, $2.5
million home.
CUSHING, Mian. — A forest planted to honor Americans killed in
Vietnam was saved from a bank foreclosure sale by veterans of that
war and other supporters around the country.
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Tonight: periods of showers
and thundershowers. Low in
the mid-40s. Southwest wind 15
to 25 mph. Chance of rain 80
percent. Friday: decreasing
cloudiness.
Extended Forecast
of rain Saturday
chance
A
and Sunday and gradual clearing on Monday.
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Skirmish over
Mediterranean
sets backdrop
for new talks
WASHINGTON ( AP )
Secretary of State George P.
Shultz was embarking today on a
mission to persuade more than 100
nations to impose sanctions on
countries that use poison gas.
He also planned to urge foreign
ministers and ambassadors
assembling for a five-day conference in Paris to strengthen the
hand of U.N. Secretary-Gemeral
Javier Perez de Cuellar in inv e s ga t in g allegations of
chemical warfare.
The skirmish Wednesday over
the Mediterranean in which U.S.
Navy jet fighters shot down two
Libyan MiG-23 planes acted as a
backdrop for the 'conference,
which opens Saturday.
William Burns. director of the
U.S. arms control agency,
acknowledged that decisions at
the meeting will be by consensus.
This means any nation, including
Libya, can block proposals.
"I don't know how successful we
(Cont'd on page 2)

First Calloway baby of 1989

The first Calloway County baby of the New Year was born at 7:34 a.m. Wednesday. V% eighinz in at n
seven ounces, Christina Jo McCracken is the winner of the Ledger it- Times First Baby of the
test. The granddaughter of Sally DuFord of Murray, Harry Griffith of Aurora, Ohio, and ('aroly n
,,f
Colorado, Christina dressed up to have her picture made with parents Carrie and Rod Nle('rw.
briar in Murray.
.011

Special session of lawmakers called for by some
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
Legislative leaders have urged
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson to call a
special session to address the
state's financial problems.

During a' theeting Wednesday
with representatives of the newr
media, Clarke said the legislature
must stop talking about raising
taxes and start acting.

"We don't even have enough
money to stay afloat right now,"
said Rep. Joe Clarke. D-Danvtlie
and chairman of House Appropriations and Revenue Committee.
"That's how serious our situation
is' right now."

"Unless we're willing to I raise
taxes), we might as well give up
on Kentucky," he said.
Sen. Mike Moloney, D.
Lexington and Clarke's counterpart in the Senate, said the state's
financial situation "Wks bleak"

unless the legislature is allowed to
take immediate action.
Moloney said a special session
must address more than education
financing. The stte has needs for
funding in all areas because it has
not had a major tax increase since
1968, he said.
'Whatever we do ( for state irr
provements(, we are going to have
to spend more money." he said
Clarke and Moloney said they
will look at all possible revenue

State House and Senate go through
formal motions of electing officers
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The Pete Worthington, I )-Ewing, were
House and Senate went through elected Wednesday by acclimathe formal motions of electing con- tion by their colleagues.
Party leaders, floor leaaers,
stitutional officers while the real
work went on behind closed doors caucus chairmen and whips, who
as party leaders selected commit- were selected at party caucuses on
Tuesday were also announced.
tee chairmen and rosters.
Rouse Speaker Don Blandford, . Similar customs were observed
in the Senate with the formal elecD-Philpot, and Speaker Pro Tem

.ons oi President Pro Tern John
-Eck" Rose, fl-Winchester, and
Assistant President Pro Tern
Charlie t3erger. D-Harlan.
• Senate members also heard
reports from committee chairman
ot activity during the interim. The
House dectded to distiense with
that practice.
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New business
tax form can
be expected in
the near future
By DAN LOUDY
Staff Writer
If you own a business in Kentucky, you have an extra tax form
to fill out this year.
The state is mailing new tangible- personal property tax returns
to business owners and anyone
who has shown 'depreciable personal property on a state income
tax form.
According to Calloway County
Property Valuation Administrator
Charles Hale, this also applies to
leased equipment for businesses
because someone has to pay the
tax on the leased equipment.
"It's not a game," Hale said.
"They the state are going to
make an attempt to collect taxes
on as much taxible property as
they can."
Hale said these returns are based on computer figures from 1986.
He said anyone who has sold or
closed a business should indicate
(Cont'd on page 2)

Calloway t'ounty Property Valuation Administrator Charles Hale fills out one of the new tangible personal
property tax forms. The forms are being mailed statewide to anyone who owns a business or leases equipment
or items for a business. Hale said this form won't mean anything to anyone who owned a business before 1986.
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Skirmish...
(Coard from page 1)
will be, and I don't know how
much of a resonant chord this will
strike in the arts of other participants," Burns told reporters
Wednesday at the State
Department.
Still, Burns said, Shultz will
push for sanctions under the
United Nations charter and for additional powers for the C.N
Secretary-General.
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New tax form...
(Co:it'd from page 1)
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that information on the form and
return to the state. This is so the
state can remove this information
from the computer.
"The form.will create problems
for accountants and people who do
income tax returns," Hale said,
"just like it's created problems for
us right now as we learn it."
Appeals of personal property
assesments will be given in
Frankfort by the Revenue
Cabinet. The authority for assessing tangible property that was
will be transferred
overlooked
from county property assesers to
the Division of State Valuation in
the Department of Property
Taxation.
The new law changed the tangible property tax program. There
is now a different method-for valudepreciable assets, especially
tang le Peoperty used in business
and manufacturing machinery.
The Revenue Cabinet is beginning a valuation process based on
depreciation rates established for
assets with various economic
lives. All depreciable assets will
be classified in one of six ranges
shown in the tax returns.
In each economic life class, factors convert original cost to taxable
value. The conversion factors consider the appreciation, or replacement cost, of property and the
related depreciation, as well as
sales of comparable property.
In a typical appraisal, this
method is known as replacement
cost less accrued depreciation. It
provides the basis for achieving the
constitutional mandate of assessing
tangible property at its fair cash
value, as well as providing assessments that are systematic, uniform
and equitable, state spokesmen
said.

admieistration had served not-sobile notice to the world that it
considers Moammar Gadhafi's
drive to produce poison gas — an
allegation the Libyan leader has
consistently denied — a serious
threat to world stability.
After the clash, Defense
Secretary Frank C. Carlucci and
other senior U.S. officials sought
to separate the incident from the
drumbeat of alarm the Reagan ad.
ministration has sounded over the
suspected chemical weapons
facility.
The Libyan plant controversy is
bound to have an impact on the
conference. And yet, Burns said
"it is not aimed at bashing a particular country."
Referring to the air clash. Burns
added: "I don't see it as really
germane to the conference. I think
that other nations will not see it as
germane as well."
Carlucci, at a news conference
at the Pentagon, said the Libyan
jets had approached the U.S. F-14
Tomcats at high speed and in "a
hostile manner" in international
airspace.
He said the Navy planes acted
solely in self-defense. Based on
preliminary reports, the MiGs activated their radar before the
Tomcats opened fire with air-toair missiles, Carlucci said.
Congressional leaders said the
United States had acted appropriately, but expressed concern that the incident might portend further hostilities with Libya.
House Majority Whip Tony
Coelho, D-Calif., said "Congress
should be informed ... -if the United
States is engaged in a piecemeal
escalation of our conflict with
Libya beyond these legitimate
acts of self-defense."
Libya, meanwhile, condemned
the U.S. firing as a premeditated
attack, and Gadhafi, the Libyan
leader, declared his North African
nation would "meet challenge
with challenge."
"If America has prevailed
because it is a superpower in the
air and the sea, it will inevitably
be defeated in Libya," Gadhafi
said. "We, as well as the fish, are
awaiting them."
European officials reacted
cautiously to the incident, while
Israel applauded the U.S. action
and Yasser Arafat, chairman of
the Palestine Liberiation
Organization, and the Arab world
sharply criticized the United
States.

Mother's bond set at $50,000
following death of young son
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — 14Cracken District Judge David
Reed ordered a $50,000 cash bond
for a Paducah woman charged
with complicity to murder in the
beating and drowning of her
4-year-old son.
Advised that Felicia Williams
had no income, Reed on Wednesday appointed a public defender
and set a Jan. 12 preliminary hearing, the same date set for codefendant Willie Lee Shaw Jr.
Officials said Shaw, 39, was
charged with murder after Ms.
Williams told Coroner Jerry
Beyer that she and Shaw had lied
about the boy's death Monday
night.
Beyer said the couple first told
him that the boy, James D.
Williams, fell into a hole dug for a
septic tank behind Shaw's home in
Littleville.
After the boy's death at Western
Baptist Hospital at 11:4 Monday
night, Beyer said he discovered
fresh and older wounds that were
healing.
Beyer quoted Ms. Williams as

saying the boy's head had been
held under water twice in a fivegallon plastic bucket.
An autopsy Tuesday showed
bleeding in the brain and abdomen
caused by blunt force, meaning
that the child either was hit with a
fist or blunt object. or thrown
against something.
Tests showed a lack of oxygen to
the brain consistent with drowning, Beyer said, adding that there
was bruising on the child's chest,
face and arms.
Beyer said Shaw, a 39-year-old
college graduate from Paducah,
met Ms. Williams in Dallas,
Texas, where she was raised.
Shaw worked as a moving van
driver at the time, he said
The two moved to Paducah in
August. Beyer said the boy stayed
with Ms. Williams' parents in
Dallas until November, then joined Shaw and Ms. Williams here.
Beyer said the boy's wounds suggested he had been abused at least
since November.
On Tuesday, the judge ordered
Shaw held without bond. •

Williams, eaks
file for offices

Oakhurst break-in
reported sometime
over the holidays

J.D. Williams, has filed for reelection to the office of Calloway
County Sheriff, and George Weaks
has filed for re-election to the office of Calloway County Judge.
Executive. according to Marianna
Stubblefield of the Calloway County Clerk's office.
The filing deadline is Jan. 23, for
the four-year offices of coroner,
judge-executive, county clerk,
county attorney, sheriff, jailer,
property valuation administrator
and the four county magistrates

Nothing was apparently taken in
a break-in at Oakhurst, the president's residence at Murray State
University, sometime during the
holidays.
Capt. Carl Martin of the Public
Safety Department on the campus
said Patrol Officer Tommy
Phillips' discovered broken glass
in the back door and a second-floor
window at 9:30 a.m. Dec. 29, while
making a routine check of the
house.
Entry was gained through the
window, although nothing has
been reported missing.
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Martin saki the investigation is
continuing and surveillance of the
residence has been increased by
both campus and-city police.
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What did we do before TV? We went to baseball ga
mes
"What did we ever do before
radio and television?"
Every now and then you'll hear
someone ask that question.
The answer is lots of things lots of wholesome, creative,
thought-provoking, exciting
things.
One favorite pastime here in
Murray during the summertime,
so some of my senior citizens
friends tell me, was to go to the
ball park and root for the town's
independent baseball team, and
that reaches back near the beginning of the century.
• • •
There were only 11 men on The
team, and with one exception all
were Murray fellows. Almost
every one of them could and did
pitch if necessary. "They played
about 1910, and was one of the first
baseball teams, if not the first, to
play in Murray," T. iaid. "My
father was a big baseball fan, and

Looking Back

:S

for reiloway
Weaks
the ofJudgerianna
Coun-

Ten years ago
About two inches of snow covers
Murray and Calloway County today. Calloway County Schools are

• • •
Editor's note: M.C. Garrott is
lives on Main Street just west of
receiving treatment at MurrajThe teams they played generalthe old hotel.
ly came in by train as that was the
Calloway County Hospital. The
Clyde Downs. considered one of
only transportation available at
following is a repeat of an earlier
the best baseball players ever to
the time. Usually they would play
column.
come out of West Kentucky..
a three-game series and came
played second base. He lived at
he often took me to see this team
from Nashville, Jackson, .the corner of 5th and
play. They played on a field down
Poplar where
Owensboro, Henderson and the
the city utilities offices are today.
where the old Douglas High School
like. "Lots of Tennessee towns His father was in the tobacco
is now, and it cost a quarter to get
the team, Davis is believed to live Milan, Union City. Dyers
packing and shipping business.
burg and
in."
somewhere in Missouri today. others - had real good
Ziba. Williams was a pitcher and
teams." T
Carlisle Cutchin, who went on to
How interesting it would be to talk recalled.
a brother of Tom Williams, who
help build the athletic program at
with him about their playing days.
On holidays and special occawill be remembered by many for
Murray State and earn memberHub Burton was an outfielder sions, doubleheaders were played.
his soda jerking days at the Dale Ai
ship in its athletic Hall of Fame as
and worked for the Nashville, and many is the time that special
Stubblefield drug store.
baseball and basketball coach,
Chattanooga and St. Louis trains were made up and ridden to
The shortstop was Will Young. a
was an infielder and a pitcher on
Railroad. Pumkin Beaman played Murray by the Nashville fans
brother of one of the town's docthe team.
third base and also worked with when their teams would come
tors, Dr. Sam Young.
• At first base and also a pitcher the
NC & St. L Railroad. He was a here for one of these
Taz Miller, who later was in. the
was Earl Davis, whose parents livbrother of Mrs. Luther Jackson, doubleheaders.
clothing business with T.'s father,
ed where Dr. Castle Parker's denwho lives on
But back. to the team:
W.T. SlOci, was a pitcher. Later
tal office is today and whose father passed away Calloway Street, She
recently.
Behind the plate was Hafford
than that. he also was in the
ran a livery stable located on the
Tellus Black lived in Benton and Hay, whose father. J.B. Hay, was
clothing business with Wells Purcourt square where Ward-Elkins was
the only player on the team in the lumber business where the
(tom and Kell,-,Dick where the
is now.
not from Murray,then a little town old National Hotel is now. His
Bank of Murray now is located.
The only surviving member of of about
2,000 people.
sister, Mrs. Ruth Filbeck, still
Another pitcher was George
closed and Murray City Schools
are on an abbreviated schedule.
All local high school basketball
games are cancelled.

Mr. and Mrs. William Runyon
will be married for 60 years
on
Jan. 7.
Births reported include a girl to
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Commonwealth Comment
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Dr. and Mrs. William P. Mullins
Dec. 18.
Twenty years ago
New Xoncord School is having
part of its classes in the New Concord Church of Christ building
while the boiler at the school is be„
ing,replaced.
litirths'reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Donny Buchanan.
Deco 25, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie L. Burkeen, Dec. 27, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Noble K. Brown.
Dec. 29, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
William 1Billyi Filbeck, Dec_ 31. •
Thirty years ago
Plummeting temperature.,
made Murray and Callaway County residents shiver with tv,•
degrees below zero hei
-registered last night.
Births reported include a girl to
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Brown
Forty years ago Bill Linn, recently appointed as
a member of Kentucky State
Police„ has been assigned to
Calloway County to work with Cpl.
Brigham Futrell of the State
Police.
Births reported include-a girl to
r. and Mrs. Boyd Linn, Jan. 2. •

By Michael D. Ward
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law requires violent offenders to
serve half of their sentence before
becoming eligible for parole. That
was also upheld by the Supreme
Court in its recent decision.
There is a certain quirk in the
law, however. A person now
sentenced to life in the penitentiary
may be eligible for parole after serving 12 years. However, a person
serving sentence to 30 years for a
violent offense is not eligible until
half of that term - or 15 years. In
other words, a person serving a life
sentence becomes eligible for
parole sooner than a person receiving a sentence of more than 24
years, even though life is generally considered the more severe
punishment.
Most people agree that the new
truth in sentencing law is serving
to obtain more severe-penalties for •
persons convicted of violent

crimes. In fact, a recent Correcin upholding the statute, called for
tions Cabinet study of 85 offenders
an end to sentencing by juries and
who were tried under the new
for a change which will allow
statute showed that they received
judges to take on that role. Kenon the average 7.3 more years in
tucky is only one of 6 states where
prison before becoming eligible for
juries still set the sentencing in
parole than persons had received
criminal cases.
under the old statute.
With the constitutionality and
One of the main arguments
legality of the truth in sentencing
against the law by the defense bar
law apparently behind us, the
was that the parole eligibility dates
legislature may next take up the
are misleading to juries insomuch
issue of judge sentencing. For as
that many prisoners do not make
one of the justices stated in the opiparole on their first trip to the
nion, "even with additional inforparole board.
-rhaticiii provided jurors under the
Nevertheless, the court stated
new law. they still get only a smatThat the legislative action in enactering of information that judges
ting the truth in sentencing law was
would receive if they were doing
intended to remove the "veil of
the sentencing". Juries, so the opiuncertainty" that surrounded
nion noted, "still conduct sentencsentencing decisions and was a
ing in a dimly let room".
much needed change in our
criminal justice system. •
Some justices, while concurring
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Letter To The Editor

a succe
I tear Editor.
The Arnvets Auxiliary Post 45
would like to thank the following
merchants f tr. their doritions
which helped make our Annual
Child Welfare Christmas Party a
success.
.:;olden Corral. Mc Donald's.
Hardee's, Wendy's, 'Jerry's
Restaurant, English Farms. Bank
of Muttr v Money's Arby's. P.

Totem in Hazel.
Chicken. D &T Warehouse F
Murray Wholesale T:re- S'
Fee's Fruit Market.
Auto Electrif Parr
Wash. and Captain I T's
Sincerely.
Glenna Wadkins
Pd. Box 51-t.
Murray. Kv
•
•

Truth in sentencing survives test in state court syst
em

In a recent Kentucky Supreme
Court case, the state's "truth in
sentencing" law has been upheld.
This law, which was passed by
the legislature in the 1986 sassion,
changed the way in which criminal
cases are tried. Previously, juries
in Kentucky heard the evidence in
the trial and returned a verdict of
guilt or innocence - and if guilt, a
sentence, all after only one
deliberation. Under that system no
evidence of the defendant's prior
criminal record or parole eligibility times were admitted. In essence,
once the jury had found the defendant guilty, they were groping in
the dark as far as a sentence was
concerned.
Under the new system, however,
we have what is called a "bifurcated trial" if the defendant is
found guilty The first stage qals
- -only With the defendant's guilty or
innocence. If a -guilty verdict is
returned, however, each side may
introduce other evidence. The prosecution may introduce evidence of
prior criminal record as well as
parole eligibility. The defense may
introduce a lack of a criminal
record, and although not specifically permitted, many judges will
allow other types of mitigating
evidence to come in.
The "truth" in this type of procedure is that the jury knows not
only more about the defendant
before sentencing him or her, but
also has a better concept as to-just
how much time the defendant is
likely to serve for a certain
sentence.
Another provision of that new

Gatlin. a member of a prominent
family and whose father owned
the Gatlin Building where Jack
Benton's Twin Lakes Office Supplies is located today. Mrs. Jim
lEleanor) Diuguid, who lives on
Sharpe Street, is his daughter
• • •
There also was a fine team of
black players in Murray about the
same time and which T. called "as
good as any in the country,- but he
didn't remember much about
them. Maybe some of you can help
us out on them.
Their pitcher was Bert Wells,
who, it is said. could pitch from second base. The second baseman
was Langford Payton, a tail,
lanky, loose player. Goldie Morn,
was a left-handed pitcher arc
another was Bernie Bogard
Do you remember any of tncstfellows? Those who can say tney
- both black and white ---!"
really play baseball.

S10.00
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/
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Sale!
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Cook's Jewelry
Central Shopping Center
Murray 753-1606

AFTER
INVENTORY
"THE SPECIAL DECORATOR"

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.cash&sCalaerry
.500 S. 4th St. 753-6450

Special Purchase

Open Mon-Fri 7-5 Sat. 8-12

Ends
Jan. 16th

Visa-MC-Discover

SALE

AFTER INVENTORY SALE
PANELING

• Black 36 X 80 only
• Decorator Grill
• 3 Stainless Steel Hinges
• Pre-hung for Eas‘.
Convenient Installation
• Tempered Glass Kickplate
• I '4" thick. 2- wide main frame • Self-storing storm doer
of extruded.
heat-treated aluminum • Tempered glass inserts interloc
k at meeting
rail • All inserts are weatherstripped and are removable •
Key lock
cylinder. ant -lockout feature • Wide drip cap on the Z-bar frame header
• Wraparound -Marine type glazing
on glass inserts • Actfustabte bottom expander with vinyl sweep • Strong extrude key corners
d
held
firmly. double screwed • Zinc hardware and metal swivels on all
inserts
• Contoured Z•bar is adaptable to most casings • Deliver
ed and in•
ralIed SI9? 00

r

installers
TRUST SEARS TO GET
IT INSTALLED RIGHT,
Authofded

Free Estrmates

PLAZA-TUB-WALL KIT $37.95
S8.49
$4.29
S9.49
$10.49

TAKE WITH
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

BATHROOM WALLBOARD
1. Peari White $9.79
GARAGE WALLBOARD

CHAMBERLAIN
,drage Loot Opener $134.95

PICTURE,FRAME MOULDING
40% off
P•r
FURNACE FILTERS

SPECIAL •
Light Pegboard PanuJ
$8.99

MAKITA

ROOF & METAL PAINT
. 5 Ciai

$8.99

12"X12" CEILING TILE

04 •

ilJR3000V
Table Savy

KEROSUN

291
/
2
'sq. ft.

Webb 22" Round Window
With Grill

$40.
00
_

BRICK WHEEL BARROW $65.00
MINI LANDSCAPE TIMBERS $2.79

CONCRETE STEPS
48 Wide - 1 Tread

k•

$15.00

STEEL STEP FRAMES
'cad
1-Tread

Tread
TreaCI W/stoOP

$35.00
$40.00
$45.00
$50.00

24"x96- Treated Lattic , $4.49

•
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Coming community events listed
Thursday.,Jan.5
Knights of Columbus will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in Gleason Hall of St.
Leo's Catholic Church.
————
"Earthquake Preparedness"
will be at 6:30 p.m. in meeting
room of Calloway Public Library.
This is free and open to the public.
To register call 753-1452 or
753-1456
———_
The Single Connection will meet
at 7 p.m in third floor classroom.
Educational Building, First
United Methodist Church. For in.
formation call Carol at 753-2596.
Brenda at 573-2513 or Jim at
492-8733.
———
-Front Perth Swing-will meet at
7 p.m. in library of First Christian
Church.
Murray High School Lady
Tigers will host a basketball game
with Carlisle County at 6 p.m. The
MHS Band will play.

Thursday, Jan. 5
Murray High School Freshmen
Boys will play a basketball game
at Fulton County at 6:30 p.m.
————
Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's
Episcopal Church; Main and
Broach Streets. For information
call 73-8136, 489-2628 or 762-6297.
————
AA and Al-Anon wIl have closed
meetings at Senior Citizens'
Center. Benton. For infOrmation
call 759-4059, 762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663
———
Murray Women of the Moose
will meet at 8 p.m. with officers to
meet at 7 p.m.
————
H. Eddie Roberts Post No. 6291
of Veterans of Foreign Wars will
meet at 7 p.m: at Post Home on
Highway 94 East.

Friday,Jan.6
Saturday,Jan. 7
Saturday,
friday,Jan.•
West Side Senior Citizens will tucky Livestock Show and ExposiKenlake State Resort Park. For
Grace Baptist Church will have
information call 489-2379, 437-4613 its regular service at 6:30 p.m. at
meet at 1:30 p.m. at Ellis..Com•: tion Center. Admission is $2.
munity Center.
or 753-0677.
Fern Terrace Lodge. For more in————
—
—
—
—
formation
call Dwane Jones.
Mass will be at 9 a.m. at St.
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
Main
Street
Youth
Center
at
205
————
Church.
Catholic
Leo's
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acNorth Fourth St. will be open from
West Kentucky Quarter Horse
tivities by senior citizens.
5 p.m. to 12 midnight. For infor- Association will sponsor an AQHA
Saturday, Jan.7
————
mation call 753-TEEN
Horse Show at 8 a.m. in West KenDance will be from 8 p.m. to 12
Alford Chapter No. 445 Order of
— — -tucky Livestock Show and Exposimidnight at Murray Moose Lodge.
Eastern Star will meet at 7:30
Alcoholics Anonymous and Al- tion Center. Admission is free.
This
is for members only.
p.m at lodge hall at Aurora.
Anon will meet -at 8 p.m. at
————
————
Sunday,Jan.8
American Legion Building, South
Temple
Hill
LOdge No. 276 Free
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs Homer McCoy will
Sixth and Maple Streets.
at Murray Moose Lodge. This is and Accepted Masons is scheduled
be honored on 25th wedding an————
to meet at 7 p.m. at lodge hall.
for members only.
Events at St. Leo's Catholic niversary with a reception from 2
————
————
to 4 p.m. in Hospitality Room of
Church will be Mass at 6 p.m
Couples Bridge with Tom and Jo
The Singles Organizational
•
followed by a Rosary Recital.
(('ont'd on page .5)
Anne Auer as hosts is scheduled at
Society will meet at Chamber of
Commerce buildingat 6 p.m. tog° 7:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club
————
to Camden, Tenn., for dinner and
Murray Women's Aglow
dancing. For information call
Pamela at 753-7638 or Paul at Fellowship will meet at 12 noon for
- lunch and program at 1 p.m. at
753-7351.
————
Square and round dancing with
Hancock and baby girl, Rt. 1, Box
Three newborn admissions and
music by Sharecropper will be
dismissals at Murray-Calloway 355, Benton;
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Woodmen
Mrs. Anita Watkins and baby
County Hospital for Wednesday.
of World Hall, Murray. Bill James
Jan. 4, have been released as girl, Rt. 5, Box 256B, Paris, Tenn.;
and the Wonder hand will play at
Mrs. Barbara Quarles, 1158 Deerfollows:
Water Valley the same time.
wood Dr., New Johnsonville,
————
Newborn admissions
Term.;
Calloway County High School
•
McCracken baby girl, parents.
Martha McManus, 1609 GreenLaker Varsity Girls and Boys will
Carrie and Roderick, 1908A Greenbriar, Murray; Mrs. Shirley Alton,
play basketball games with
brier, Murray;
Rt. 2, Hazel; Michael Anderson,
Mayfield there.
Welker baby boy, parents. Misty
Rt. 5, Box 1278, Murray;
————
and
James. Rt. 3, Box 41; Dover,
Charles Tibbs, P.O. Box 129,
Murray High School Tiger Var
Term:
Hazel: Rexie Dowdy, 411 South
sity Girls and Boys will play
Powell baby boy, parents. Tam- 11th St.. Murray; Elbert Allbritbasketball games with Fulton
David Rogers, son of Mr. and Mrs. my and William, Rt. 4, Box 586. ten, Rt. 2, Hazel;
County there at 6 p.m.
__ • _
Fred Barton, Rt. 7, Mayfield;
Carrol M. Rogers, Rt. 1, Murray, Murray,
Brandon
Dill, 413 Sycamore St.,
has
named
for
the
publication
of
Dismissals
Main Street Youth Center at 205
Murray; Mrs. Mildred Jones, 1512
Mrs. Doris A. Atkins, P.O. Box
North Fourth St. will be open from Outstanding Young Men of
Johnson Blvd., Murray.
172, Paris. Tenn.; Mrs. Laurie
5 p.m. to 12 midnight. For infor- America. A graduate of Calloway
County High School, he is a junior
mation call 753-TEEN.
at Murray State University. He is
—- — —
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8 advertising sales manager for
Murray State News, reporter for
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
Sigma Delta Chi, society of profes10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
sional journalists, assistant vice ———
president of recruitment for Stu- An open horse show; sponsored
Frances Drake
by New Providence Riding Club, dent Alumni Association and a member of MSU Ads Club.
will start at 7 p.m. at West KenFOR.FR1DAY JANUART-ti 19t49

Three babies and dismissals listed
I)% hospital in its Wednesday report

Murray CivTtin—c7lub will meet
at 7 p.m. at Homeplace Family
Restaurant.

Cunningham speaks

Your Individual
Horoscope

Randy Cunningham, right. of Cunningham Auto Repair, was guest
speaker at the December meeting of VICA Club of Murray-Calloway
Vocational Center. Pizza was provided for the meeting by Italian
Village Pizza who opened early for the event. Jason Phillips, left, president of the VICA afternoon session, expresses thanks to Cunningham
and Italian Village for their service.

DATEBOOK
. Erin

ADAMS

.Grade A Large

Eggs
HOMETOWN PHIPLID
Ad Good 1.4 thru 1-10
•••••••• tne

no. to•••<,

19

Haley Rae White born
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly S. White of Rt. 7, Box 658, Murray, are the parents
of a daughter, Haley Rae, weighing eight pounds four ounces measuring
1944 inches, born on Sunday, Dec. 25, at 11:10 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County‘flospital. They have another daughter, Lindsey Shea, 312. The
mother is the former Nix Ann Osbron. Grandparents are Bobby and
Wanda Osbron and John and Oneida White, all of Rt. 2, Hazel. Greatgrandparents are Rupert and Roy Mae Nix, 1616 Sunset, Murray,
Beauton Osbron, Rt. 2, Hazel, and Otis and Gabe Wilson, Rt. 2, Hazel.

OPENING
JANUARY 30

Singles plan two events

PROVIDES HIGHEST
QUALITY CHILDCARE

The Singles' Organizational Society will havevents on Friday, Jan. 6.
and Sunday, Jan. 8. The group will meet Friday at 6 p.m at Chamber of
Commerce Building to go to Camden, Tenn., for dinner and dancing. On
Sunday the group will meet at 1 p.m. for a meal at Hong Kong
Restaurant and for those interested will then go bowling. For more information call Pamela at 753-7638 or Paul at 753-7351

•Intants •Toddlers
•Pre-School •After-Scnool

INNOVATIVE PROGRAMS
•Infant Stimulation
•Pre-Computer Skilis
•Music Appreciation
•Foreign Language
Introduction
Call For Information/
Application Packet:
Gale B. Cornelison, L.S.W.
753-9909

Adams born

Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Adams of New Concord are the parents of a
daughter, Erin Lyn. weighing eight pounds 14 ounces, measuring 21 In:
ches. born on Saturday, Dec. 31, at 3:05 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have one son, Charles William, 212. The motheris the
former Marilu Johnson. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Leon Adams of
Murray and Dr. and Mrs. Don Johnson of Pocatello, Idaho. Greatgrandparents are Mrs. Connie Adams of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Orville Bauer of Seattle, Wash.

•
loth
•
ch•litnu.

LI'll

Aglow Fellowship will meet
The Murray Women's Aglow Fellowship will meet Saturday, Jan. 7. at
12 noon for lunch and program at 1 p.m. at Kenlake State Resort Park.
-"Judy Hines of Paducah, from the area board, will speak about "State of
Aglow." For more information call Debbie Gordon, president, 489-2379
or 437-4613, or Anita Webb, 753-0677.

NEW 1989 PRESLEY TOURS
FREE TRAVEL SHOW
When: Thursday, January 12-7:00 p.m.
Where: Holiday Inn
Presentation of 1989 Tours

*Door Prizes

us for a fun evening.
"Join
,_
41b

,3e

oitk

egh

many pies. You have a philosophic
side and can write and teach. Though
you work well with others, at times
you feel separate from them.

TONITE IS
BARGAIN NITE
All Soots '2.50

753-314 1008 CHESTNUT
SCROOGED (P0-13) 7 15, 5.15
IMIMIIM32111:130111O11=1111

HOUSE TRAVEL

Ou

ARIES
unexpected company that drops by
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Hie gives your spirits a lift. Watch
You're anxious to explore new' judgment in financial inteti,sts
directions in your career, yet you do
SCORPIO
not wish to. jeopardize present
(0(1..23 to Nov. 21)
CIE
security. Clarify your aims and then
Surprise news comes today. You're
go after what you want.
in the mood now to tackle a serious
TAURUS
mental project. Some feelings of
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
*Or inhibition
or self-doubt may, have to
A trip may have to be made now for
be overcome.
business reasons. Educational
SAGITTARIUS
interests are very much on your mind
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
today. Explore school opt U ins. You
You'll come up with new
may make a change in advisers now. moneymaking
schemes today, hut
GEMINI
remember to make sure they're
(May 21 to.June 20)
practical. Do not take financial risks
Before taking any risks with that jeopardize long range
security.
capital, make sure that you're up to CAPRICORN
date
with
current
financial (Dec. 22 to.lan 19)
ri• gg
-obligations. A partner may meet with
You're testing ne‘v areas of
extra responsibility.
selfhood now. At the same time you
CANCER
may be somewhat inhibited and
(June 21 to.luly 22)
afraid to let go. Do take a chance on
You may wish to break through to doing your
own thing.
new ground with a current
AQUARIUS
relationship, yet some old hang-ups (Jan. 20 to Feb.
18)
or fears make you somewhat -•- You'll want
to get rid of a backlog
cautious. Give others your trust.
of tasks now, so that you'll he free to
LEO
start a new project Think positively
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
about your future and don't worry so
A new project may have to be much,
placed on hold today,as you tend to a
PISCES
)400rmore
pressing
assignment.
( Feb. l9 to Mar, 20)
Self-discipline and
originality
A friend may ask you to help out.
combine to bring you success
Group activities are accented. You
VIRGO
may he joining a new club or
(Aug. 23 CO Sept.22)
organization today. Some of you will
You're in search of a project that
renew an acquaintanceship from the
allows for greater creativity and
past.
originality in your career. How much
IF BORN TODAY, you work well
freedom to give a child may be one of
with groups, but may be a bit of a
today's questions.
• loner as well. You'd make a goodLIBRA
business adviser and are often drawn
(Sept. 23 to((1.22)
to law and government service. You
Extra responsibilities may have to do best when you specialize and
be faced today at borne'. but should not have your fingers in too

m$1,isztt

presented exclusively by:

*Refreshments Will Be Served

vel

1304 Chestnut

TEQUILA SUNRISE (R) t OE 10:19

— MURRAY
Huge Skate Floor Pfus 10,000 Sq
Fl Play Area 75 Bikes. Scooters,
Skateboards. Pogo Balls, Small
Trampoline, and Stainless Stee ' 2
Pipe, Skid and Launch Ramps.
Adm. $4.00; Church $3.50;
Family $3.25
(Parents 25c Sat. Afternoon •
Free Birthday Room)
Thurs 7 30-10. Fri & Sal Night
7 30-10 30, Sat Afternoon 2-4

Circus Skate
"LARGEST IN U.S.A."
U.S. 641 N. 753-9622

N II(

7oo,1:15

ST•RTS TCWORROW
MT STEPMOTHER IS AN •LIEN (INE 13) 7:111:
P:241

NAKED (P0.13)
GUN
tom.

7 15
0.116

No ',tin

OUVER
j
enistio

Coi

41 4.')

—NEW ARRIVALS—
RECO HEAT •FUNNY FARM
MONKEY SHINES• EEEEEE
VON
3 MEN I A 111A•Y• WILLOW

GO

iNext to Subby

759-1074

E:117)e

1-800-634-4903

Chen Theatre Lobby

A

—
We are pleased to announce that Terri Jean
Poberts, bride-elect of Terry
Lynn Walston, has selected
her • bedding .and bath accessories from our bridal
registry.
Terry and Terri will be married January 28, 1989

JCPenney
tourr„, Kentucky
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North Fork News

Many families gather at homes for events during the holidays
By Mrs. R.D. Key
Jan. 3, 1989
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes, Mr. and Mrs. Tony Sykes,
Bryan and Amanda Sykes, the
Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee and
daughter, Tabitha, were dinner
guests of Mrs. Jennie Sykes
Christmas Eve. I was sick and
unable to go but enjoyed the nice
plate she sent over. Warren,
Dorothy, Mitch, Marilyn and Matthew Sykes, and Jerry, Susan and
Tabitha Lee visited me on one
afternoon with niv:etifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr and
Ricky Orr were dinner guests of
the Rev. and Mrs. Glynn Orr in,
Murray Christmas day.
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones
visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins Friday
afternoon.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins, Morris and
Gloria Jenitins, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Miller, Mr. and Mrs., Kenny

Jenkins, Mallone and Blake, and from Texas, Jeremy Boyd of
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Rose were sup- Mayfield, and Mr. and Mrs. David
per guests of Mr. and Mrs. Terry Boyd spent Christmas day with
Mrs. Pauline Boyd.
Lee Orr on Christmas Eve.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Wilson of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt of
Nashville, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Titusville, Fla., Mr. and Mrs.
Guy Wyatt and Ashley of Dalton Clerris Wilson Ind Lavettia, Mr.
Ga., Ginger Wyatt and Curt and Mrs. Derrel Wilson, Mr. and
Turner of Pocatello, Idaho, the Mrs. Lane Green and Tab, Mr. and
Rev. and Mrs. Glynn Orr and sons, Mrs. Jimrilie Key, Kerin and
Ricky and Bryan of Murray were Jeremy and Laurie Wilson were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
of Puryear. Tenn., on Dec. 26 and Maybern Key Christmas day.
Mr. and Mrs. Maybern Key and
27. Other visitors were Bertie
Jenkins, Morris Jenkins, Mitch Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Key visited
Sykes, and the Rev. and Mrs. War- Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Young ir. Covington, Tenn., Monday. Ralph has
ren Sykes.
Estelle Morris, Gwinna been in the hospital several days
Gallimore, Jack Wyatt, Ginger and is reported showing no
Wyatt, Curt Turner, Guy and improvement.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Farley of
Melody Wyatt visited the Rev. and
Mrs. Warren Sykes and Jewel Key Memphis. Tenn., and Mrs. Lucille
Emerson of Mayfield visited Mr.
while here.
Mildred W.yrul of PIA% Tenn.._ and Mrs Cooper Jones Christmas
Jerry Boyd and friend, Teresa. day. Mrs. Berne Jenkins spentge

day with them on Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Sykes and
Matthew, Mr. and Mrs. Pat
Kaminski and Ashely, Mr. and
Mrs. Steve Paschall and Benjamin, Earlie B Paschall and
James McKennon visited Joetta
Paschall Christmas Eve.
Visitors of Mrs. Joetta Paschall
Christmas day were Mr. and Mrs.
John Weiher Sr., Mr., and Mrs.
Mitch Sykes and Matthew, Mr.
and Mrs. Pat Kaminski and
Ashley. Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Paschall and Benjamin, Pam
Sanders, Margaret Lemke and
Barbara Reichart.
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes were supper guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Mitch Sykes on
Christmas Day. James McKeruion
and Joetta Paschall were supper
guests on Dec. 26.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Holley
spent Christmas with Mr. and

Mrs. Jackie Smith of Louisville.
The Kuykendall family gathered
at the holne of Mr. and Mrs.
NathaJual Orr on Christmas Eve.
A potluck meal was served followed by a fellowship period

Jeitittirs
FAMILY RESTAURANTS

GO ITALIAN!
Italian-Style
Spaghetti Dinner
$3.69

MuFray Star Chapter has meeting and party
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star met for
its regular December meeting and
Christmas party at the Masonic
Temple with Sybil Lasater, worthy matron, presiding. The
meeting was opened in regular

form with the pledge of allegiance
to the flag and prayer.
Roy Clark, Deputy Grand
Patron of District 22, and Twila
Coleman, Ambassador of Good
Will, were given a special
welcome.

Nobel Peace lecture Jan. 9
OSLO, Norway (AP - U.N.
Secretary-General Javier Perez
de Cuellar will deliver the traditional Nobel Peace Prize lecture
Jan. 9, a month after he received
the coveted award on behalf of the
U.N. peacekeeping forces.
Perez de Cuellar had no time to

deliver the lecture the ,day after
the Dec. 10 award ceremony, as is
customary, because of the
previously scheduled 40th anniversary commemorations in Paris of
the U.N. Human Rights Convention. The rescheduled speech was
announced Tuesday

Decay

By—Abigail

4*13

Van Buren

Surgical Consent Form Makes
Female Patient Fit to Be Tied

Frances . Churchill reported on
the shut-in members and said all
had been taken gifts for
Christmas. Monetary gifts were
also sent to the Masonic Widows
home and the Eastern Star home.
Plans were discussed for the
District O.E.S. School March 11 in
Mayfield.
Other officers assisting. not
previously mentioned, were:
Dollie Clark, Hardin Alderdice,
Betty Dodd, Brenda Newberry,
.I_vne Crider. Iuta Hutson. Louise

Community...

wit

Mon-Sat from 4 PM

All Day Sunday
Limited Time Only

Short, Dorothy Bazzell, Charlotte
Wilson, Patricia Evans, Opal
Emerine, Lana Lasater, Bob
Bazzell and Joe Lasater.
After the chapter closed,
members had a Christmas party
downstairs in the dining room. The
room was decorated with
magnolia, candles and a
decorated tree. Party foods were
served with hot spiced cider and
coffee.
The next stated meeting will be
Jan. 10 at 7 p.m. at the Temple

ct_EttiaNcr

50% of,
Selected Rackst

(Cont'd from page 4)

Sunday,Jan.8

Sunday,Jan.8

University Branch of Bank of
Murray.
---West Kentucky Quarter Horse
Association will sponsor an AQI:IA
Horse Show at 8 a.m. in West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center, Admission is free.
---Alcoholics Anonymous will have
a closed meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets. For information call 759-4059, 762-3399 or
753-7764.

Richard Holland for his new book.
Whitehaven: Rebirth of a
m 1
.
Southern Mansion, will be fro
to -A p.m. at Washington-Leslie
House, 1310 Broadway, Paducah.
---. A new Confirmation Class for
youth, grades 7-12, will begin this
month at First United Methodist
Church. A family meeting 'for
youth an their parents will be at 5
p.m. in Conference Room of
church.

The Singles' Organizational

Mrs Myrtle Vandyke of Murr.i,
was admitted to Henry Cour:1.
Medical Center. Pans, Tenn or.
Jan. 2 She is receiving treatmerit
for pneumonia. Her daughter
Dene Sills Is with her then-.

VOr -

Olympic Plaza
753-9228

Fri. &

Vgaiotee'reif-ste

4.5

*

Elders of First Christian Church
will meet at 8 a.m. for breakfast in
dining room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
---Events at First Christian
Church will include Leadership
Training for Elders and Deacons
at 6 p.m. and Church Board at 7
p.m.

DEAR ABBY: In response•to the the girl who worked in a fast-food Society will meet at 1 p.m. for a
letter from "Wondering. in Waco." place that required her to wear meal at Hong Kong Restaurant
at
the woman who had planned to short-shorts so "people could lookpe_,...,a
nd later go bowling. For informahave her tubes tied and was told she her legs" reminded me of an ex
call Pamela at 753-7638 or
tion
years
few
a
riencl• our piece had
needed her husband's consent.
.
would like to add MY own experi- ago. She was a beautiful girl and Paul at 753-7351
Garland.1
Judy
like
looked
ence along the same line:
While -attending nursing school . Autographing session by
As a widow, planning to marry. I
wanted to have my tubes tied. A,4 •1 and living with us, this niece took sat in the hospital, wrapped in a a job as a waitress in a local steak
sheet awaiting my turn for the house. After a week or two, her boss
surgery, a nurse came in and asked told her that he wanted her to wear
if my husband was availahle to sign high heels. mesh tights, hot pant;
a short black dinner jacket and a
the "consent form.' I informed the nurse that,1 had no white, sleeveless. turtleneck
husband, and if I did have one, I'd sweater. He told her it would help
be aghast at the idea that I would business, and she would get bigger
The prizes include a $25 JC Penney gift certificate. a Bank of Murneed his consent to have my tubes tips.
the
at
sat
Nobody
right.
was
He
.
tied.
ray savings account. a $IO Lad & Lassie gift certificate, a geld baby
This requirement may not be "on bar anymore. Her tips doubled, but
ring from Lindsey's Jewelers, a baby arrangement from Murray
the books," but it is a widespread ;titer one week in those spike heels.
Florist, a box of diapers from PayLess Drugs. two Arby's dinners,
she decided that the propositions
practice.
baby planter from Flower Basket, two fish dinners from Country
a
ALSO APPALLED from drunks and the pawing wasn't
a tree gift from Young-at-Heart. a pair of shoes from FootCrossroads,
that
boss
her
told
IN NEW JERSEY worth it. so she
of baby formula from Clinic Pharmacy, four toning sescase
a
prints.
she wanted'to go back to wearing a
Body Designer, a $10 Yours, Mine & ours gift certificate.
the
at
sions
job
her
quit
she
so
refused,
He
skirt.
preI
As
DEAR APPALLED:
a $50 savings bond from Peoples Bank, a box of diapers from Storey's
viously pointed out: "It's possi- and filed with the California Fair
Food Giant, one month of toning at Olympic Fitness Center. a Judy',
ble that the physician asked the Employment • Practices Commisplus
pay,
weeks'
four
won
She
sion.
husband's
her
of Murray gift certificate, two movie rentals at Murray Rental & Sales,
woman to obt in
consent in a wa that gave the an offer of re-employrrient from her
an 8"x 10- color portrait from Arteraft Photography. a manicure from
as required erstwhile' boss (which she refused'.
impression that i
Leta's, a $25 Family Tree gift certificate. a case of formula from.WaiKARIN AND BOB,
by law."
Mart, one roll free film processing at Snap Shot Photo, two dinners
ELK GROVE. CALIF.
The Jnoral to this story: If you
,...a
at Seafood Express. a case of milk from Medical Arts Pharmacy.
are asked to do something that
Book Serkice
Alden's
from
bible
a
.
Dennison•Hunt
from
shoes
of
pair
DEAR KARIN AND BOB:
"feels" unfair, unjust or inap& Supply, a 8" ?( IV color portrait from Allison PhOtography, two
propriate, don't assume that it's Hooray for your niece. She's not
womanhood,
to
sirloin dinners from Sirloin Stockade and a shampoo. cut and style from
only a credit
a law - ask for proof.
she chose a noble profession
Headlines; and a White Bible from Lottie Moon Missionary I iroup of
into
needs
desperately
that
•••
First Baptist Church.
crease its numbers.

•• •

Sale

25%
1••

•••

First Calloway County.
Baby Of The Year

•••

-

v

Christina Jo McCracken

DEAR ABBY: I hate writing
letters, but I couldn't resist a
comment to "Wondering in Waco,"
who was upset when her doctoripld
her she needed her husband's
consent to have her tubes tied.
I'm the mother of six lovely
children and was sin the pill for 10
years when some negative reports
started coming out about it. ,
This worried my husband, so he
decided' to have a vasectomy. We
made an appointment with the
surgeon, and I took my husband to
the doctor's office. I sat in the
waiting room. The nurse came to get
me, saying the doctor wanted to see
me, too. When I went into his office, .
he handed me a form to read and
.sign.
It said: "I agree to allow my
husband to have this surgery, and
I will not sue the doctor for tampering with my personal property.'
Of course I signed it, and my
honey and I had many laughs over
this for a long time afterward. So
you see, it all depends on the"
doctor's rules.
R.K. IN BILOXI, MISS.
•* *
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LIMITED TIME OFFER!
NOW UNTIL FEB. 25

TERRY'S DECORATING
Southside Shopping Center

753'3,3
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Entire
stock
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entucky sends message to SEC with 76-65 upset of Georgia
INGThN
.AP - Kentucky has sent out
oi and clear to Southeastern Con:
- 'I)on't count us out."
ildcats behind Reggie Hanson's 20 points
.ipiece from LeRon Ellis and Chris Mills.
sF.0
--••••
:20th-ranked Georgia 76-65
.g
(,Jnierence champs. Kentucky
gled to a dismal 5-7 record through a non•-ence schedule in November and December
reAly want to win the SEC." said Mills. a
t.'or‘kard who also- had 12 rebounds
,ot of people don't think we can. but we
• .‘r. and the coaches think that.
the h hest ranked team in the league in
• a step ub on the rest

Georgia, which had won its past six games. dropped to 9-3 overall and 1-1 in league play.
•
Georgia coach Hugh Durham wasn't surprised by
Kentucky's performance.
"Kentucky is not as bad a team as a lot of the
media and fans'thinkthey are," he said. • have a lot
of respect for Kentucky. and playing here is not
easy."
Mills, Ellis and Hanson broke the game open with
successive jumpers to give Kentucky a 57-43 advantage with 8:22 to go.
Georgia's Jody Patton hit a 3-pointer and Elmore
Spencer scored on a tip-in to slice Kentucky's lead to
57-48 with 6:43 left, but Mills made two free throws
and a short jumper to increase the margin to 14
points.

Kentucky's biggest advantage came at 67-49 or
Deron Feldhaus' two free throws with 251 to go.
"This is-the' best game we've played," said Kentucky coach Eddie Sutton. "For-the 49 minutes. this
is the best we've played."
Litterial Green topped Georgia with 17 points.
followed by Patton with 16. Alec Kessler with 12 and
Spencer with 10.
"We knew it was going to be tough," said Kessler.
"Maybe our team doesn't know quite what it takes to
win on the road in the SEC." •
With Hanson hitting three baskets, Kentucky
jumped out to a 10-0 lead in the opening 3:22.
Georgia countered with seven straight points, five
on Pat Hamilton's 3-pointer and two free throws, but
couldn't draw any closer than 26-24 as Kentucky

went on to a 33-26 halftime lead
"We were not ready to play and the coach has to
bear some of the responsibility," said Durham "W e
did not do a good job on the Kentucky guards They
did not score much, but they got the ball inside to the
players who did score.
"Our problems on offense resulted from a combination of Kentucky's defense and our turnovers.
which were double what it had been in other games
Georgia had trouble handling Kentucky's 3-2 zone.
turning the ball over 21 times compared to 10 turnovers for the Wildcats, and hit only 22 of 51 shots for
43.1 percent.
Both teams return to action on Saturday, with Kentucky playing host to Vanderbilt and Georgia entertaining Florida in SEC games.

Cards underestimate but outscore Virginia

K

\pplications for UK
lost 'still coming in'
EXIN•tii f)N. Ky. tAP1 = The University of Kentucky has receivt.out 4o applications for its athletics director position, according
he school's public information office.
0)rt in.::: in.' said Bernie Vonderheide. UK's informa.aiiies ox applicants will not he released because they deal with
.sunnel matter. he said.
Burch is currently serving as interim director, having.replaced
'f Hagan_ who resigned last Novepber in the wake of an NCAA in•tigation into the school's basketball program.
ron those who have expressed an interest in the job is Larry
11H , a television basketball analyst.
\Vethington Jr., head of UK's community college system
0 University Relations, heads the screening committee to select
athletic director.
..he committee will make its recommendation to the school's adstration, and following review, will be presented to the board of
-44+, for approval.
re hoping the process is completed by early spring, perhaps
March.- said Vonderheide.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP Louisville forward Kenny Payne
admitted that the 13th-ranked Cardinals may have underestimated
Virginia.
"When you lOok at a team like
that they don't look like they have
athletes," Payne said. "They surprised us: they've got a legitimate
team."
Legitimate, yes. Good enough to
beat Louisville, no.
Keith Williams' two free throws
with 21 seconds remaining proved
to be the difference as Louisville
survived a late Virginia rally for a
74-71 victory W,ednesday night.
Williams, who had missed three
of four free-throw attempts to that
point, said he just took his time. •
"I straightened out my technique and took a deep breath," he
said. "There was no reason to
miss those or we would have lost

and I hate to lose."
Virginia looked like a sure loser
trailing 66-52 with less than seven,
minutes left in the game, but the
Cavaliers scored 12 straight points
to pull within two on Bryant Stith's
two free throws with 2:52 left.
LaBradford Smith's driving
layup with 2:21 left broke
Louisville's scoring drought, and
the game was nip-and-tuck the
rest of the way.
Virginia pulled within 71-69 on
Brent Dabbs' 3-pointer with 1:10
remaining before Williams made
the clinching free throws.
Stith's rebound basket with six
seconds left pulled the Cavaliers
within 73-71, but Louisville's Pervis Ellison made one of two free
throws three seconds later to end
the scoring.
Louisville improved to 8-2 wall
its eighth straight victory, while

Virginia, 7-4, has lost three in a
row.
"All you ever want is a chance
to win against a team like
Louisville," said Virginia assistant coach Dave Odom. "But its
still a loss. We didn't come to lose.
Virginia never does that."
Odom was filling in for head
coach Terry Holland, who was in a
Virginia hospital recuperating
from abdominal surgery.
- "I think he would have been proud of his players and his aches,"
Odom said afterward.
Louisville coach Denny Crum
said he thought the Cardinals
played well except for their fiveminute scoreless stretch late in
the game.
"We went to sleep and made a
lot of silly mistakes," Crum said.
"We took some bad shots, missed
some kee throws and everything

went against us. One thing we've
got to learn to do- is play 40
minutes."
"They just did a good job of stopping the things we do well. Fortunately, we won," Williams said.
Williams and Ellison led
Louisville with 14 points apiece,
while Tony Kimbro and Kenny
Payne each added 10.
Stith and Richard Morgan each
scored 16 points for Virginia and
Matt Blundin added 10.
Virginia took its only lead at
19-18 on Curtis Williams' inside
shot with 10:36 left in the first half
before Louisville scored the next
11 points to take control.
Everick Sullivan capped the
Cardinal outburst with consecutive dunkf, the last a reverse
slam off the fastbreak, to make it
29-19 with six minutes remaining
in the half.

College basketball

Ranks of unbeaten teams divided by half
JANUARY
CLEARANCE

0 70% OFF
TO

STOREWIDE
Paducah, Ky.

36 South 3rd

443-7323

By The Associated Press
When the week started, there
were eight undefeated Division I
college basketball teams. Half
came from the Big East. Now, half
of that group is no longer
undefeated.
Fifth-ranked Georgetown lost to
lindefeated and 10th-ranked Seton

Hall on -Tuesday night, and on
Wednesday night, Pittsburgh beat
No. 2 Syracuse 81-76 to knock the
Orangemen from the ranks of the
unbeaten. _
The Big East, which still has
Providence on the list of
unbeatens, is living itp to its
reputation as one of the toughest

Lady Tigers' game time changes
The starting time for tonight's Murray High Lady Tiger game with
Carlisle County has been moved to 7 p.m. at Tiger Gym.
The junior varsity contest, originally scheduled for this evening
has been cancelled.

WINTER 1989
TWO SIX WEEK SESSIONS
SESSION 1
JANUARY 9-FEBRUARY 17
SESSION 2
FEBRUARY 20-MARCH 31
PRE-SCHOOL
OTS IN MOTION 3-5 Yrs.
'10.00
Thursd5y., 4:30-5 15 p r-Car..er Elementary-School
f-- orit.cre,

YOUTH
ARTS AND CRAFTS Grades 1-5...*15.00
,Aitanesdays 4.00-4.45 p.m.
Carter Elementory School
CHEERLEADING CLINIC Grades 1-6 ..s7.00
rday. January
'0.00-12.00
MSU Ca- HBuddinc

At
E
Hardware

AFTERSCHOOL FUN CLUB, Grades K-5
Monday-Friday 3:00-5 30
County Elementary Schools.
'

MURRAY

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
208 E MAIN ST

MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071

MAGNOLIA

ADULT
ADULT, CO-ED VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE
Saturdays - 7:00-8:00 p.m
Murray Middle School
hsructiona: Ci;nic Saturday. January 21 taught by MSU
oJieyba team Sign-14 deadline - January 1 --

MASSAGE THERAPY
& STRESS MANAGEMENT
Taught by Joe West,
licensed massage therapist
Mon. & Tues., Feb. 6 & 7, 7:00-9:00 p.m,
Murray Calloway County Public Library
Free for Y Members
YpGA
92.00
TUesday & Thursdy 9.00-1000 a.m.

OVERNITE FOR GRADES 5, 6 & 7..8.O0
Fnday. February 3, 8.00 p.m.-8:00 am
MSU Car! Health Building
reQuired*

conferences in the country.
he went with it When We didtn't, he
"It was a big game for us. I
pulled it back out and still got us
don't know how many people
the good shot," Evans said.
believed in us," said Pitt
"I think Miller hurt us more
sophomore guard Sean Miller, than I would haVe liked."
who led the Panthers with a
Syracuse coach Jim- Boeheim
career-high 22 points. The season
said. "He's a good shooter and
was on the brink. This shows that
runs the ballclub well."
we can beat anybody on a given
Pitt had managed a 40-2s
night, but we can also lose to
halftime lead and Syracuse
anyone."
started the second half with a 16-5
Pitt had showed it could lose to
burst. But Miller made one of his
anyone early in the season as the
four 3-pointers on the night and the
Panthers entered the Syracuse
Panthers started an 8-0 run and
game with a 6-4 record that includwere never headed.
ed losses to Duquesne and Siena.
"We came out and controlled
Pitt coach Paul Evans credited -The tempo," Miller said. "We had
Miller with giving his team the
a lot of opportunities on offense.
chance to hand Syracuse its first
That's what we had to do, espcialloss in 14 games.
ly when the rallies came in the se"Sean controlled the tempo ofcond half."
fensively. When we had the break
(Cont'd on page 7)
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white wood seat. 3 coat electrostatically finished, easy to install, topmount hinges. extra strength: moisture
resistant.
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35513 35514 35515 35516

Standard Light Bulbs
Quality incandescent light
40-60-75 and 100 watt sizes
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E95-6193-6191 8)
34662,31163 34664

759-YMCA

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

of Kentucky

Youth
Teen
Adult
Family

A, Ad.A,,,sed
0
,
•

TARN
I AST

Member

'5.00
'10.00
'15.00
'25.00
Scholership.appiications are available for anyone needing financial assistance

1.66
vstsul
SUPATIE
t AST

Energizer alkaline batteries for radios,
flashlights, toys and more Choose "C" or
"D" 6-plc or "AA" 8-pk

Anyone wishing to enroll in a family YMCA program is required
to have a membership. This once yearly membership fee entitles
you to automatic mailings of program information and your
YMCA membership card can be used at other YMCA's nationwide.

4*
9
411t
40

Final
Cost

Eveready Batteries

ANNUAL FEES ARE AS FOLLOWS:

bulbs

I v

50 + Fitness
90.00
Mon & Wed 1,0.00-11.00 a m
MSU Racer Arena

s•ate YMCA
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LAST

42
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Wood Toilet Seat
-•
Economical

ACE Torch
United Way

Solid brass pencil flame torch 14.1 oz.
propane cylinder, 15 hrs. burning time.
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National Football League
.••

Bear philosophy ranges from voodoo to Abbot and Costello
SUWANEE, Ga. (AP) — They're talking about
voodoo, hypnosis, character building, acupuncture
and psychiatry.
Is this the playoff practice site of an NFL football
team or the headquarters of an odd-ball California
cult?
They're also discussing Rocky films and Abbott
and Costello movies.
Did sports writers suddenly stumble onto the set of
a Siskel and Ebert's TV show by mistake?
No, it was just the Chicago Bears getting
philosophic on Tuesday as they began preparations
for their NFC title game with the San Francisco
49ers on Sunday.
Quarterback Mike Tomczak said he probably
won't be "pain free" for the game "unless they can
get a voodoo doctor or somebody from Japan to come
over and give me some acupuncture."
He landed on his left shoulder when hit in the third
quarter of the Bears' foggy 20-12 playoff victory over
the Philadelphia Eagles last Saturday. It was the
same non-throwing shoulder that was separated in a
game about five weeks ago.
Coach Mike Ditka said Tuesday he still hasn't
decided whether to start Tomczak or Jim McMahon
— who did undergo acupuncture during the 1985
season. But Ditka favors Tomczak if he is healthy.

Despite the switcrrin their roles on the tel.'
Tomczak said he and McMahon remain good frier.:I
He said they spent New Years' Eve together
MaMahon's house.
.McMahon, who played the remainder of the gar Saturday after Tomczak was hurt, told Cluca4, ,
WLS-TV on Sunday night that he had decided nu'
speak to reporters because he thought they

Sunday's NFL playoff game bet.
ween the San Francisco 49ers and
the Chicago Bears at Soldier Field
Will feature a matchup between an
immovable object and an ir.
resistable force. Bears linebacker
Mike Singletary (left) was named
as the NFL Defensive Player of
the Year by the Associated Press,
while San Francisco's all-purpose
running back Roger Craig won the
AP's nod as the NFL Offensive
Player of the Year. The Bears are
seen as slight favorites in the
game.

Tomczak said he went to a psychiatrist this ea:
- better myself as an individual- and deal
quent criticism from Ditka.
He also uses self-hypnosis 30 minutes each da'. „mating, "It might sound weird or hokey pokPy
works

!

I. '4

7

Defensive tackle Dan Hampton said he hasn t
time to get to a psychiatrist himself. but he
apparet
ly has been able to rent a few old movies.
He said the injury -riddle Bears face a

SCOREBOARD >I
-see me fora]]

piot

ana Costello

Meets the Gdfather'

week."
Or is it more like a Sylvester Stallone epic?
"It's 'sort of like one of the Rocky movies — n.
eyes are bleeding shut, but he keeps getting up sta41
geruig; closer and closer, and finally he knock,
guy out." Hampton said

Whoever does the throwing for Chicago won't have
Emery Moorehead or Cap Boso to catch the ball.
Ditka said that both tight ends would sit out the game
because of leg injuries.

51•71

4'

,•

wanted to stir up trouble for him

,Abbott
Earlier, Tomczak told reporters, "This isn't going
to turn into a quarterback controversy. If I'm not
healthy enough to play. I'll tell coach Ditka, 'Start
Jim McMahon.'"

I.'
at

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
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your family
Insurance Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
needs.Jane Rogers
4
31W)W

753-9627
201 S. 6th St.

1/3 75%

College Basketball
Winners from the November 19 Young American Bowling Alliance tournament for MDA included Bruce Parker (mug and towel), David Smith
(mug), Kenny Buchanan, first place winner (TV, mug, towel and tshirt), Tracey Dowdy (mug and towel) and second place winner Angel
Burkeen (mug, towel, and new bowling ball). The five combined to collect $242.87 in donations.
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OFF

,us 41 1

,
4 I. 51. ,
Si,, Kansas Ctly I lirarriblule 0, •
s/ Low,- 77 Y6ungstown St 64
Toledo 65 How!ing Green 51
.M.;../
VI lnnesOta 87
SOUT1SWEIST
Arkansas 611, Texas Tech 62
Arkansas St 90. Morgan St 47
Houston 90. Rice 75
Pan American 73. SF; Louisiana 41
Southern Meth 81, North Texas 71
Texas 105, Baylor 85
Texas Christian 58, Texas A&M 51
AR WEST
Gonzaga 84, Whitman 61
Puget Sound 75, Portland 71
St Mary's. Cal 60, U S International 811
Xavier, Ohio 118 Loyola Marymount 111

Alabama St 172 541001e Ten; -6
',Menai, 109 NM laiol,?•.tana
1-1:t Rider 67,
41e,,rgia r«, 9 92 East Carolina 69
kson St 75 Tepriesset6S1 63
Rentut 1,3, 76. Ceorgia 65
Louisville 74. Virginia 71
Marshall- Mk VIrginia Tech 194
Memphis St r S Mississippi 87, OT
Mississippi St 87. LSt: 64
Old Dominion 79 James Madison 77
Tennessee 84. Auburn 73
Tri -Chattanooga 82 N C Asheville T7
anderbilt 73. Alabitma 59

Florida- State, as • six -Seminoles
scored in double figures. The
game was the first for Florida
State since suffering its first loss
of the season last week to
Villanova in the championship
game of the Red Lobster Classic.
No. 1'7 Tennessee 84
Aubuffil3
Dyron Nix did it all for the
Volunteers. The 6-foot-7 forward
scored 29 points, six on 3-pointers,
and 10 on dunks.
No. 19 Georgia Tech 92
East Carolina 69
Tom Hammonds, at 6-9 four inches taller than any member of
East Carolina, scored 30 points,
most from the inside, for the
Yellow Jackets.
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no matter what the situation is.
There's no way I can expect that of
them unless I'm intense m,self"-Trumpy, who gets into almost as
many controversies as Johnson,
said his remarks were taken out of
context.
"I never called Jimmy Johnson
a 'used-car salesman,' " he said.
"I said other people have called
him that, and I didn't think it was
fair."
Although he took a lot of heat for
his remarks, Trumpy said he'll
continue to say what's off his mind.
"I'm opinionated. I do step on
toes. I do offend people. When you
fire shots, you've got to be 'able to
take them '
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WINTER SAVINGS
Use these coupons one at a time or all at once
Either way you'll get four delicious meals fot
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National Basketball Association

Miami fans complain
about TV commentary
By RICK WARNER
AP Sports Writer
Miami Hurricane fans are raising Cain over Bob Trumpy's
Orange Bowl commentary.
The NBC analyst criticized
Miami coach Jimmy Johnson for
trying to run up the score and complaining about the officiating
while the Hurricanes were leading
Nebraska 23-3 late in the game.
When Miami • backup quarterback Craig Erickson threw an incomplete pass into the end zone
with 30 seconds left, Trumpy said:
"This is unhealthy. This is not
right. This is not good. This offends a great many people."
Earlier, Trumpy chastised
Johnson for screaming at officials
with his team safely in front.
"This is the stuff that passes the
legend of Jimmy Johnson around
the country," he said.
"He's a terrific coach and a'
-great guy to be around, but I think
when people see that on television,
their image of Jimmy Johnson is
not an image that most coaches
want tO'hare.
"I don't think Jimmy Johnson
cares what other people think, but
I think a lot of people think that at
times he's a used-car salesman. I
don't think that. I think he's earned that championship ring he's got
on ,,
Despite the endorsement, some
Miami fans were infuriated by
Trumpy's comments.
"I'm accustomed to it,"
Johnson said of the criticism.
"For some reason, people like to
take shots at us."
Johnson said people who accused him of trying to run up the score
don't understand Miami's offense.
"We're a passing team," he
said. "When we get the lead, we
put substitutes in the game but we
continue to run our offense."
As for his emotional outbursts
on the sidelines, Johnson said: "I
expect our players to play 60
minutes. I want them to be intense

,

rt:t Ni..tat,

Ranks of unbeaten...
(Cont'd from page 6)
The victory extended Evans'
Carrier Dome winning streak over
Syracuse to four games. Evans'
Navy team defeated Syracuse in
1986 — in the second round of the
NCAA tournament — and Pittsburgh has beaten Syracuse in its
last three meetings at the Dome.
In other games involving Top
Twenty teams Wednesday night:
Indiana 75
No. 14 Ohio State 65
The Hoosiers won their eighth in
a row in the Big Ten Conference
opener for both teams.
No. 15 Florida State 113
Rider 6'7
Tharon Mayes and George McCloud each scored 19 points to lead
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Jane Rogers Insurance
753-9627

201 South 6th Street
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Captain
D's
a great little seafood

place
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FISH & FRIES natural
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FOR
.99
O ONLY $ I
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and 2 southern ',. .
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,
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FREE GAS
Register each week for $25 worth of Full-Serve
Gasoline to be given away every Friday. Also,.
we will have a drawing the last Friday of each
month for $50 worth of Full-Serve Gasoline.

chevron

(No Purchase Necessary)

s FISH & FRIES

I
FOR .
II
..1
II ONLY
•

99

5 Cgs Oil, Filter & Lube

3

.

.

Pus

Good Jan 5 thru Jan

T t,

1417 Main St.

V
a

place

I
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tender fish fillets,
natural curfrench fries,
sopupt,hees rn style
d
c h 2pu

s FISH & FRIES
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FOR

I ONLY $1.99
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Captain D's.

20%011
All Tires in Stock

Good Jan 5 tnru Jan.

14

WEST MAIN CHEVRON
(Just across from Sparks Hall)
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D's. :
Captain
a great little seafood place
I
•
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Tire Special
.
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I

Captain
D's. :
a great little seafood

I • . - . • .
.
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Oil Change Special

Two tenat•i t ,L. .,•.i
natural cut french fries
and 2 southerr- ...

Owner: Calvin Clark

753-2593

700 North 12th
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
'753-9383

Try Our Drive-Thru

s
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Friendship families needed for Central American students
The Center for International Programs at Murray State University
needs families in Murray and surrounding communities to serve as

"friendship families" for students
from foreign countries who come to
West Kentucky to study.
The most critical need at this

time is for families in which at least
one member speaks some Spanish,
according to Marian Posey, codirector of a CAMPUS III grant

recently awarded to Murray State.
Under the terms of this grant, the
Central American Program of
Undergraduate Scholarships

(CAMPUS) will sponsor thirteen
Central American students who
will come to Murray for thirty
months for English language train-

3Ficocoill I'VENtarilAcket.
cticerce
We Accept Food Stamps
We Reserve The Rtght To
Lend Quantities

Sale Good 1-5-89
Thru 1 -1 1 -89

1407 MIMI
Phone 753-4682
StO,e Hours
8-7 Mon Sat

•

•

U.S. Choice

Chicken Fry
Ground Beef
Steak
Round Steak Rump Roast
Owen's Best Family Pack

U.S. Choice Boneless Rolled

U.S Choice Bottom

$2

$ 169
lb

99,b.

$ 189

lb

3-4 Lb. Pkg. 80% Lean

Extra Lean
Trimmings For Seasoning

Extra Lean

Ham

Pork Steak

pkg.

99'
99

Field's One Lb

Chili Roll

Boston Butt

Pork Roast...lb.

Pork
Cutlets

lb.

U.S. Choice Bottom
Partin 's

Sausage

$ 1 39

1 lb

For The Best Take Out
Food In Town
Call The Deli Hot Line
•
460 41v 410. 410.

A

Whole
mak

Round
Roast

89

Plus Deposit
15
9
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
—4100
•

7-Up & Dr. Pepper

12 Pk. Cans

RC, Diet RC,
Sundrop, Diet Rite $289

gal

Red Cross

12 Pk. Cans

Pepsi & Pepsi
Products
Nabisco Premium

$289
0

1 lb Box

Sandwiches .4.4 oz

69°
Soup Starter
99°
Spag. & Meatballs 89°
Spaghetti

99

Tyson s Microwave Chicken
$

1'
9

1 th

5 9 oz

Chef Boy Arde /5 oz

OWEN'S BEST PRODUCE

48

02.

lbs.

9

$2

Fresh Crisp

Celery

White Cloud Toilet

Owen's Best Store

99
Tomatoes
Apple Juice
99°
29
/
Green Beans
9° Oranges.
$1 79
Detergent
Tissue

4 roll pkg.

Red Ripe

Hyde Park

lb

Owen's Best Storemade
•

Ham Salad....

.64 oz

lb

Owen's Best Store Baked

lb
•

4 lb. Bag

$ 1 29

41

Red

42 0z

Minute Maid ti4 oz.

Orange Juice
Kraft lnd Wrapped American

Cheese

89
49°
49°

Juicy Florida

Del Monte French Style or Cut

Surf 40° Off

Owen's Best Storemade

.Pecah Pie..

4.5 oz. $ 1

19

Oil.

Golden Ripe

Bananas...3

Green Giant Whole or Sliced

Wesson Corn

Baked Ham

Chicken Salad

79

32 oz

Mushroom

Owen's Best Virginia

Van Camp 16 oz

Sex ed guidelines
will be ruled on
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — Proposed guidelines for a statewide
sex education curriculum will be
ruled on by the state school board
at a special meeting and public
hearing, probably next month, the
Department of Education said
Wednesday.
The "family life" curriculum
issue was kept off the agenda for
next week's regular two-day
meeting of the State Board for
Elementary and Secondary
Education.
The board would vote on a curriculum following the public hearing, a department news release
said.
A task force appointed by state
Superintendent John Brock approved last month a suggested curriculum that included discussion of contraception, beginning in
the eighth grade.
But Brock said last week he opposed teaching about
contraception.
"I think it confuses youngsters if
you tell them you ought to abstain
from premarital sex, but if not, to
use contraceptives," Brock said.

/50,

Towels Catsup

lb

Tuna

Hunt's

Mardi Gras Single Roll

Hyde Park Tomato
American

Star Kist
Oil or Water Pk.

0, 69°
Pork & Beans
39°
59° _Tomato Sauce 2/99°

Borden Chicken Noodle

OWEN'S BEST DELI

Baked or
BBQ Beans

8 Pk. 16 oz

M.

2 Liter

Flav-O-Rich

Cheese

lb

411. 460.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
NI:Caffeine Free, Mt. Dew Ii II I

$2
Milk
$ °I 89

Crackers

lb

Royal Crown, Diet RC,
Diet Rite, Sundrop

9PEPSI
/
1 2%

Round
Roast
U.S. Choice Eye of

Prairie Farms

k F-4

$189

lb

ing and undergraduate education.
These students will arrive in Murray with essentially no English
language skill, according to Ms.
Posey.
The first ten students will arrive
January 18 from Costa Rica, Honduras, Guatemala, El Salvador and
Panama. The last three will arrive
in August from Belize: "English is
the official language of Belize,"
Ms. Posey said,"so these students
will speak English." All students
are between the ages of 19 and 25.
The purpose of the "friendship
families" is to provide the students
with some social contact apart
from the University, so that their
experience with United States
culture and people is not limited to
the campus. The commitment of
the friendship family would be to
include the student in one or more
activities each month—a meal with
the family, a shopping trip, a movie
or play or sporting event, attendance at church. "The nature and
frequency of the contact really
depends upon the family and the
student and the extent to which
they enjoy each other's company
and havelnterests in common,"
Ms. Posey said.
"Being a friendship family
means putting yourself to some
trouble; it means including a
stranger in family activities and
having to accomodate unusual
habits and interests. It also means
opening up your life to an exciting
experience, to an opportunity to
learn as much as you teach, to the
possibility of developing a deep and
meaningful, friendship which
enriahes the lives of all involved."
To volunteer as a Friendship
Family, or for more information,
please call Marian Posey (76244151
or Ruth Perkins (662.3089).
If you are interested in the host
family concept but speak no
Spanish, your interest will still be
we! omed. Ruth Perkins, Foreign
Student Advisor at MSU,says there
are always more students wanting
to meet people in the Murray community than there are names on the
family mailing list, and most international students at Murray State
have excellent English language
skills.

189
$ 189

Potatoes.5

lb. Bag

$

Yellow

Onions .

.3 lb.

Bag

89°
99°

Fetus discovered
in sewage plant
HENDERSON, Ky. (AP) —
Authorities were investigating
Wednesday the discovery of a
human fetus at Henderson's
sewage treatment plant.
The fetus, described by city
police as nearly complete, was
discovered about 4:30 a.m. CST
Tuesday by a city worker in a
device that screens debris from incoming sewage.
"It's standard procedure for our
employees to notify police any
time body parts or anything questionable turns up at the plant,"
said Bobby Gish, superintendent
of the municipal water-sewer
department.
"The fetus had to enter the plant
through the sewage system," he
said.
Authorities would hot comment
on the sex or race of the fetus,
which was turned over to the cor- oiler's office for an autopsy. A
spokesman for the coroner's office
told police that initial evdience indicates the fetus was stillborn,
"We will do all that we can do to
find what happened," said
Henderson Police Department
Maj. Rick Riley. "We will alert
doctors' offices to notify us if they
encounter a patient who has apparently lost a child. Beyond that,
there's little we can do."
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Poet to read from works

Tony Rice Unit featured on Saturday show
Friday. Jan.S. through Thursday. Jas. 12
Monday.Friday
5:30 a.m. Morning Edition Terry Gross' Fresh Air joins Morrung
Edition at 8'30
9 a.m. Daytime Classics Seven hours of classical music with
news headlines and features hosted by Margaret Hunt and Mike
Rathke
4 p.m. All Things Considered National Public Radio's news
magazine of the air
• p.m. Fresh Air with Terry Gross.
6:38 p.m. Radio Reader with Dick Estell Dick Estell reads 'Six
Months Off" by former Tennessee Gov Lamar Alexander The book
chronicles Ms family's adventure in Australia
12 Midnight. Monday -Thursday An hour of new age music
Friday, Jan.6
/ p.m. Evening Classics - Classical Encore with C B Hunt
9 p.m. NIghtbeat Clark Terry, Anita O'Day. Herbie mann J J
Johnson, others
11 p.m. Soulflight, Jazz funk, dance and soul music
Saturday. Jan. 7
'
6 a.m. • Pickin with a look at new albums in the WKM:.•
folk bluegrass library
7 a.m. Weekend Edition with Scott Simon
8 a.m. Music from the Front Porch. Folk and bluegrass mu.sic
from the A1C-MS record library.
it noon. Mountain Stage with LarryCroce. N'ancy Griffith. Tracy
Nelson, and the Metropolitan Blues All-Stars perform
2 p.m. Lonesome Pine Special, recorded at the Kentucky Center
for the Arts. The Tony Rice Unit performs
3 p.m. Castaway's Choice. John McNally hosts this program
featuring celebrety favorites_ Guest is Sheila Benson.
4 p.m. All Things Considered
5 p.m. Marion McPartland's Piano Jazz with guest. Leonard
Feather
6 p.m. Focus on Jazz Julian -Cannonball" Adderly is featured.

7 p.m. 'The Blues" with John Griffin and Jun Carpenter Music
from one of America's earliest and continuing jazz forms
8 p.m. Jazz Horizons - contemporary and fusion jazz
Ii p.m. Beyond the Edge Forward music for those who like it
Sunday, Jan. 8
6 a.m. Opus 88 A morning of chamber music, festival performances and classical music from the WK.MS library
11 a.m. Weekend Edition with Susan Stamberg
1 p.m. The Big Band Era with Bobby Bryan Benny Goodman,
Guy Lombardo. Andy Kirk, Frank Sinatra. others
4 p.m. All Things Considered.
5 p.m. Our Times with host Byron Caloz
6 p.m. Soundprint Weekly documentary series hosted by John
Hockenberry designed to intensely explore a subject each week
6:30 p.m. NPR Playhouse - 'Babbitt"
7 p.m. A Note to You with host RolandNadeau takes you on a tour
of the world of music This week' the music of Greece. part 2
p.m. Audiophile Audition with John Sumer
9 p.m. New Sounds with John Schaeffer
10 p.m. Music from the Hearts of Space Electronic and
meditative space music
Monday,Jan. 9
6 p.m. Fresh Air with Terry Gross
6:30 p.m. Radio Reader with Dick Estell
7 p.m. Evening Classics - The Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra
9 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan
Tuesday, Jan. 10
7 p.m. Evening Classics - The Cleveland Orchestra
9 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan
Mednesday,Jan. II
7 p.m. Evening Classics - Detroit Symphony Orchestra
9 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan
Thursday,Jan. It
7 p.m. Evening Classics - The Chicago•Symphony Orchestra
9 p.m.pasy Street with Bobby Bryan.

Rejections encouraging to writer
"Reject '88: The Poetry
cites examples of "New Yorker'
Chester, New Jersey. anti ,•:.t- •
Reading" is scheduled for Friday, "The Nation". and "The
Amencan
presented readings to a variety.
Januray 13, 1989, 7:30 pm, at
Voice".
.Two
audiences on college campuses and
Street Studio, a Paducah art
"I'm getting lots of 'good' rejecin community libraries in the New
gallery. The featured reader is tions, though," she amends
.'Good
York metropolitan area On a re.
Constance Alexander. a published
rejections' are personal notes or
cent trip to Australia, she v. as ask.
poet and writer who recently special words of encouragemen
t
relocated to Kentucky from New from an editor, according to Alex- ed to present a poetry reading at
the Sydney Press Club
Jersey. An open poetry reading ander. Regular rejecti
ons are pre
follows Ms. Alexander's perforprinted statements that offer no exFormer President of New Jersey
mance. The gallery is located at 126 planation for the rejecti
on. "The
Poetry
Society. Alexander also
South Second Street, Paducah.
'good' rejections keep you going."
writes fiction and non-fiction. She
The reading is one component of Alexander says.
is a regular commentator on
Reject '88, the current art exhibiAlexander's poetry has been
WKMS, National Public radio af,tion at Two Street Studio. The art published in a variety of
journals
filiate
in Murray. Kentucky Her
work selected for the show was re- and anthologies, including
"The
prose has appeared in "The New
jected from the Paducah '88 exhibi- - Writer-, "Without Halos"
. "SoYork Times", -The Ourier Jourtion, according to Sarah Roush, ar- journer", and National
Organizanal", and various business publicatist and gallery owner..
tion for Women Publications. Her
tions. She has studied writing at
work has been performed on stage
Middlebury College and Prir,( .•,tor
Reflecting the "Reject" theme,
at the Black River Theater in
University
Ms. Alexam.!?r's reading will
highlight her poems that have been
rejected by literary journals and
II • II II
• IN II • II • II
magazines in the past year. "My
III
MEM III
MI II II MI
work has been rejected by the most
prestigious publications in the
country." Alexander says She

•
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Sports standouts influential in Kurt Russell's acting

NEW YORK (AP - When
baseball stars Mickey Mantle and
Roger Mans made the movie
"Follow Me Home" in the early
1960s, they inspired a young Kurt
Russell to take up acting.
Twenty-five years later, he drew
upon another sports figure in
preparing for his role in "Tequila
Sunrise." Russell, who stars with
Mel Gibson and Michelle Pfeiffer.
decided that Los Angeles Lakers
Coach Pat Riley's slicked-back
hair and well-tailored suits were
the kind of look his part required.
"I felt that Pat Riley's look was
right for this film because he was
arrogantly confident but not nffen,
sive," said Russell. "It's very
tough to do that.
Russell plays a police officer investigating a drug dealer who is
also an old high school friend (Gibson ), and who is involved with a
mysterious Mexican drug lord
(Raul Julia ). Russell seduces

Pfeiffer. a restaurateur and Gib son's friend, and uses her to extract information on the dealer.
"I feel good about the chemistry
of Michelle and myself and Mel,"
Russell said. "It reminded me of
doing 'Silkwood' with Meryl
I Streep and Cher. I always felt
there were three specific people in
the room and they each in a good
way brought something to the
other."
Russell emerges as a negative
character in "Tequila Sunrise"
because he manipulates both Gibson and Pfeiffer. However, the actor enjoyed Ills role: "I like the
style of some of those old gangster
movies that (James) Cagney did.
You didn't pull for him, but you did
feel bad when he got killed off."
Russell, 4 child star in Disney
movies ( "Follow Me, Boys," "The
Computer Wore Tennis Shoes," i
has a long history of playing bad
guys- -

-A lot of people take Walt
Disney and lump it all together.
The first picture I did, I:was the
tough kid on the block. My father
was an alcoholic and I was slingshotting everybody," he said.
Russell's career sagged through
most of the 1970s until he landed
the starring role in the television
movie "Elvis." He receive
positive reviews and has gone on
to critical success in "Silkwood."
"Used Cars" and other films.
The ensuing financial security
has freed him to enjoy more
private time. In 1983, he fell in love
with actress Goldie Hawn while
they were making "Swing Shift."
They have houses in California
and Colorado.
Russell, the son of TV actor Bing
Russell, made his film debut at'
age 12 in the Elvis Presley movie
"It Happened at the World's
Fair." But he loved sports more
than acting, and spent some time

Singer takes early exit for flight home
NEW YORK AP - It was
eight days before Christmas, and
a homesick, -Mirella Freni was
grateful to.J3izet for writing the
character of Micaela out of Act 4
of "Carmen."
The soprano had an Alitalia
flight to catch to Italy, where her
mother, daughter, two grandchildren and other relatives
awaited a holiday reunion in her
hometown of Modena.
"Since I can leave early. I'll be
on the plane Saturday night," Miss
Freni said in an interview the day
before the matinee performance.
"I hated to wait an extra day."
It was an unexpected coup for
the Metropolitan Opera to persuade Miss Freni, at age 53 still
one of the world's most soughtafter sopranos, to stop in New
York for two performances as
Micaela. She was on her way
home from San Francisco, where
she had appea?t,d with Luciano
Pavarotti in Puccini's -La
Boheme."
Micaela - the girl-next-door
who loses the affections of the
soldier Don Jose to the gypsy
Carmen - is usually sung by
sopranos early in their career.
Miss Freni made her stage debut
in the part in 1955 but had not sung
it anywhere in 15 years.
"Mostly they want me for more
demanding roles now," she said.
"But the Met said. 'Oh please,
Mirella, just two performances on
your way home, and one is the
radio broadcast. I am happy I can
still sing the role."

Snaring the superstar. even for
sidering that Miss Freni long ago
two performances, was part of the
ventured beyond the lyric reperMet's renewed emphasis on
tory into heavier, dramatic roles
glamorous casts. Appearing y,-ith
such as Desdemona in Verdi's
her was mezzo Marilyn Home as "Otello," the title role
in his
Carmen and bass Samuel Ramey "Aida" and Puccini's
"Manon
as the toreador Escamillo.
Lescaut."
Though the role of Micaela is
relatively short - an extended
Some critics have regretted her
duet in Act 1 and a showpiece aria
decision, noting that the more
in Act 3 - it is not without its
heroic roles inevitably stretch and
challenges.
harden a 'soprano's voice. But
"Toscanini made the aria a reMiss Freni has had more success
quired part of auditions for lyric
than most in retaining the mellow
sopranos at La Scala," Miss Freni tones required
of a lyric soprano.
said. "It calls for a little of
"I don't try to be more dramatic
everything - recitative. than I am,"
Miss Freni said. "I
pianissimo, long phrases. high
still think of myself as basically a
notes."
.lyric soprano, but with other
That she can still meet all those
possibilities. I know very well my
o0p.11enges is remarkable, conlimitations."

TOYOTA

playing minor league baseball for
the San Diego Padres and California Angels. A shoulder injury at
age 22 ended his baseball career.
Sports comparisons frequently
pop up in Russell's conversation.
-Acting's the easiest job in the
world," he said. "I am accused of
not liking actors. I do like them,
but they think somebody interfering with their evef-important performance is an obstacle.
"They haven't faced Nolan
Ryan with the winning run on third
base. That's an obstacle."
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515 S. 12th

Slate blue. 30,000 mi
leather interior, all service records.
Competitive but confidential price to pro- spective buyers.
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ORDERED SOLD!
Entire Inventory
Includes Warehouses and
Showrooms. If Will Pay
You To Drive Miles To
This Sale,

FROM

LIVINGROOM SETSMANY STYLES TO
SELECT FROM

$299

90 DAYS
SAME AS
CASH
Mon.-Fri.
8-5
Sat. 9-4

$79
VARIETY
OF STYLES
ALL RECLINERS
40-60% OFF

Solid Wood 3 Piece
Hardwood Dinette

Table 30-.30 .418
Chair No, 1015
Choice of Finish

169
NOW ON SALE

753-4961

2+ 1

UN
IF
OR
M SALE
Buy Two & Get the Third One Free

!

Sale Begins Jan. 2nd and Ends Jan. 31st
Entire Stock Reduced 20% or More
Nurse Mate Shoes Always Discounted 20%

ield Shopping Plaza
Mayfield, Kentucky
(502) 247-8449

U

Mon-Sat from 4 PM All Day Sundi.
Limited Time Only

It will pay you to drive to this sale!

PARKER'S FAMOUS

PA
RKER'S
Mayf

"Family Style"
Chicken Parmigiana
Dinner $4.99

EVERY MATTRESS SALE
PRICED

'86 Jaguar XJ-6

, urray,

GO ITALIAN!

PUBLIC NOTICE

OF MURRAY INC.
oar& *smog &did

FAMILY RESTAURANTS

ALL TABLES 400/0 TO
60% OFF FROM

$29

$39
TWIN SIZE
WHEN BOUGHT CHILDS BEDROOM
4 PIECES
IN SETS OTHER
SIZES ON SALE

199

PUIRDOM S
FURNITURE AND APPL

IANCES

WEST OF WARD ELKINS ON THE SQUARE IN MURRAY
PHONE (502)753-4872
DON T MISS THIS ONE!!
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CLASSIFIEDS
Legal

1

2

AS of January 5, 1989 I,
Pierceall,
Samuel E
am not responsible tor
any debts other than my
own
2

N

o

t -I

c

Notice

2

Murray
Furniture
Mart

Wyatt's
Body Shop
3 Mlles North on 783
(Penn) Road)

e

Locatec
Uncle Jef

Where experience Az
pride make the difference. All work
guaranteed. Free
estimates. If you want
it light call

CAROLYN'S
CORNER
i.ed Furniture
Gittuare
Brinn Collectible
Dolls
Hand %%rapped Flimers
‘ev. &

Notice

753-2600
and used furQua4ity fur- fjre at competitive
ces
niture

Wyatrs Body Shop

759-9431

Fall & "ma'.
Decorations

Etel-Air
Shopping Center
753-9234
GLIDDEN Latex wall
paint, 5 gal can $29 99.
Get at Black's Decorat
ing Center, 701 S 4th
S/ , Murray_

TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video
tape. $3 50 per 50 ft
reel, tape included
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs. Free
pick up and delivery_
Call Donna Darnell,
Video Production
Specialties 759.-9246.

SHOP Ward's Leather
& Skins for belts, belt
buckles, billfolds, vests,
coats, purses, wristbands and key chains.
(Leather, python, rat
tlesnake, eel, ostrich,
elephant, lizard.) 2
Miles from Hazel on
State Line Road 893
West, 492 8580

Make
sss
sss
ssss$55s$Ss

Wiggins & Shoppers Mall
2 mi. north of Murray
on New-Hwy 641 4-Lane.

SsSssS$SsSs$SSSSS
SsSs
sss
$sss
sSss
$is
$555
$55
555$
s$S$5$SS5SsSS
sS$55S5ss5s55
555$
55$
SSSs
SSs
$555
sSsS
$ss
$555
ssSs
ss$
$SSS
ss5555$$$$$SS$SsS
$$$$ssissSS
S'ss
sss

Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
9-5
Sun. 12-5

Wiggins Furniture
BA
Shoppers Mall
D

Where The Best Is Not Expensive

With Classified

DEADLINE

DAroF PUB.

Fri. 3 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

763-1916
SINGLES: Meet single
people throughout rural
America. Confidential,
established, reputable
plan. Free details
Country Connections
Newsletter, P.O. Box
406, Superior, NE 68978.

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Notice

2

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled. Intermediate
or Custodial Care.
With Medicare's new
guidelines for confinerh,ent. Nursing Home
Insurance is more important than ever.
For free information
call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free

101'

al claim •.er‘

PREGNANT.
Worried? There is
somebody who cares!
Call Opportunities For
Life, toll free 1 800 822
5824 for personal,
confidential help!
3. Card ot Thanks

2

Lost and

5

Notice

Found

6

Help Wanted

Black Lab
VISIT Lynda's Pretty FOUND
Punch Embroidery 753-6359
Shop for your supplies
and sweatshirts. 2 Miles
for Hazel on State Line 6. Help Wanted
Road 893 West 492 85113.
WE clean your rings, DRIVERS. Drive with
free. We discou-nt pride. Stoops Express
jewelry, every day We wants drivers (single or
buy old gold. We sell for teams) and owner,'
operators who are at
less, we guarantee it
Gold, diamonds and least 23 years old with 1
Black Hills gold. If we year recent OTR frac
don't have what you tor . trailer experience
want we will get it tor We can offer you
you. Gold Nugget, 106 •Mileage Pay based
E. South ,Street, upon quality of ex
Mayfield, Ky , Phone perience, •Seniority in c re a ses up to 26.6
502-247-6762.
cents/ MI, •Home on a
regular basis, *Paid
Insurance. Give Us A
5. Lost and Found
Call! Stoops Express,
$200 REWARD! White Sellersburg, IN,
male Pointer Bird Dog Nationwide: 800 457
with liver colored head 6418.
and side spots missing ELECTRICIANS•
HVAC
from New Concord, Plumbers
Technicians: Needed to
Kentucky area Christ
mas day. Light blue subcontract Small jobs.
collar, 2 years old, 606 255-7744.
family pet, (not
trained). No questions
asked. Call 502 436-5566
ANSI( AMFRIC \ li
Akiff
or collect 901-476 5300
work days.
COntsventai Casualty Company
LOST: White, long
haired male cat, shaved
fn. Carum•onrou./... 611a.
right hind leg (recent
surgery), child's pet.
435-4252.
,LOST in the Cherry
.
Corner community,
older male black and
tan Beagle mix wearing
a collar. Answers to
unked
"Buford". , Call 436 5502
insurancecoinpany
after 4p.m.
American Republic
6
Help Wanted

Li
m

CNA

LETTER OF
APPRECIATION
The family of
James Richard
Oliver wish to express our deep
appreciation to
all those who called, brought food,
sent flowers, and
in so many ways
helped us through
a very difficult
time.

ARTIST model
Department of Art. Part
time. Salary $5 per
hour. Experience in
artistic sensitivity
preferred. Work will Be
assigned according to
need for models for fall
and spring semester.
Contact - Department of
Art, Murray State University, Murray, KY
42071, 502 762-3784
EOE, M/F,

TRANSPORT LIFE
Union Bankers

What do all these companies have in
common? In Murray, they are all
represented by:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
"Our 26th Year Of Service"

11:111:121[21_____
IF YOU THINK I M GOING

WADE THROUGH 51X
FEET OF SNOW,YOU'RE CRAZY!
TO
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0

ZAM6ONI
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A MINUTE'

' 114E

0
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By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

0

Q

0

°

°

0
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Help

6

ATTENTION- Hirmg.
Government jobs your
area Many immediate
openings without wait
irig list or test 517,840869.485. Call 1 602 838
8885 Ext. 1268.4
BONUS INCOME.
Earn $200 $250 weekly
Mailing 1989 travel
brochures For more
information send
stamped envelope to.
INC P.0 Box 2139,
Miami, Florida 33261.
BONUS INCOME.
Earn $200 $250 weekly.
Mailing 1989 travel
brochures. For more
information send
stamped envelope to:
INC. P.O. Box 2139,
Miami, Florida 33261.
TEACHER needs
Christain babysitter for
1 year old girl 7:15a.m.
3:45p.m. Good pay and
meals provided. Re
ferences required. Start
immediately. 753-1490
for more information.

ate

•

NANCY
1-1E WEARING 416 060AL
CLAG6g 001TIT:„ 0-IECKED
PANTS , TRIPED 6PAIRT
PAILEci TIE , U619 JACKET
(stacrEg!) (0497!)

Wanted

CPA firm seeking re
ceptignist with good
typing skills. Also a
knowledge of payroll
and bookkeeping pro
cedures desired. Sena
confidential reply to
P .O. Box 1040 A.
Murray, KY.

EXCELLENT SALES

,968unded

Help

Wanted

FULL TIME
For person with elec
trice' and or retail ex
perience
Apply in
person January 3rd
through
January
10th.

O PPORTUNITY!
HIGHEST COMMIS
SION PAID! NO CAN
VASSING! For that
enthusiastic and neatly
dressed male or female
who is tired of making
- 206 East Main
less and is ready for the
highest commissions
paid, steady flow of
good, qualified clients, PART Time Animal
working 5 days a week Shelter worker Apply
in the Kenlake area at at the Animal. Shelter,
Pine Crest Resort. 105 East Sycamore
Positions will be filled Ext., Wednesday Jan 4
quickly so call now! or Thursday Jan. 5 from
2,5:30p.m.
4 74- 2229, ask for
P ROFESSIONAL
Thomas.
GET PAID for reading drivers wanted: Join
the Tanksley team of
books! $100 per title
Write: PASE 187A, 161 professionals OTR
S. Lincolnway, N. drivers. Must be 22/23
or older, D.0 T.
Aurora, IL 60.542.
IMMEDIATE opening qualified, good MVR
and have one year
for part time Respire
tory Therapist or verifiable experience.
technician. 20 plus New benefits. Insurance free after 90 days,
hours per week, includ
ing at least two ability to keep truck
weekends per month. rider policy. Fuel and
Knowledge Of ventilator safety incentive bonus.
care and intubation Call today: 606 525 4144
or 1 800 , 527-TEAM.
skills „required. Ap
plications may be Drug Screen, E0E.
picked up at the hospital TRUCK drivers needed
switchboard, or send a immediately: Best pay
resume to Parkway and benefitsprogram in
Regional Hospital, at- the industry. Start at 23
tention: Director of cents per mile with
Respiratory Therapy, regular increases to 27
2000 Holiday Lane, cents. Minimum of 2,100
Fulton, KY 42041 EOE.
miles per week guaran
KITCREN help needed teed. 23 years old with 1
female,
immediately:
year OTR experience.
full or part-time, must Good record required.
21.
Apply
at
The
Big
be
Inexperienced? Ask
Apple Cafe in Puryear, about J.B. Hunt ap
Tn. or call 901-247,5798.
proved driving schools.
NEED a lob? 4 openings Financial assistance
now. You may qualify available. Call J.B.
if: (1)you do not have Hunt 1-800-643 3331
GED or your high TRUCK drivers: Poole
school diploma, (2) you delivers. We need ex
have been out of school perienced qualified
9 months or more, (3) drivers with commityou are between ages 16 ment and drive_ We
& 21. We are a EOE. offer 23 cents per mile
This project is funded to start to OTR drivers.
by the Western Ky. Driver trainee positions
Private Industry available with less than
Council JTPA. Call one year experience.
J.T.P.A. Out Of School Applicants must be at
753-9378 between 830
least 2,3 years old.
12005 days a week.
Excellent benefits
NEED qualified in
package and yearly
dividual in my home to increases. Join the
care for 3 month old Poole team. Apply in
from 7:30a.m. 5p.m. person. Poole Truck
Call 753-6817 after 5p.m.
Line, Cresline Drive,
NURSING Coordinator: Henderson, Kentucky
502-826 8719 oc 1408
full-time /o plan, im
L ebanon Road,
plement, evaluate ser
vices. Send resume: Nashville, Tennessee.
Kathy Holdermarf, As 615 255 4082, 1 800 225
sistant Director, 5000 EOE.
Nazareth Home Health,
907 North Dixie, Suite C,
Accepting
Elizabethtown, KY
Applications
42701

WIrlesale
Electric
Supply

SECRETARY

et 5 t10

6

Need
someone
mature and dependable that can handle
secretary duties as
well as customer service to work MondayFriday. Experience
and
references
required.
Call 474-2227
For Appointment

eitt.ge Synd.cate

I THINK I'LL
GARNISH IT
"All units.prepare to move in! ...
He's givin' him the duck now!"

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

For Nurses Aides
All shifts. Flexible
working hours and
beginning salary at
$3.50 per hour. Full
scholarships
are
awarded annually to
CMA school and LPN
school for those
employees interested
in a career in longterm care.
Apply at
West View
Nursing Home
1401 South 16th St,
Murray, Ky.
FOEtto
10. Business Opportunity

ACROSS

„rev. 31tTf:

Sheets of

glass
ILIMUM11:1311

HALT! WHO
GOES THERE?

SGT. LOUISE

LUGG!

4

I. DIDN'T
KNOW

YOU
GUYS

SGT. ORVILLE
SNORKEL!
4

WERE
POLl 13 E DATiNG

ME0VVT11111

W0011

AND BE SURE YOU TAKE
THEM EXACTLY ONE HOUR
BEFORE YOU FEEL THE
PAIN COMING QN

6 Southeastern
Europeans
11 Standards of
perfection
13 Gunner's
compartment
14 Sponsors
Word
15 Wavers
17"-.. are the
World
18 Recent
20 Wearied by
dullness
21 Damage
22 Mr Roberts
24 Damp
25 Reveal
26 Projecting
tooth
28 cylindrical
30 Watch face
32 Remainder
33 Consolidated

35 Judge
37 "Star -"
38 Long, slender
fish
40 English
streetcar
42 Towel
insignia
43 Leases
45 Music: as
written
46 Hypothetical
torce
47 Pertaining .
to a lion
49 Guido's low
note
50 Annapolis"
river
52 Essential
character •
54 Gain
55 Peels

Answer to Previous Puzzle
C
TORTECUBA
P I CIA
A
R
R A
A
E
T E
A
A
OE
E-,D
Al
0

RE

A

A P P,
'T
0
A

E

D

T E
AT IE'R
DIA
S E

11. Instruction
2 Snakes
3 Neon symbol
4 Dine
5 Untidy
person
6 Irrational
mathematics

7 Biller vetch
8 Redford ID ,
9 Be on one's
DOWN
guard against
1 Instrument
10 Cubic meter
for Manilow
12 Pack away
13 Seesaw
16 Attowance
10
8
9
4
5
6
1
2
3
for waste
19 Roams
12
13
11
21 Substances
23 Dens
Perplex
14
151S6111
2
27 Silenc5
by
authority
20
21
ta
19
231129 Mr Buttons
31 Vast throng
14
33 - name
22 11
en
34 (surname)
27
29
28
26
Mend with
cotton
31
32
30
36 Full-grown
37 Pronoun
ill
36
34
35
4
39
1 Partners
III
43 German title
40
38
39
41
44 Cold weather
WI
spell
45
42
43
47 M Remick
48 Greek letter
48
49
46
47
51 Montpelier's
St
50
51
2115311 53 Chaldean
III
city
55
54

11111

5UPGENLY.,9rEei. H4N05„,

•

AJ
Rim

I R

A

IF you would like to own
your own ,buisness, now
is the time
Changes
are being make with
Diet Center that will
mean a business boom.
Personal c.curmitments
are forcing sale. For
additional information
respond to: P.0 Box
115, Hazel, Ky. 42049.
METAL BUILDING
MANUFACTURER will
develop dealer in select
open areas soon. Starter
ads, 'training and en
gineering support proCustom
✓ ided
Buildings our specialty.
Call for application_
303-759-3200 Ext. 28.

•AiaioNES
•CRU1SE LINES
•TRAVEL. AGENCIES
HOME STUDY/RES TRAINING
•EINANCIAL AID AVAIL
•/011PLACEMENT ASSIST.

1-800-327-7728
AC

7 TRACE,, SLHO-01.
FIGgIrs Pomparr

111

II

III44

lUll

II

lUll

•SECRETARY
-EXECUTIVE SEC
.WORD PROCESSOR
HOW STUDY IRES TRAINING

-FINANCIAL AID AVAIL
-Joll PLACEMENT ASSIST

1-800-327-7728
THE

HART SCHOTA
• OlvolACT item
hdef” Pompons lit,

TL

THURSDAV, .1 A

CLASSIFIEDS
11. Instruction

15. Articles for Sal.

24

Miscellaaeous

32

Apts tor
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Rent

46

Homes for Sale

49

Used Cars

49

Used

Cars

53

Services Olfered

53

Services Offered

LICENSED electrici,
N EW 2 bedroom 3 BEDROOM brick, 1 9 7--9 PLYMOUTH
Septic Tanks
Now it's
residential and comVolare„4 door good car
duplex: ready Febru- located in Cam
mercial Air condition
1976 Chevrolet short
Pumped
ary 1, lust out of city bellsville Owner re
.ng Sales and service
locating, must sell
limits. 753-7457
wide bed and two wheel
ana
installation
is
and
Home
neat
Gas
cozy trailer, 6 ply tires, steel
NICELY furnished 1
repair for natural ano
bed 753 0955
bedroom apartment with central heat/ air
LP Fred's Repair ;53
to
carpeting,
Wall
wall
and room for rent.
7203
Located near campus. full basement, good 1982 REGAL Somerset
LICENSED rlecti7
Daytime 753-6111, night neighborhood, walking Limited, fully loaded,
distance to school and AM/FM cassette, vei
can, Doug Jones Efec
753-0606.
tric Residential wiring
downtown. $39,900.
New 6 Lise0
ROOM for rent fur- Price negotiable. Call our interior, sharp
and electrical and. elec
Mobile John &
CiM Execut yes &
nished, 1 block from ca- Paul Osbourne Realty. 753-0509 or 759 15.43.
tric. motor repairs No
1983 CADILLAC
mpus, $75 per month plus 502-46.5-7368.
Septic Service
P'ogram Vehicles
Coil
rewinding
ElDorado
loaded, low
utilities. 759-4104.
521 45
759-0751
GOVERNMENT homes
1P01-642-3900
Value
mileage
$7,000
garSMALL bedroom
cp.
1 800 592 3308
iNSTRuc nom
from $1. "U Repair".
MOB IL.E HOME
$
Paris
0
0
8
W
5,
79
Reducea
Hwy.
un
age apartment:
repair,
Also tax delinquent
• Specialist
LEARN TO DRIVE
16. Home Furnishings
41
,
759-9698,
furnished except for property. Call 805-644
leveling, underpinning, REDINd and Carter's
TRACTOR TRAILER CAMEL back trunk:
1983
Alli
RENAULT
appliances, 1 block 9333 Ext. 1434 for info.
red, 50,000 set ups. tear downs,
1983 Z 28
•No expronoe
complete mobile home
u)5
good conditon. Call
from MSU, $170 per HOUSE and 2 lots:
1 ance parts. 1986 Yugo, miles, loaded $6,500 roofs floors plumbing
noodod
repairs service Cal!
36,200 actual miles, Call 492 8873 or 753 0327
753-3758 after 5p.m.
month, no pets. 753-5980.
•COT ConfOcatoon
washing
Wiring
kitchen,
liv
bedrooms,
492 8806 for estimate
•F LA,o, p1 woo
$1,800. (502)472 2500
beds
bunk
wood
DARK
applications
TA
INO
K
759
straps
dining
bath,
ing
room,
hurricane
Vionnoa
ROCKY COLSON Home
with ladder and mat- 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
•PLiosorar• Dem
for Section 8. Rent room, utility room, 1984 OLDSMOBILE 50 Used Trucks
4850. •Flooncal ANO
Repair. Roofing. siding,
like new, 9 1974 12x68 TRAILER: 2 Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 carport, garden, 2 out Firenza: 4 door, 51,000
tresses,
a
Don't
rent
MOVING)
r Wei•••
1959 CHEVY: runs and
plumbing. con
drawer dresser with bedroom, 2 baths, all 3R
Apply Hilldale buildings, $21,000. 492
miles, tilt, AM FM looks good. 436-2451
Moses painting
Our
truck!
ALLIANCE
(fete Free es-for atEes mirror, corner leather electric, partially fur
Apts., Hardin, Ky. 8492.
cassette stereo, excel
is
great'
hIleCtoRsTRAJLEA
You
system
1982 CHEVROLET
Call 474 2307 or 753 6973
TlimaiNG cesirrE RS
brown chair. Call 753- nished. 753-0716
E qual Housing NEW house in Martin lent condition 753.5737
we haul, -you
10 6 cylinder, 4-speed, load
LES/J4001, TN
machine rep
and 1980 14x70 MOBILE Opportunity.
brown
,SEWING
Also
3640.
save
blue,
extra
you
28:
3
.2
unload,
1985
Heights
subdivision
CANTON klio
/1111 tan queen size Broyhill
air, tilt, AM FM. sliding
All makes and
Licensed air
money
UNFURNISHED 2 be- large bedrooms, 2 full clean, Vow miles 437
home: newly re
and
red
glass.
back
1-800-334-1203
sleeper sofa. Asking modeled, 2 bedroom, 2 droom apartment: I baths, fireplace, gas 4703.
movers! Credit cards, models, home and inwhite, 84,090 miles
Call Kenneth
$450 or best offer. Call complete baths, new miles in country, $150 heat and 2 car garage_ 1986 CAPRICE Classic
Informat'on dustry
753
6063.
753 2674.
Barnhiil.,
753-7862 or 753-3640.
I
.
X
E
800
33MOV
carport and shed in
per month, utilities 753-3903 after 4p.m.
stationwagon, 3.9,000 1983 FORD Ranger XL
SOFA, country blue, clUded. 759-4966.
14. Want to Buy
PLUMBING repairman Stella, Kyl', Hwy 121 N
partially paid, deposit
miles, $6,500. 1986 Ford 759 4178.
excellent condition, $200
SHEETROCK finishing.
753 7443 47, Motorcycles
LTD, 55,000 miles.. $3, 198.4 F600 FORD aerial with same day service
CIVIL , war artifacts: or best offer. 753-0485 1985 14x66 TRAILER and references.
new or repair 4367811
and app. or 489-2256.
with turn
1988 YAMAHA Razz 900. 753-0321 guns, swords, etc, Ask after 5p.m.
bucket trlick new rub Call 759-4850.
$11,750, $11,000 without.
Scooter. 753-8578.
. PS, ber on the rear, fair on PROFESSIONAL SURETree
FORD
Tempo.
1986
for Larry. 753 3633.
SUPER single water
Service Topping, prun
Sp. B5, Mob Hm Vill. 34. Houses for Rent
BIG Red 3-wheeler with PB, A/C, 5 speed. 41, the front, works 40' Painting Contractor
FIREPLACE insert. bed. 753-5437.
ing, tree removal Ae
753-6726.
000 miles,. $5,500 753
2 BEDROOM Pine Bluff reverse, excellent con
pole, excellent cond, Brighten up your home
753-7975 or 759-9404.
1988 14x70, 2 BED- Shores, $250 a month dition. After 4p m. 759 7217 or 753 1622_
Call now to book your r.al bucket truck Fully
tion. 345 2561.
FRAME mounted
insured for your prot
ROOM, 2 bath, all plus deposit 753 9386 or 9925.
1986 PLYMOUTH. Re- 1985 CIERA Classic fop notch Quality Pain
trailer hitch for pick-up 22. Musical
Stump removal
electric, CA & CH, wall 753-4509.
BORDERS Cycle and liant: 4 door, automatic, GMC 1/2 ton pick up, ter who has years
truck, class 3. 759 4905.
to wall carpet, blinds 3 BEDROOM house: 209 ATV Center
experience in 1 2,3 story with no lawn damage
Used
all
44,000
silver,
conditioning,
and
air
red
trucks.
BUNDY trumpet for and curtains, GE
JUNK cars and
No
homes and businesses, Free estimates
Ask for Larry 753 3633.
sale. Very good condi- stove/ refrigerator, South 13th St , gas heat, ATVs, parts, service, miles. 753 6085 after power,, AM FM cass has all tools and obligations. 753 5.484
tires.
and
accessories
no
window,
a
pets,
A/C,
$300
sliding
ette,
3p.m.
WANT to buy Raw tion. Call 753-3901 after D/W, underpinned and
2001 North Main, Benton, 1987 CUTLASS Ciera tilt, cruise, and many equipment No lob too TELEPHONE wring
Furs. Stanley Owen 5p.m. Reasonably winterized, 9x12 deck. month. 753 4862.
or too small
l acks installed priOnes
Ky. 502-527-1680.
extras with tool box and large
4
with
gas
BEDROOM
Brougham: 4 door. MF I
McClellan, Pulaski, IL. priced.
Phone now 753 5192.
By appointment. 753moved residence and
condi
$2,699,
2x4
POLARIS
Excellent
rails.
TVA
heat,
insulated.
15,XXX
power,
all
V-6,
618.342-6316.
PIANO FOR SALE. 2922, ask for Tom, after
tion, low mileage 753 .QUALITY construction, business experience°
$400 per month plus 4x4 S3;599. Also parts for miles, charcoal 759
Responsible 6p.rh. 753-7124.
W Ewbuy scrap Wanted
Call Si repairs and alteration
Lawn
Keith's
ATVs.
all
day or night
5940
deposit.
753-0332.
1125.
aluminum, copper, party to take on small 1988 CLAYTON 14x52,
Free estimates Call G 2220
In
Center,
Tractor
&
1987
NISSAN
hardbody.
1987 PONTIAC Sunbird:
brass and aluminum monthly payments on gas heat, central air,
:WET f3,
A, 436 2617.
37. Livestock-Supplies
dustrial Road. 759.9831
4 door, gray, extra nice, standard pick up:' fuel &
cans. Call Balcan Re- piano. See locally. Call underpinning. Will sell
make wet r....,serr
like new, 29,000 miles. injected, 4 cylinder, air, FOR Sale 3 storage
cycling at 753-0338.
Manager at 800-635-7611 for pay-off $9,375.95. SIMMEN7AL and
WV*
Clry
49. Used Cars
tool box, 23,XXX miles sheds like houses
$5,000 or best offer
anytime.
Call 753-1773 days or Simbrah bulls PerSUPER NICE I Cali complete eien_tric in guarantee.
15. Articles for Sale
formance & semen 1963 CHEVY II: 2 door, 435-4116 or 435-42)8.
PIANO for sale. Call 753-3310 nights.
rite
753 9379 oefore ((a m
every way 2 TVs. color
tested. Excellent qual- 1 owner, poor condition 1988 FORD Thunder
200 AMP service pole, Tim Miller at Holiday
6p.m
I dryer 3 lots for sale struction Co RI
ity. $650 & up Cadiz, but runs. Call 753 7783 bird: by owner, loaded, or 753 5904 after
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
Inn. 753-5986
$225. 753-8154.
with complete hook ups 409A, Paducar
after 5p.m.
100,000 mile warranty, 5 1 . Campers
5'x4' BUMPER pool
FURNISHED 2 bed- Ky. 522-7630.
for mobile homes Rare 42001 or call 1 442 7026
Beetle:
Super
Call
VW
miles.
Miscellaneous
24.
actual
1972
22,000
with
table. Slate bed
room with utility, 38. Pets-Supplies
-birg
1 9 8 3 TOYOTA Doberman pinch ,-?rs. 'WILL do c'urn
good condition, good after 7p.m., 759-9963. nylon bed cloth Com- 55 GALLON barrels for washer and dryer hookstailation tv repairs. mrSunraider motor home, fond and rust coJor
Call
$450.
car,
work
1
Coon
WALKER
Dog
T
GOVERNMEN
stieks
cue
plete with 6
sale. Keith's Lawn & up, private lot, storage
34,000 miles, 1 owner, A -KC regisfereb : guarantee.:: Fre,. e,
SEIZED Vehicles from full galley and oath, mobile hornt.s
and bumper pool balls. Tractor, Industrial building, 2 miles from PUPPY, 8 months old. 762-4798 before 3p.m.
Y ou I: mates Pnon.- 40:
miles,
puppy.
Also
Boxer
60,000
1
6L,
XJ
1974
Mercedes.
502465-4553
$100.
Fords.
$400. Call
town. 753-2250.
Road, 759-9831.
roof, air, engioe air, have to see to oelieve , oe 753 1308
4p.m.
after
Call
759-1438.
-55,000.
and
ys.
hey
C
7p.m
Corvettes.
between
SMALL 2 bedroom trailer
sleeps tour. Good gas Call for an appL
• r c.
FIREWOOD for sale
8:30p.m. .
1980 CADILLAC Sedan Surplus. Buyers Guide
for 2 adults of small child. 759-9925.
milage, priced TO -Sell 492 8806
437-4667.
C•
-,it
male
old
E
MONTH
3
Sharp
6000
FOR sale
DeVille: loaded, clean, 11) 805-687
753 0822.
y 3rC .NOrk.
FIREWOOD for sale. 489 2484.
Bassett
blooded
full
fax
5-8155.
copiers and
53,500. 753-2321
1988 GMC Suburban
4.3C
Red oak seasoned or TRAILER for rent. Sec
Key Minimachines. Demo units green. $25 dumped; $30' Bra"ridon Dill; bill Hound, hOusebroken,
Local
Camper Special
after
4523
759
5175.
Call
also available.
Electric, 7531551.
1 owner, bought new
stacked. 436-5430.
Warehouses
55 Feed and Seed
6p.m.
1 800 248 4319, Benton, FIREWOOD for Sale.
from Trucks, Trailers &
Christmas
AFTER
South
121
Ky
Rentals
.
Hwy.
Business
30.
miles.
17,000
,
.
Buses
Free
Tree removal.
Sale! Cocker Spaniel
OFFICE furniture from estimate 4362562, 436753 4389 or 753 5960.
BUSINESS space, of- pup: male, black and
doctor's office: chairs, 2758. ,
19' MOBILE aTraveler
space at white. Last one, needs a
753-5562 if no answer
store
or
fice
end tables, and coffee
Deluxe Mini Home:
Shopping
go
Southside
carts,
go
753-6078. 763-0996
carts,
GO
3872
753
Call
good home.
table. 759 4063
Has all extras, very
carts! 5 HP single and Center. 753-9386 or 753 10a.m.-8p.m.
8a.m..4p.m. M-F.
ec
comfortable,
clean,
double seats. Keith's 4509.
AKC Beagles: 1 pup, 1
O LANS met a°1 Lawn & Tractor Center,
onomical. New tires,
Hwy. 79 E. - Paris, Tennessee
male, 1 female $20
buildings. Pole Industrial Road. Call 31. Want to Rent
mini bike rack, like new
after
each. 436 2787
buildings, all sizes, sold 759-9831.
Suzuki (optional).
Estate
Steele
wishes
four
Neaomi
of
FAMILY
the
of
property
personal
the
Selling
5p.m.
in packages and acReady to go! $7,800
LARGE, large, large to rent 3 bedroom home,
from Camden. Tennessee.
AKC registered Black
cessories. 606 439 4866,
complete. Phone
selection of storage city or country. Garage
Labs, 3 females left.
606-439-3806 home.
(901)2328353 (near
Due to the possibility of inclement weather, the entire conCUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
buildings in stock for or out-buildings de753-5783 after 6p.m.
POLE buildings- immediate delivery.
Paris Lancllnu State
CuST011 WCOOWOFKING
tents of the Steele home have been moved to Midway Auto
sign lease.
Will
sired.
CHOW Chow: AKC
30'x40'x9' eave com- Acree Portable
Park/.
All Types Of
Auction. Sale will be held inside, regardless of weather
available.
References
female, 7 months old,
pletely erected, $5,295. Buildings, Mayfield,
Notice: Space does not allow a complete listing of all • 53. Services Offered
have
Must
by
May
Custom Woodworking
black, all shots, $125
Entrance door and Ky. 502-247 7831.
June 1989. Contact: R.
items to be sold. Come see for yourself the extremely wide
A 1 TREE Service and
753-7178.
10'x8' end slider, 8' o.c.
firewood, Seefeldt, 7109 Prather,
SEASONED
merchandise.
of
selection
stump removal. Your
Other 'sizes available.
DACHSHUNDS: re$20 a rick. U haul. Millington, TN 38053.
professional tree ser
Blitz Builders, Inc
•
-PARTIAL LISTINGgistered puppies for
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
492-8254 after 5:30p.m.
vice All types, rem°
1-800 428 4009.
sale. 753-8147.
'Grim by & see our showro.0oak 32. Apts for Rent
SEASONED
val, topping, feeding
REPLACEMENT winE XCEPTIONAL
1978 FORD FAIRMONT
753-5476,
un
firewood.
BEDROOM
1
Free estimates 50'
dows. $3,000 credit card
bloodline AKC Minia
4 door. 6 cylinder, automatic with PS. PB. air condition
Charles Barnett.
furnished tapartments
bucket truck and ;-_hip
payoff to qualified
ture Schnauzers, 2
Good second car - nice and clean
furappliances
with
brands
per. Call 753 0906.
homeowners with pur- WE -service all
15021554-4136.
males.
heat and
ALLEN'S Tree and
chase of thermally of kerosene *waters and nished, central
--HOUSEHOLD-Grove com- a3. Real Estate
Landscaping Service
sealed replacement carry a full line of parts. air, Lynn
GE 10 1 cu ft upright
dryer.
and
washer
duly
heavy
Kenmore
month.
a
$195
munity,
TracFree estimates. Haul
windows. Deluxe Keith's Lawn &
(Kenmore with norental
Good
refrigerator
Sale:
stove
FOR
newt,
(Kenmore);
(like
freezer
527-3205.
Road,
ing mulch, manure.
Package $79.88 per tor, Industrial
electric fans; exercise
four apartproperty,
de-humidifer;
pi
48
Sears
surface):
mar
partially
1
BEDROOM
gravel, dirt. 753 8819 or
window. Financing ar 759.9831.
ments, 1 block from
machine; telephone with volume control: Goose color console TV
753 6951 after 5p.m
WICKER, all kinds; furnished garage aparranged. 1-800-422-9872.
call
ottoman.
$42,000,
and
campus.
chair
couch,
recliners:
and
hide-a-beds
new)
(like
2
plus
$200
tment.
753 2332 24 Hour
ROWING exercizer $25. guns; 1977 Cordoba
75.3-1203.
animal
teakwood
lamps.
table
onyx
tables,
end
and
coffee
maple
759-430.
utilities.
answering service.
Guitar $25. Used Hoover $700; 1967 Mustang;
INVESTORS
figurines', Benhvood rocker: platform rocker 7 antique oak chairsAPPLIANCE REPAIR
upright vacuum $20. 1974 3/4 Ford pick-up 1 BEDROOM apart- SPECIAL. Kentucky
dour
glass
mahogany
bookcase;
door
Colglass
oak
914
antique
small
upstairs
ment
clis
$750; Alaskian Mal
We Service
759 1073.
01:
EsSledd
View
Lake
and
pictures
A
knick-krtacks.
table.
log
antique
gate
per
cherry
$180
Rd.
bookcase:
hwasliers. oisposals,
SEARS Kenmore amute puppies; Poodle dwater
2
adjacent
tates.
and
dresser
wardrobe,
door
2
with
suite
no
paid,
bedroom
frames, veneer
NE:"CECAR
ranges, ovens: re
Heavy Duty Plus puppies; 1976 Chevy month, water
pets. Available January duplexes on 1/2 acre
chest maple bedroom suite with nightstand: veneer bedroom settrigerators, washers &
6o
r
washer and dryer: van $2,100; 15' boat
to
and
Remodeled
lots.
quilts
()billies,
and
linens
pillowcases,
and
14th, 753-5980.
lots of sheets. blankets..
dryers. ServiQe on most
beige, 1 1/2 years old, 753-6438.
updated other 2 years
makes and models
end bedspreads, lots of towels, good throw rugs: Homer Laughlin
dealeryour:tort/7
excellent cn;fition, WOOD for sale oak and 1 BEDROOM log apar
built,
each
quality
old
local
and take
glasses:
crystal
lead
G E factory trained
"Georgian" dish set 8 pl set of Syracuse China:
$400. 753 sOl-A'after hickory, $25 a rick. tment: $200 a month, 94 unit 2 bedroom, dedisee,vnts and all the
The Appliance Works,
East. 753-8848.
glass sets; good pots and pans: stainless flatware and utenof
759-9313 after 5p.m.
lots
3p.m.
corator blinds, deck,
then call
Dr. Rob Mason Rd .
sils; mixing bowls; baking pans, ovenware, restaurant China: good
1 BEDROOM furnjshed
rebates. '
kitchen and laundry,
Hwy 783, 753-2455.
apartment including appliances. Sell as
small appliances, fruit jars snd canning lids: pressure cookers; sewAPPLIANCE SER
water, 1303 Chestnut St. package or separately.
ing machine; lots of material. thread and .sowing supplies; quilting
fl:ere)loPuL4',
Kenmore
✓ ICE
ajoining MSU, $140. Steady tenents.
frames: Christmas decorations, lots of Western paperback books:
W estinghouse,
Inquire at Tabers Body $135,000. 354-6770.
?
rnSont1541Vitlti1C
flower pots and vases, lots of misc.
Ip03irn..3en21
Whirlpool 28 years
Shop, 753-313.4.
Complete Liquidation
KOPPERUD Realty
--GARDEN AND MISCELLANEOUS-;fir:lancing
experience Parts and
1 BEDROOM apart• offers a complete range
Gravely Super Convertable garden tractor with mower deck, rotary
Uncle Jeff's Discount Center
Service. Bobby Hopper,
ment near downtown of Real Estate services
plow attachment and scraper blade: Snapper push mower: Atlas 3
753-4872 or 436-5848_
Murray. 753-4109.
641 South Murray, Ky.
with a wide selection of
HP Orden tiller: good sman 2 wheel wagon, garden sprayer: rakes.
CHILD care in my
in quality homes, all
duplex
BEDROOM
2
pick. post hole diggers. as. hand saws, all kinds or
shovels,
hoes,
Sat., Jan. 7th, 1989 10 a.m.
home anytime Meals
Northwood. Deposit and prices. 753-1222, toll free
'c/ •
new. iiiie new fishing poles and
hike
detectors
2
tools.
o
ha
metal
and snacks furnished.
lease. 753-8148.
Uncle Jeff's Discount Center is going out
1 800-251 HOME Ext.
‘\./1'
r'itit.11* is
more .
and
reels
437-4678.
I'.
large
BEDROOM
2
711L for courteous,
of business after more than 20 years of serMEMBER PD/C
011
4
.
lady
COLLICTIBLESCHRISTIAN
AND
--ANTIOUES
Dr.:
Hillwood
on
duplex
competent Real Estate
vice to this area. Everything must be sold.
de housecleaning. Re
Old 10h and 12. comic books: corns, 1891 Bayonet; Outstanding
1 1/2 baths, refrigera- service. We make buyAll of this merchandise is new and clean.
ferences available 492
selection of old toys including an original Lone Ranger with Silver.
tor with icemaker, dis- ing 8. selling Real
• 8899.
Marx wind-up motorcycle cop with side car; 1955 Chevy tin car, old
Many hundred feet of good modern free
hwasher, stove, central Estate easy for you.
DUNAWAY'S, Paintirrg
heat and air, carpeted,
metal Polar ice Cream truck with metal wheels, Delicious ice cream
standing peg board, metal & wire shelving,
44. Lots for Sale
interior, exterior, re
$295 a month. 759.4406.
truck, Friction trucks, cars and army tank, old cap pistols. 'footsie
check out lanes & cash registers - large lot
sidential, commercial.
2 BEDROOM furnished K ENTUCKY Lake
tot cars and trucks, wind-up drinking bear, F,shor Price wood pull
of hardware items- cabinet hardware • nice
7514951, if no answer,
apartment 1,-4 mile Malcolm Creek subtype bee and man rowing boat, old stuffed toys and dolls. old Daley
chain rack & chains - stove pipes • nuts,
753-2332. Ask for Mike.
from campus by Horton division: 3.02 unB B gun, plus more
FENCE sales at Sears
Lock Shop. $190, no restricted acres near
bolts & screws - bicycle parts - masonry
Plymouth mantle clock, Ballerina clock, Penn. R R. lantern. Several
now. Call Sears 753 2310
pets, no children, water Big Bear Resort,
kerosene lamps, pair of pot metal lamps (KOssOwskil; semi-nude
hand tools - bolt cutters - band saw & circle
for free estimate for
paid. 753-5980.
glass, old picWaite
with
stand
tray
ash
lamp
1926.
354-6770.
dated
$14,900.
plaster
handles
&
closers
door
vises
blades
saw
your needs.
2 BEDROOM duplex. OPEN and wooded 1/2
tures and frames: advertising coal shuttle (Our coal is black but we
- door locks - lot of lawn & garden tools OR most any type
deposit required, no acre up building lots, 5
treat you whilst cast iron skillets. flatirons, twanpot tea kettle and
shovels & rakes - large selection of wrendriveway white rock
pets, available January minutes to Benton and
wash kettle; small cast iron toy wood stove. old Coca-Cola carrier.
also, any type gravel,
1. 753 3,415 or 753-0409.
ches - sockets - ratchets - 'hammers &
Kentucky Lake, $3,000
string holders including black mammy wall hanger; coffee grinder,
dirt and sand call Roger
2 BEDROOM -furnished up. 354-6770.
screwdrivers - spark plugs - air filters - batsugar bucket, Daisy I gal. churn, stoneware 6 gal. churn crocks and
Hudson, 753 4545 or
couples
apartment,
moong
stoneware
10
over
belts
pitcher,
fan
stoneware
clamps
trellis
and
grape
Jars,
k
hose
radiator
teries
753 6763.
46. Homes for Sale
Miller,
1604
prefered,
fruit
old
blue
!ars,
lugs.
water
gal
5
old
several
pot.
tea
hall
bowls,
&
- tail & exhaust pipes - seat covers - car
G-ENERAL -repair
partial utilities paid. 2 BEDROOM house for
granitiswere. lots of refrigerator dishes. old kitchen utensils. cookie
truck floor mats - head lights, cab & tail
Carpentry, . plumbing,
753 0932 or 753-5898.
solverspoon,
powder
North,
balking
Rumford
121
rent:
cutler,
corn
cutlers,
or
sale
and biscuit
\
roofing, yard and tree
DUPLEX: 2 bedrooms, owner financing. 753lights - auto cleaner & wax - lawn mower
creamers.
juicers.
measures,
spout
3
washboard,
tieing ice longs,
work, wood $25 a rick
stove, refrigerator, no 88.48.
parts - drill bits - chain saw chains - dog col'raking dishes, collector plates and spoons. ,laprineSe tea set and
Call 4.36 2642.
month
plus
$300/
pets.
pep&
and
salt
pipe
several
In
PVC
house
shakers,
3 BEDROOM
plates, Aunt !amino end Uncle Moses
lars - faucet sets & parts
GUTTER IN-6- by Sears
deposit. 1802 1/2 Mon
Hazel, carpet, very
per shakers, toothpick holders, syrup containers, cruets. tell Pots.
couplins - upholstery - rubber tie downs or
Sears continuous gut
roe Ave 753-5400 or nice. Will sell for pay
on 94 East
Fenton shoes. him-on-nests. powder
holders,
candle
cellars,
salt
of
lot
large
tubing
plastic
ters installed for your
straps - clear
502 527 73$,2 after 5p.m.
German stern, shaving mug. curling
small
off.
492-8755.
lamps,
miniature
dishes,
Call
specifications
paint - heavy metal free standing racks
EXTRA large 2 bed
3 BEDROOM, 1 bath,
iron,Cobelt Blurs candle holders, Occ Japan cups, saucers and
$ears 753 2310 for free
room apartment for 24x24 garage, on 1 acre,
paint thinner & stripper - dried flowers oatmeal glass, ruby red and black glass. depression glass
',gunnel.
estimate.
rent. 753 3530.
flower & grass spray - some toys - pots &
approximately 5 miles
including wen rose and princess cookie are, cabbage rose bowls
HAMILTON TUTfured
LARGE 1 bedroom out of Murray Call
2
pans - glasses & cups - misc. items.
and auger bowl and lots more, pressed glass. cut glass, carnival glass.
marble and tile. 643 Old
apartment, 800 South after 7p.m. 437-485.4.
cross
saws
buck
old
2
jewelry,
costume
rases,
McCoy
bottles,
old
mergood
This will be an all day sale of
Benton Rd. 753 9400.
4th St. $165 a month, 3 BEDROOM ViMik
cut saw, old branding iron. old bee smoker (exc. condition), old trunks
INSULATION blown in
deposit required. 753. Lake home near Pine
chandise. Many items not listed. Auction
traps, hatchet. scoop, hay hook and much, much more
by Sears TVA ap
1164.
responNot
building.
held inside in heated
Crest Resort. Quiet and
proved. Save on those
Terms of IOW Cash or chock with proper identdication
LIKE new 2 bedroom private setting, for sale
sible for accidents. Lunch available. Auchigh heating and cool
Auctioneer's Note. This is one of the largest selections of collecduplex apartment . or lease. Owner lino(
tion conducted by Dan Miller Auction Sering bills. Call Sears
tibles we have sold, along wtth extra nice and clean housettoid furcentral heat and air, ing, low down payment
Pay '1,000 Down
vice at Lynn Grove, Ky. 502-435-4144.
75 3 2310 for free
nishings tt Is truly a sale with something for everyone.
dishwasher, disposal, and low monthy
Will finance '17.000
estimate.
refrigerator, stove, p a y m.en t s
Announcements dey of sale have precedence over previously
PUT in your order for a
microwave, Westwood (502)442 5647.
printed malarial
For
12
Years at 233.69 Per Month
handsome custom made
subdivision, $335, lease
BEDROOM -WO-me -in
butcher
table.
block
deposit
required.
and
01281
Tenn.
With 13% APR
licensed & Bonded in Ky. &
country. 2 extra sleep
From basic to excuisite,
759 1503.
ing rooms upstairs,
Flrm No. 10112
or
height
any
size,
Norapts.
Terry Paschall &
large living room and
Phone 11412-3750
CO.
shape to fit your need Or
thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR. dining room
Central
Auctioneers & liquidators fancy
Genuine oak
Darrell Beane - Auctioneers
Equal gas heat and air 12
Now renting
tops. Call today
Housing Opportunity
miles east of Murray.
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"
4.35 4142.
759 498-1.
k t.50,000 Call 753 1203.
MARTIAL Arts school
opening soon in
Paducah Please print
your name, address and
phone and place of
employment Send it to:
Iss Hinrtu, P.O. Box
156, Paducah, KY 42002.
NEED you GED? Study
at home wit KET's GED
Enroll today.
on TV
1 800 538 4433

SWIMMING pool
closeout. Pool distribU
tor must sell leftover
.1988 models now. All
For
prices slashed
example 16x30 OD pool
with sundeck, fence and
filter now only $888
complete While they
last! Call now! 606 259
0015 or 502 561-8844
collect.
TAPPAN electric
range: 36", used, $75.
489-2569.

grAfON El5 firewood
436-2744.
SLIM Safe BaE-amian
diet: A safe scientific
program for appetite
control and calorie re
duction 502-942-8409
THE Gold Nugget
Gold Diamonds Black
Hills Gold. Discount
jewerlry every day We
buy old gold. If we don't
have what you want, we
will get it. •Free ring
cleaning We sell for
Guaranteed.
less
Special orders availa
ble. Southside Court
Square, Mayfield, Ky.
247-6762

Dan Taylor

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Inc. of
Paris, TN

.Lane'S

r

ESTATE AUCTION

Saturday, Jan. 7

10 a.m.

Midway Auto Auction

VI,

Public Auction

r

Home for Sale

2 bedroom
basement style home
acre
w/
Must see to appreciate

'18,000

Dan Miller. Auctioneer

KENNON
AUCTION

Call Casey at TranSoutti
' 759-494\
t

•
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. June Hayden
Mrs. June Hayden, 62, Murray
Manor Apartments, Murray, died
Wednesday at 3:45 p.m. at St.
Thomas Hospital. Nashville,
Tenn.
She was a member of Scotts
Grove Baptist Church
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Randy 1Maria Gosnell,

Fred G.

Murray, and Miss Dana Hayden,
Nashville: one son, Bill Hayden,
Brentwood, Tenn her mother,
Mrs. Novie Baxter, Mound City,
Ill.; four grandchildren.

Furches

Services for Fred G. Furches
will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home Funeral Home. John Dale will ofwill be in charge of funeral and ficiate. Jerry Bolls will direct the
burial arrangements.
song service.
Pallbearers will be Tripp Furches, Holmes Ellis Jr., Harry Furches, Lanny Turner, Linn Cunningham and Bernice Wisehart.
Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
celebration which recognizes
Friends may call at the funeral
volunteers and their contributions home after 4 p.m. today
to the Commonwealth.
(Thursday
Mr. Furches, 70, of 200
observa1989
April
As host to the
tion, Governor and Mrs. Wilkinson Woocllas.vn, Murray, died Tuesday
will unveil the Kentucky Volunteer at 9:55 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
Roll of Honor, a listing of every County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
volunteer in the state. The names
of volunteers from Calloway Coun- Clara Nelle Cunningham Furches:
ty and the other 119 counties will be one sister, Mrs. Holmes 4Gela
put on display in the Capitol Rotun- Ellis, Murray; one brother,
da throughout the month of April. William R. Furches and wife,
Virginia, Murray; a sister-in-law,
In order to begin compiling the
Mrs. Thurston (Elizabeth) Furlist of Calloway County volunteers, ches, Rt. 7, Murray.
all local civic groups and non-profit
organizations who are interested in
taking part in this event are asked
to send an alphabetized list of
volunteers to Vanda Gibson - 1637
W. Olive - Murray by Jan. 20.
Harry L. Watkins, 55, of
Louisville, formerly of Murray,
died Tuesday at a Louisville
hospital.
He had retired from service,
with the United States Navy and
was employed at Ford Motor Co.,
when engineers inspected the
craft's main engines, they found a
Born in Calloway County, he
tiny crack in a bearing in a liquid
was the son of the late Jim
hydrogen pump.
Watkins and Robbie Watkins.
Officials believe the tile damage
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
was caused when insulation peeled Yoko Watkins; one daughter, Mrs.
away from the shuttle's external Evelyn Grace, and three grandfuel tank and solid fuel booster
children, Theresa Grace, Jennifer
rockets during liftoff. They think
Grace
and Jessica Grace, all of
the bearing damage may be tracLouisville;
two sons, Jimmy
ed to a flaw in the metal.curing
Watkins, St. Louis, Mo. and
process.
William Watkins, Florida; two
The space agency said the cursisters,
Mrs. Doris Brittain and
rent plan is to move Discovery inMrs.
Shirley
Shelton, Murray; one
to an assembly building on Jan. 19
brother, Joe Watkins, Dexter.
to be hooked to its fuel tank and
Services will be Friday at 1 p.m.
booster rockets, with rollout to the
in the chapel of Arch L. Heady &
launch pad set for Jan. 26.
Son Funeral Home, 8519 Preston
Agency managers will meet Highway, Louisville. Burial will
here Feb. 8 and 9 to assess the follow in a cemetery there.
readiness of the shuttle for flight.
Liftoff on Feb. 23 is set for 8:30
a.m. EST.

Plans announced to salute
Calloway's many volunteers
Plans ai-e under way to salute
Calloway
County's
many
volunteers who contribute to the
community in such areas as
schools, the arts, blood drives,
literacy effort, scouting, hospital
and other health care facilities, and
any other way volunteers contribute to the community.
Ms. Vanda Gibson, presidenrof
the Calloway County Homemakers
Association has been appointed to
chair the Calloway County Council
for Kentucky Volunteer Awareness
Month, which is conducted annually in April.
Donald B. Towles, vice president
of the Courier-Journal, is chairman
and Kentucky First Lady Martha
S. Wilkinson serves as honorary
chairman of the month-long

Harry. L.
Watkins

Launch of shuttle Discovery
rescheduled for Feb.23: NASA
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. )API
- The launch of space shuttle
Discovery and a five-man crew
has been rescheduled for Feb. 23,
five days later than planned.
The schedule change does not
reflect any technical problem, only that extra time is needed to
prepare Discovery for flight, Lisa
Malone, a NASA spokeswoman,
said Wednesday.
However, she said that before a
launching can occur engineers
must resolve tile and cracked
bearing problems that developed
during the December flight of the
shuttle Atlantis. Officials have
said they are confident the problems will be resolved in time to
meet the February launch date.
Atlantis suffered severe damage
to nearly 200 of the 28,000 thermal
tiles that protect it from atmospheric re-entry heat. And

acting properly in her system - or
perhaps. if she is diabetic, the pills
aren't doing an efficient job of keeping the disease under control. Remember that diet 'primarily, the
PETER
avoidance of refined sugar) remains
.
the mainstay of diabetic therapy
Even with anti-diabetes pills, your
mother should still follow a diet and
attempt to reach (and maintain) her
ideal weight.
Again, this is a subject that your
DEAR DR GOTT Last year the
doctor told my mother to cut down mother should take up with her
her sugar. She did, and lost 15 pounds doctor.
Six months later he put her on sugar,For more information, I am sendpills. 250 milligrams. She's gained ing you copies of my Health Reports
weight and is tired all the time. "Consumer Tips on Medicine" and
-Diabetes Mellitus." Other readers
Should she stop the pills?
DEAR READER:I'm not clear why who would like a copy of either publiyour mother's doctor took her off sug- cation should send $1 for each with
their name and address to P.O. Box
ar and then prescribed sugar pills
This seems like a very unusual 'se- 91369, Cleveland. OH 44101-3369 Be
quence of events. I don't remember sure to mention the title.
ever prescribing pills for the express
DEAR DR. GOTT: What's the difpurpose of increasing a patient's sug- ference between an arteriogram and
ar intake; usually, it's far too easy for an angiogram?
most people to obtain all the sugar
DEAR READER: The difference is
they want from processed foods.
If your mother feels worse taking
the pills, she ought to bring this to her
doctor's attention.
I suspect that rather than giving
your mother sugar pills, the physician
actually prescribed anti-diabetes,
(11 GM QUALITY
sugar-lowering pills-Several such
SERVICE PARTS
medicines are presently available;
they stimulate the body's own producKeep The Gr../ GM FeelMI' Wan
tion of insulin and are useful in treating diabetes,:without the need for insulin injections.
Still, I'm concerned that your mother has gained weight and feels unwell.
Maybe the diabetes pills are not re-

largely semantic, ordinarily, the two
terms are used Interchangeably
Technically, an arteriogram is an
X-ray study of an artery - or group
of arteries - that, has been injected
with a substance (dye) that shows up
on radiographic film.
An angiogram is a similar study of
the heart and the major blood vessels
near it. Either term is acceptable in
describing the X-ray technique that
investigates the lining of the arteries

DR. GOTT

L 1717:4077

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF

DEAR DR. Gorr Can emptying
washing machine water onto a vegetable garden be injurious to your
health if you eat the produce"
DEAR READER: Washing machine water contains many compounds, such as fabric-soil, detergent,
phosphates and so forth. Some of
these substances may retard growth
of plants. However, if you can get
your garden to grow despite a diet of
dirty water, the produce will be safe
to eat. Wash it thoroughly first and
put it in the spin cycle.

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, inc.
Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South
Murray
753-2617

.104111...000.6 CO•0014,41.1

.4nrima
" -

1985 Ford Mustang GT Conver- Ett,

Carlucci OKs
proposal for
base closings
WASHINGTON i AP - Defense
Secretary Frank C. Carlucci has
approved the recommendation of
a special commission to close
dozens of military bases across
the country, setting the stage for a
final debate on Capitol Hill, Pentagon officials said Wednesday.
The officials, who insisted on
anonymity, said Carlucci's decision was hardly unexpected" and
would be announced by the
defense secretary at a press conference sometime Thursday.
Under that law, since Carlucci
has now endorsed the panel's
recommendations, Congress must
either accept or reject the list of
bases proposed for closure in its
entirety; it cannot pick and choose
or bargain over the fate of individual bases on the list.

tible, red V-8 auto air, power
19,800

********-11-44-•

Italian Village
Pizza
-COUPON-

- COUPON-

1 LARGE
16" PIZZA

2 LARGE
16" PIZZAS

With cheese plus 2 toppings of
your choice

With cheese plus 2 toppings of
your choice on
taitan(-"'
each pizza
nasal

*aim
Hag
Pima

$599

L__

Ins4.0

$999

Ex ires 2-15.89

Expires 2-15.89
aw• •••

759.9600

Central Shopping Center

753-9600

____ __

__

HIWARD LYONS

Stock Market
"Mediocre men often have the most WEST
gcquired knowledge."
•9
- Charles Bernard. V A J 10 9 7 4
•3 2
•J 10 9 4

"Now is the only time I can win a
trick with dummy's queen," crowed
South as he quickly played dummy's
heart queen. He was right about the
trick but he was dead wrong about
the hand.
Dummy's heart queen won, and
South pondered about his next
move. Should he run the clubs, hoping for a 3-3 split.?If he did and they split, he would
still need the diamond finesse to
score nine winners. So he crossed to
his club ace and tested diamonds
immediately. East won and returned his last heart, and the defenders took five heart tricks and
one diamond for an embarrassing
down.
"You'd think a first-seat preempt might be based on a sevencard suit - and if not, at least on a
side-suit king," complained South.
He didn't say anything about his
hasty play to the first trick.
South enjoys a virtual cinch if he
plays low from both hands on the
first trick. This precaution assures
the game whether West has six
hearts or seven, and whether the diamond finesse wins or loses. And it
doesn't rate to cost an overtrick.

NORTH
•A K 8 2
V Q6
•A J 9 5
4K 6 2

EAST
•Q 10 7 6 5 4
32
•K 7 4

.53
SOUTH
•J 3
VK85
•Q 10 8 6
+A Q87

Vulnerable: North-South
Dealer: West
The bidding:
West
3t
Pass

North
South
East
Dbl.
Pass
3 NT
Pass
Pass
Opening lead: Heart jack

Prices as of 10 a.m.
+5.36
Goodyear
Industrial Average
Previous Close
2177.
I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Air Products
44 -3
/
4
A.T.C.-Class A
31/
Jerrie°
1
4B 31%A
limart
AT&T
28/
1
4 •/
1
4
Kroger
Briggs & Stratton
28%
271/4
JCPenney .
Chrysler
Penwalt
CSX Corp
321/4
Pillsbury
Dean Foods
30
Quaker Oats
Dollar Gen. Store
8%B
Sears
di Exxon
44%
Texaco
Ford
511
/
2
Time Inc...
GAF Corp
48
U.S.Tobacco
General Motors......
GenCorp, Inc.
171/4
Wal-Mart
Goodrich
C.E.F. Yield
52/
1
4

BID WITH THE ACES
1-5-E1
South holds •J 3
11,K 8 5
•Q 10 8 6
4A Q 8 7
North South
1 V
?

Hog Market
Federal-Stair Market be
Service denary 5, 1343
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report In
dude. 5 Buying Stations Receipts: Act 132. Est
330 Barrows & GlIta 1.23 1.50 higher .Sows under
500 mostly .50 higher. over 300 fully 1.02 lower.
US 1.2 21111-230 lb..
few to 42.30
US El 2410-220 lb..
1140.20-42.00
US 3-3 230-230 lb..
141.50-42.00
US 3-4 230 210 lb..
140.50-41.50
Sows
US 1.2 210 3.30 lb.
131.5032.54)
US 1.3 300 400 lb.
531.00.32.00
erg is 445)5454 lb.
530.00 31.50
11
p
I'M 1.3 500 and
331 0034.00
L'S 2-3 300 WM 1544
Boars $30.00 33,04)

4 . 442.0042.25

529.80 ikon

I
tkVit

3/
1
2"x15" Kraft FacedIn-66
sulation. Cash and
4'0" Wing Pull Louver
Carry. GT400
Bi-fold Door. 163441

*The most reliable short-term
detector available.
*Radon is the second leading
cause of lung cancer.
*Detects
radon gas in just 5
Riagisk4-4,4
nun.scREEN. day's.
mists misrm
Radon Gas "
*Detector not affected by
climate changes
*Radon gas may be responsible
for 15,000 deaths annually.
•
*From Terradex Laboratories
The leader in radiation
monitoring.

Now Available

40% Off

7

we-For Radon
Ga$
c' Detector

*Dresses

50% of

,,

*Cosmetics *Trousers
Ow

......asessw.
Mores,0...90.1101•

$229
Special Good Jan 3-7

Trust your family's
health to a pharmacy
that really cares.!

WWI

';,r, I
ill, fal:

288
a 21...041,0

•PSC - Mediment - BC - BS - PAID State Aid

15% Cash Discount On Prescriptions

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390

, Full Line, Full Service, Discount Prices

Open 7 Days A Week
Buil/1114 31ipply cantar
lloa.-lri. 7:30-6:00 Sat. 11-11 Sun. 1-S
Sala Prices Rood at Murray Store Only
Other Loaations-Roatita aid Lake City

-NOW OFFERINGMEDICAL CLAIMS SERVICE

Chastnut St.

Murray
4

753-004

HOLLAND DRUGS
753-1462

4 41

Treas Lumber
Dottcenter.

*Cosmetics - Health Beauty Aids - Greeting Cards

109 S. 4th St.

/

Lts;

3 Piece Paint Brush Set.
3M Value Pak Sand;
770132
paper. 000301
..................................................m................
.....
-....
_

Your Curr.plete Wane

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho Is good Food.

tJ's Bar B-C1 & Burgers

NA

IOWA
alsollsaasillediallasem

•Free Delivery City-Wide .
Large Hamburger,
French Fries & Med. Drink

-

72

A99
%.
Roll

i

*Computerized Prescription
Records For Insurance & Taxes
This
Weeks
Special

_
.,_-_
--•
-,----- "..._=-.

-1-

PAT GOSSUM

•Skirts
( )N THE SQUARE IMURRA
Open 9:00 uI 5:00
Master Card/Visa

6-Panel Pre-Hung Steel
Entrance Door is fully insulated. Primed &
prebored. 1777. 1776
,
r

2'0"x6'8" Interior Lauan
Door Unit with jamb and
casing. 1784. 1785, _ __

•Sweaters •Blouses

ANSWER: Two clubs. Either minor
is OK, but since it's obvious that
we're going to play in hearts, why
not show where the high cards are?

9988 ---L

3 8e

BETTY BOSTON

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

ENGLISH ROSE

/
4
.51% +1
. 122% unc
.34% +%
15B 151/BA
353/i +
8% .1/8
52% + 1/4
103 -1/2
85% unc
54/
1
2 + 1/2
. 411
/
4 +
.521/4 +1
/
4
..107% +1/4
.351/4 •/
1
4
31% +1
/
4
8.40
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-A.-----------=-_-:, Sala Enda Jan. 8
-
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1988: A Year of Excitement and Changes for Calloway County
Januarv
The Murray-Calloway County
Kelly Lynn Dick was the first Chamber of Commerce conCalloway County baby born at ducted a survey of local
the Murray-Calloway County residehts asking them to rate the
Hospital for the new year. The local community on selected
baby's parents, Randy and subjects.
Debra Dick resided at Route 7.
Over 1,000 cans of beer, 66 botMurray.
tles of liquor and other alcoholic
The community experienced beverages were seized after the
its first snowfall of 1988.
Calloway County Sheriff's
The newly-elected Murray City Department executed a search
Council took the oath of office warrant on a residence on Kengiven by Calloway County' tucky 280, according to Sheriff
District Judge Leslie Furches.
J.D. Williams
Tommy Sanders was chosen
by the City Council to fill a
The Western Kentucky Dark
vacancy left by the resignation of Fired Tobacco Growers AssociaKeith Hays.
tion conducted a sale at the
Residents carrying cans of Growers Loose Leaf Floor. Ofkerosene was a common sight ficials said 178.334 pounds of
around town in January. tobacco were sold that day.
Part of a 23-member citizens'
Crews continued to work on the
committe met with Mayor
Glendale Road Church of
Holmes Ellis and the city's direcChrist's new facilities.
tor of finance Don Leets to
After a long, prestigious
discuss Ellis' earnings iax pro-•
careed with the Bank of Murray.
posal and possible alternatives.
William "Bill" Boyd announced
It was announced that some
320 of the highest-achieving Kenhis retirement.
tucky students who had comCalloway County Red Cross
Board of Directors Chairman
pleted their junior year in high
Donald Jones presented local
school would be at Murray State
Red Cross director Peggy BillUniversity for a five-week
ington with the Tiffany Award
Governor's Scholars Program.
designed to recognize outstanBarlow electrical worker Rick
ding service by paid employees
Weir wore a particle mask to
protect himself against dust and
of the Red Cross.
cold air as he cut through the
Dr. Michael Ridley was sown
in as a new member of the Murpavement at 12th and Sycamore
ray Planning Commission by
in Murray. Weir was installing
Mayor Holmes Ellis.
detector loops for the traffic
Murray and Calloway County
signals at the intersection.
students and school officials
Residents of Murray and
voiced their opinions on the anCalloway County woke up to
three inches of snowfall, accornouncement by the U.S. Supreme
ding to the National Weather SerCourt ruling that gave public
vice in Paducah.
school officials broad authority
to censor student newspapers
Firefighters from the
and other, forms of student
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
expression. °
Squad were called to a fire at the
home of William and Fronie
The first regular meeting of
Eldridge on Bethel Church Road.
Murray
the
City Council for 1988
The Murray Fire Department
held.
was
responded to a fire in a stack
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
vent system at the -Briggs &
Squad members responded to a
Stratton plant in Murray.
house fire at the home of Ray and
Local efforts to recover former
Gale Griffin on the Coles CamHazel native Kayla Jean Ketpground Road.
chum from a New Yorit couple
Doris Cella and Tommy
suffered severe setbacks when
rushing
were re-elected as chairresults of a blood test in the
man
and
vice-chairman of the
custody battle were revealed.
Murray Board of Education.
Calloway County High School
On the Cover
students presented a proposal for
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
an all-night chemical -free
Squad volunteer Ricky Nelsdn
graduation celebration fo CCHS
battles a car fire on Kentucky
students.
121; Murray State Universit),
A fire at the Calloway County
Racer basketball star Don Mann
jail was under investigation by
celebrates an Ohio Valley Conthe Murray Fire Marshal's office
ference title and a trip to the
and the Kentucky State Police
NCAA tournament; Pallbearers
arson unit.
carry the flag-drapped casket of
City building permits for the
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis who
new year were holding steady.
died in December; and Calloway
Figures for the new year were
County farmer Mark Paschall
comparable with those from the
examines the effects of the
previous year, according to Murdrought of 19t$ on local crops.
ray Fire Marshal Phil Owens.
The Calloway County Fiscal
1.0%pr Moto. Irk Donna Neparomb Vott
and Davld Tuck
Court discussed its agreement to

loan the local Economic
Development Corporation
$25,000.
In-response to comments by
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson,
Calloway County Judge.
ExecutiveGeorge Weaks said he
was inclined to support the idea
of a state takeover of county
jails.
The United Way of Murray and
Calloway County welcomed four
new members.
The Murray Ledger k Times
was designated a National Blue
Ribbon Newspaper for 1988, according to Frank W. Garred,
president of the National
Newspaper Foundation in
Washington D.C.
The death of Loyd Allen McClure, 100 N. 6th Street, was being investigated after his body
was found in a burned van in the
parking lot of the Murray
Cablevision company. Smoke inhalation was later cited as the
cause of MCClure's death.
Briggs & Stratton President
and Chief Operating Officer
George A. Senn visited Murray
for a luncheon with area leaders
to present an update on the
corporation.
The Murray Planning Commission recommended that the
Murray Board of Zoning /Adjustments grant a conditional
use permit to Kentucky Fried
Chicken °for a business on 12th
Street.
An ad hoc committee of Murray State University's Staff Congress in opposition to a proposed
earnings tax for the city met to
discuss possible alternatives.
The Murray State University
Faculty Senate voted to invite
Mayor Holmes Ellis and
members of the city council to a
February meeting to discuss the
proposed earning tax.
Murray Municipal Utilities
employees Dewavne Musgrow
and Wade Kirk used backhoes to
clear a storm sewer at 15th and
Sycamore -after heavy rainfall
forced city officials to temporarily close a number of streets . in
the city until the water subsided.
Fisher-Price, a division of The
Quaker Oats Company, announced plans to begin an expansion of
the distribution center and
warehouse of its manufacturing
facility in Murray.
The Calloway County FireResuce Squad battled rushing,
high waters on the A.B. Lassiter
Road in an attempt to bring a
29-year-old Calloway County
female to safety after the car she
was driving became stranded on
the side of the road and waters
continued to rise.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson arrived in Murray for a tour of four
local firms who had all completed or just announced expau

sion projects at their businesses.
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital approved bids for two
construction projects.
Officers for the MurrayCalloway County Ministerial
Association were announced.
The Murray Ledger & Times
captured four awards at the annual Kentucky Press Association
convention in Louisville.
• State Sen. Greg Higdon and
Rep. Freed Curd briefed local
residents on a number issues at
an open forum at the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce facilities.

Collins Center for Industry and
Technology at Murray State
University.
Suburban Tank,employee Tony
Turner climbed to the top of a
railroad tank car to shut down a
valve after an underground line
ruptured while propane was being transferred through the lines
to a storage area.
Local law enforcement officials were busy urging
residents of the community to be
sure their homes were safely
locked following the rash of
residential break-ins throughout
the community.

The new Industrial Speculative
Building in the Industrial Park
continued to draw interest from
various firms.
A Blue Ribbon Committee studying the city's financial condition and the Murray City Council
discussed possible alternatives
to the proposed earnings tax.
George Kirby Jennings, 84,
retired publisher of the Murray
Democrat, died at his home on
South 13tb Street.

Several groups in the community combined forces in an attempt to stop the passage of the
city's proposed earnings tax.
Dr. Jack Foster, secretary of
the Education and Humanities
Cabinet in Frankfort, spoke at a
meeting of the West Kentucky
Association of School Administrators in Murray.
Ginny Morgan, coordinator of
the Calloway County Public
Library's project "Independent
Living for Older Adults" and student assistant Carol Therrien filed data on the new computer purchased for the project.
-Murray chess player Mark
Galloway concentrated on his
next move during the countywide Scholastic Chess Championships held at Murray State
University's Curris Center.
Hiro (Hironori I Adachi, a top
official at the Toyota plant in
Georgetown, discussed the Kentucky operation and the
Japanese style of management
in a lecture at Murray State
University.

Murray State University officials and others voiced their
concerns over budget plans announced by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's administration.
The annual Jeanette Storey Indoor Sporting Exposition at the
West Kentucky Livestock Show
and Exposition Center was held.

February
Laurine Wells Lovett, a
member of the first Murray
State University board of
regents, died at the Hermitage
Village Nursing Home in
Four new medical officers
Owensboro.
were selected at the MurrayApproximately 2,000 visitors
Calloway County Hospital inattended the annual Jeanette
cluding Robert Hughes who was
Storey Indoor Sports Exposition
chosen to serve as president.
held at the West Kentucky
"Make Yourself Heard" was
Livestock Show and Exposition
Center.
the theme behind a rally for
higher education at Murray
The Murray State News, the
State University. The project
student-produced newspaper at
was in response to higher educaMurray State University, earned
one of the highest ratings of the' tion budget cuts proposed by the
Columbia Scholastic Press -Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
administration.
Association for issues published
Candidates for basketball
in the spring of 1987.
Murray City officials met with
homecoming queen at Calloway
County High School were anmembers of the Murray State
nounced. Senior Tracy Banks
University faculty senate to
later received the honor.
discuss the proposed 1 percent ciCalloway County School
ty earnings tax
District Assistant SuperintenOpening arguments began in
dent Dr. Nancy Lovett outlined
Galloway County in the murder
grants for the district totalling
trial of Mark Sherrill, who was
accused of gunning down his
more than $125,000.
A winter storm warning had
girlfriend last year in the
residents of the community facMayfield Police Station. A
ing 2-4 inches of snow, while
Calloway County circuit court
Hayden Morris, a maintenance
jury later found Sherrill guilty of
worker for the county, shoveled
the crime. .
snow outside the courthouse.
Plumbing contractor Jimmy
The Murray City Council
Lamb of Murray was surrounded
by fog while working on the site
of the $12.5 million Martha Layne (Coat'd on page 5)
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Murray Municipal Utilities employees Dewayne Muskgrow and Wade
Kirks, above left, used a backhoe to clear a storm sewer in January.
Above, Briggs & Stratton worker Connie Ross attached company decals to
the plant's first overseas shipment of small engines in April. At left, executive assistant to the Lt. Gov. Billy Wellman was the keynote speaker at
the opening of the new headquarters of the Murray Police Department.
Below, scouts from Troop 77 formed a color guard for long-time scout
leader 0.8. Boone after he died in a traffic accident.

41aft Piolie by florid Turk
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Calloway County High School science teacher Jane Sisk, above, received
the Christa McAuliffe Teaching Award from Kentucky Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson in January. At left above is State Sen. Greg Higdon; at right is
State Rep. Freed Curd. At left, Murray Calloway County Vocational Center
farming instructor Johnny Stockdale, right, and soil specialist John Murdock of the University of Wisconsin, talked with Brazilian agriculture pro.
fessor Jose Stammel in June. Below left, Jessie Bogard wore a nurse's hat
at a special story hour at the Calloway County Public Library in March.
Below, an honor guard from the U.S. Marine Corps presented the colors at
the Freedom Festival parade in July.
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1988: A Year of Excitement and Clanges for Calloway County
(Cont'd from page 2)
authorized a $50,000 loan to the
Murray-Calloway County
Economic Development Corporation. The loan was part of a
construction package for a
speculative building for the Industrial Park.
The Murray Board of Education voted to reject a proposal to
install a long -range plan for the
school system, citing expertise
within the school system for performing such needed functions.
Allison Carr, the 17-year-old
daughter of David and Donna
Carr of Gatesbordugh Circle,
was named Miss Spring 1988 for
the annual Murray Ledger &
Timeg special magazine section.
New hours for the Murray post
office went into effect. The
changes were made as a result of
the Graham-Ruddman Act mandating Congressional actions
calling for a 10 percent reduction
in window service.
The United Way of Murray and
Calloway County elected Bill
Allbritten as the new president of
the organization.
Dr. Kala Stroup, president of
Murray State University, was
among five panelists discussing
higher education on a Kentucky
Education Television (KET )
program.
Students and former students
of Murray State University attended a rally at Frankfort in
support of higher education.
Peggy Billington, coordinator
of the Calloway County Disaster
and Emergency Services, released information on the recentlypassed Emergency Planning and
Community Right-to-Know Act.
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association General
Manager Will Ed Clark, discussed the season's final regular
dark fire-cured tobacco sale with
Jesse Jones, Johnny Ford and
Marshall Poyner.
The Murray State University
board of regents appealed to
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson to reconsider his proposed budget for
higher education.
Murray Fire Department
rescue workers and Calloway
County sheriff's deputies helped
to rescue a Union City man
following a one-car accident of
Kentucky 94.
The Murray-Calloway County
League of Women Voters sponsored an open forum on Murray
Tax alternatives.
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital voted to improve its
Nursing Scholarships and offer a
bonus to employees who helped
to entice nurses to join its staff.
Preliminary enrollment
figures at Murray State University showed an increase in the
number of full-time students for
the first time since 1984.

Parks Director Gary Hohman
announced that the parks board
was taking steps to seek supporters for summer activities in
the park.
Wally "Famous" Amos was a
featured speaker at Murray
State University.
State Senator Greg Higdon and
Representative Freed Curd were
present at an open forum at the
Murray -Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce.
The board of directors of the
Murray -Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce approved a motion to start the call for
five new board members.
Dr. G. Richard Marzolf, a Kansas State University professor of
bioiogy and research lininolcgist, was selected to hold the
endowed chair for an Eminent
Scholar in Applied Ecosystem
Ecology at Murray State
University.
The down-sizing of business
signs in the community was the
main theme of a meeting of the
Murray Planning Comission.
Dr. Frank H. Julian, who served since 1974 as vice president
for student development at Murray State University, stepped
down to become a full-time
classroom teacher in the area of
legal studies.
A new location for the Murray
Trade Day activities was
announced.

March
The first Chinese student to
work on the Murray State News
is writing about his experiences
to be put into a book.
Seventeen head stones at the
Old Salem Cemetery were
vandalized.
Lyle Pridemore received a
Certificate of Merit for his role in
helping to save a local restaurant
from fire destruction.
The Calloway County Conservation District held in annual
banquet and announced the recipients of its annual awards.
Lynn Griffiths was all smiles
as workers unloaded 26,596 boxes
of Girl Scout cookies in her
garage. Griffiths was the local
Girl Scouts CORE director.
A.F. "Skeet" Myers was
honored by having the horse
show and show ring at the
Calloway County Fairgrounds
named after him.
Murray State University
played host to the 40th annual
Quad-State High School Band
Festival. Over 350 students were
On the campus for the event.
Murray State University's
Wickliffe Mounds opened for the
season.
Tennessee Sen. Al Gore, Jr
swept Calloway County in the
Democratic Presidential "Super

Tuesday" Primary.
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration Teacher in
Space program representative
Sue Darnell presented a plaque
from the McCracken CoUnty
School District to Calloway
County High School teacherJane
Sisk in honor of her being named
the first Kentucky recipient of
the Christa McAuliffe Teaching
Award.
Work continued on the Martha
Layne Collins Center for Industry and Technology on the
campus of Murray State
University.
Dr. Lewis Tyler, an official
with the 4atin American Student
Scholarship Program of
American Universities discussed
the impact of student exchanges
with Murray State University
President Dr. Kala M. Stroup.
John Mack Carter, editor-inchief of Good Housekeeping and
director of magazine develop:
ment for The Hearst Corporation, was presented with the
Evangeline Gouletas-Carey
Leadership Award by LaGuardia
Community College at a benefit
dinner at the Walddorf-Astoria in
New York City.
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association General Manager
Will Ed Clark said that quality
was the secret behind better
tobacco prices for local farmers.
The Leadership Murray class
visited the offices of the Murray
Ledger & Times newspaper.
Two 14-year-old McCracken
County youths were apprehended in Calloway County after a
short car chase by Murray
Police Detective Charles Peeler.
The two were suspects in a McCracken County robbery.
Officials of the MurrayCalloway County Economic
Development, Corporation were
optimistic that the Speculative
Building in the local Industrial
Park would soon be occupied.
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital approved its 1988-89
budget.
Murray State University
reported a run on novelty items
after the r-university's appearance in the NCAA Basketball Tournament,
Kellie Overbey, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Overbey of
Murray, continued to appear on
various television programs.
Jane Stokes took the Oath of
Office from Calloway County
Judge-Executive George Weals
for her spot on the Ca.11oway
County Fiscal Court.
Kentucky's Secretary of
Tourism spoke at a Kentucky
Festivals Association Conference in Murray.
Members of the Murray
Civitan Club conducted their annual Civitan Pancake Breakfast.
The Murray-Calloway County

Chamber of Commerce released
the names of five new.
board
members at its monthly
meeting, while Paul Oliver, a
professional consultant from
Dallas, TX, spoke to the
members at a kick-off breakfast
for the chamber's Membership
Recruitment Drive.
Local senior citizens were busy
stuffing plastic eggs to be used in
the annual Easter Egg Hunt in
the Murray-Calloway County
Park.
The annual Spring Brush
Pickup for the city of Murray
was announced.
Members of the Coronas Circus put on a show in the center
ring of the 1988 Rizpah Shrine
Temple Circus at the West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center.

in Calloway County near New
Concord.
David Savageau, co-author of
the best selling "Plates Rated
Almanac" and the recently
revised "Retirement Places
Rated," was announced as the
guest speaker at the 61st Annual
Banquet of the Murray -Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce.
A Staff Excellence Awards
ceremony was held at Murray
State University.
The Murray -City Council approved the appointment of two to
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital board of
:ommissioners.
Actress and lecturer Yolanda
King, daughter of the late Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. and
Coretta Scott King, addressed an
audience at Murray State
University.
The Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International
announced its annual Exeeutive
Night Banquet
Local school - administrators
commended state Sen. Greg
Higdon and Rep. Freed Curd
before the Calloway County
board of education.
Dr. Alfred Wolfson and his wife
Emily were named the 1988
Humanitarians of the Year by
the Murray Rotary Club.
Dry,John Brock, superintendent of schools for the Commonwealth of Kentucky, spoke to
the 1988 Leadership Murray
class in conjuntion with -Education Day."
Secretary of- the Kentucky' "
Tourism Cabinet Mary Ray
Oaken spoke to the 1988 Leadership Murray class banquet.
The Murray Kiwanis Club
honored the top 10 graduating
seniors from Murray High
School and Calloway. County
High School.
Participants in the regional
Special Olympics day at Murray State University's Stewart
Stadium found the competitin.
exciting.
Stuart Poston was selected the
1988 Boss of the Year by the Murray Chapter of Prodfessional
Secretaries International Gale
Vinson was named as the
Secretary of the Year.
.
The Calloway County chapter
of the American Red Cross
apaproved a 1988-89 budget of
$24,300 at its regular quarterly
meeting.
Murray Brigg & Stratton
employee Connie Ross attached
a decal to an engine as workers
prepared an order of 3,200 units
bound for Denmark.
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
was presented a plaque honoring
him for a scholarship fund set up
through the Murray State
University Foundation in his

April
The Murray-Calloway
.
County
Chamber of Commerce surpassed its goal for new members during a membership recruitment
drive.
The 1988 Rizpah Shrine Circus
was in town.
Harold G. Doran, Jr. was
chosen as a participant in the
- Leadership Kentucky'.
program.
Three MSU coeds were among
those competing for the Miss
Murray State University
Scholarship Pageant title.
Inclement weather didn't stop
the annual WSJP Easter Egg
hunt activities from taking
place.
Valerie Fister was named to
represent Murray State University in the annual Mountain
Laurel Festival.
Several students from Murray
and Calloway County were
chosen to attend the 1988 Governor's Scholars Program.
Groundbreaking ceremonies
were held for -the University
Square Shopping Center to be
located on 12th Street.
Cammy Gregory of Calvert City was named the 1988 Miss Murray State University at the 18th
annual Miss MSU Pageant in
Lovett Auditorium.
A rare edition of John Filson's
Kentucke was presented to Murray State University. The book
was a gift from the Associates of
the Murray State University
Libraries.
Murray Police Officer Melodie
Wilson graduated at the top of
her calss at the Department of
Criminal Justice Training in
Richmond.
Calloway County Assistant
Treasurer Gordon Moody was
honored for 40 years of service to
the county.
Fire destroyed a structure that
housed the first tobacco factory (Coat'll as page 8)

r

Lynn Grove Roller Rink owner Jim Windsor (top
left) watched as the 17-year-old building burned in
December. At left, MSU music major Rhonda Zimmer found a sunny spot on the south side of Lovett
Auditorium to study for an education class in
March. Above, residents watched as troops from
Ft. Campbell descended from a Blackhawk
helicopter at the MSU ROTC Open House at Stewart
Stadium in May. Below, Kentucky Civitan District
Governor John Emerson cooked sausage for the
Civitan Breakfast in March. Proceeds from the
breakfast supported activities at the W.A.T.C.H.
center.
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South Bend, Ind. Boy Scout Craig Mielke (above) tussled with the
high
ropes course at the National Scouting Museum in June. At left, a
worker
from Murray Municipal Utilities ran a pump to clear water from a
repair
job on South 12th Street. Above left, fireworks lit the sky at the
Murray's
first Freedom Festival over the July 4 weekend.
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dressed a capacity crowd in
Racer Arena during commencement exercises.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson accepted a Murray State University plaque and a shirt from the
National Scouting Museum while
..in Murray.
Special ceremonies marked
the dedication of the O.B. Boone,
Jr. Memorial Scent Garden at
the Calloway County Public
Library.

name for outstanding service to
the community.
Harold Doran was named as
the 1988 Citizen of the Year by
the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of, Commerce during
the 61st chamber banquet. Pastpresident Harold Doran passed
the gavel to President-elect Walt
Apperson, who would serve for
the 1988-89 year.
The Murray Planning ComMurray Independent School
mission gave final approval for
District Superintendent Robert
the Woodcreek Subdivision.
Glin Jeffrey informed the board
Murray Police Chief Larry
of his retirement plans
Nixon presented Patrolman
A group of Rotarians from
Denmark were in Murray tour- Bradley Haley with a plaque for
finishing at the top of his class at
ing the community.
the Department of Criminal
Jefferson County Judge Justice Training in Richmond.
Executive Harvey Sloane spoke
New officers for the Murrayat Murray State University'asa
Calloway County Chamber of
part of the Harry Lee Waterfield
Commerce Tourism Commission
Distinguished, Lecture in Public
for 1988-89 were named.
Affairs.
Murray Dentist Howard
Titsworth announced his plans to
May
travel to the Philippines to work
Dr. Harvey Elder, professor in
in a Vietnamese refugee camp
the Department of Mathematics
there.
4nd Statistics at Murray State
A bronze plaque in memory of
University, was honored as the
Eli Alexander was unveiled in a
25th recipient of the Distinguishspecial ceremony at Murray
ed Professor of the Year by the
High School.
MSL' Alumni Association.
Six faculty members at Murrmprovements to the Calloway
ray State University were chosen
County Jail were completed as
as recipents of Regents Awards
the resul4 of a state grant anfor Teaching .Excellence in
nounced" by Gov. Wallace
1987-88.
Wilkinson.
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Farouk Umar was elected as
Department was assisted in a
the new president of the Murray
local drug raid by officials from
State University faculty senate.
other departments.
Seiichi Mitani, executive
Incumbant Congressman Cardirector of the Mitsubishi Bank
roll Hubbard, defeated
Foundation in Toyko, Japan,
challenger Lacey Smith during
spoke on intercultural comTuesday's elections in Calloway
munications between Japan and
County.
„
the United States during a lec• G.T. and Lucy Lilly returned
ture at Murray State University.
from a visit to the Soviet Union.
Monica Hobbs of Cunningham
The Murray Independent
and Mark Logan of Henderson
School 'District Foundation for
were named 1988 Outstanding
Excellence in Public Education
Senior Woman and Man at Murannounced the winners of the
ray State University.
1988-89 Foundation Mini-Grants.
The Spring Potpourri of Art
was held at the Calloway County
Public Library.
Murray State University
June
students were busy with final exIt was announced that Murray
ams for the spring semester.
had landed the Michigan-based
The Murray State University
Van Dresser Corp. for the city's
board of regents approved a
Industrial Park. It was reported
budget for the 1988-89 school
the $4.5 million project would be
year.
operationable by the first
The Tourism Commission of
quarter of 1989.
the Murray-Calloway County
A resurgance of residential
Chamber of Commerce enlisted
break-ins in and around the comthel,assistance of 15 volunteers to
munity had some local residents
deliver informational packets to
wonder when th0 suspect(s1
local businesses and their
would be apprehended.
employees during National
The Calloway County Public
Tourism Week.
Library began its Summer
Local and state dignitaries
Reading Program'
were on hand to formally
Revamping of the ranking
dedicate the new Murray City
system for the Murray fire and
Police Department facilities.
police departments was conMurray State University
sidered to allow for greater difPresident Dr. Kala M. Stroup adferentiation in salaries, it was

reported during a meeting of the
Murray City Council.
Visitors from „around the
region flocked to Kenlake State
Park for the Jackson Purchase
Arts and Crafts Festival.
Officials from Calloway County met with Paris, Tenn., leaders
to discuss the possibilities of
four-laning U.S. 641 from Murray
to Paris.
Dr. Kenneth Winters, dean of
Murray State University's College of Industry and Technology,
will assume the presidency of
Campbellsville College, it was
announced.
Several folk musicians from
Murray performed at the
Homeplace-1850 in the Land Between the Lakes.
The Murray City Council made
final recommendations on the
city's proposed 1988-89 budget.
Terri DeLancey, Holly Bloodworth and Nancy Schempp
rehearsed a nightclub routine fora Playhouse in the Park production of "Guys and Dolls."
The Murray-Calloway County
United Way announced a new
promotional idea for the local
business community called the
United Way Fair Share Discount
Program.
Calloway County farmer Mark
Paschall joined other local
farmers feeling the effects of the
surniber drought.
Members of the Kentucky
Western Waterland organization
announced they would meet with
Tennessee Valley Authority officials in hopes of discussing the
possibilities of cooperation between the two organizations.
Lori Schanbacher took advantage of the warm summer
weather for some outside
excercise.
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court unanimously approved a
1988-89 budget on its second
reading.
Murray-Calloway County
Vocational Center farm instructor Johnny Stockdale and soil
specialist John Murdock of the
University of Wisconsin discussed wheat varieties in Stockdale's
test plat with Brazilian
agriculture professor Jose Stammel, of the University of Rio
Grande DoSul.
„
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital ,held its 10th annual
Employee's Service Awards
Dinner.
Murray State University
President Dr. Kala M. Stroup
was re-elected to a spot with the
Boy Scouts of America national
executive board.
Jim and Katie Carpenter of
Murray spoke with Elizabeth
Thach, director of the Land Between the Lakes', during a reception for the sneak preview of the
film "Between Rivers and
Friends."

for Calloway County
Anna Requarth had a surprise
visit from a former pen-pal from
England. Tneir last correspondence had been in 1956.
The Murray Ledger Sr Times
captured five Kentucky Press
Association awards at the annual
Better Newspaper Contest summer convention.
Workers from the Calloway
County Road Department
replaced a drainage pipe under
the Locust Grove Church Road at
Kentucky 121.
The Murray City Council approved its 1988-89 budget on a second reading.
Temperatures in Murray
hovered around the 105-degree
mark.
Members of the Leadership
Murray alumni group hosted
visiting parents during the - second of three Murray State
University Summer
Orientations.
Meetings with Gov. Richard
Bryan of Nevada, state officials
and corporate leaders were on
Murray State University President Kala M. Stroup's agenda
during a three-day trip there.
Final figures showed that
700-plus local households
benefited from the Kentucky
Home Energy Assistance Program (HEAP) that covered the
months of October through April.

July
Three new regents were appointed to the Murray State
Univesity board of regents.
They were Tommy Sanders,
Murray: Dean Akridge,
Fredonia: and Kerry Harvey,
Benton.
After voting on its two options
of which state-mandated retirement plan the city would use for
new employees after Aug. 1, the
Murray City Council was still
without a decision.
Numeryus local incidents were
reported over the three-day
Fourth of July holiday weekend
by city, county and state police.
NASA astronaut Storey
Musgrave spoke to a group of
students at Murray State
University.
Due to the extreme dry
weather conditions, Calloway
County Judge-Executive George
Weaks ordered a burning ban for
Calloway County.
Pulitzer Prize-winning columnist John Ed Pearce addressed a
group of Governor's Scholars at
Murray State University.
Anne Adams, a learning
specialist at the TRIO Center at
Murray State University, was
hired as the public relations
director for the Murray Calloway County 'Chamber of
Commerce and the Mayor's Task
Force on the Rand McNally

Reitrement Rating designation.
The body of a New Concord
man was pulled from Kentucky
Lake 'by resuce workers at the
scene.
Bobbie Mason, a Mayfield
native and author of the bestselling novel "In Country," read
excerpts from her book to
students in the Governor's
Scholars program at Murray
State University.
Local grocers-reported seeing
a run on some items due to the
summer's drought.
A new law requiring hospital
blood banks to be licensed by the
Food and Drug Administration
forced the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital to close its blood
bank temporarily.
A petition calling for a wet/dry
referendum on Sept. 27, was submitted to the Calloway County
Clerk by Murray State University senior Nathan Yancy of
Paducah. spokesman for the
Committee for a Progressive
Murray.
The Calloway County Clerk's
office installed a computerized
record-keeping system to
replace the old, bulky record
book method of recording
everything from deeds and mortages to dentistry licenses.
In a brief special session the
Murray City Council approved
ttf6 itrst reading of an ordinance
adopting the "hazardous duty"
program of the County
Employees Retirement System
for police and firemen.
Calloway County Sheriff J.D.
Williams and Deputy Dan
Bazzell destroyed a large
amount of confiscated alcoholic
beverages at the landfill.
Local law enforcement officials discovered a chop shop in
Calloway County.
The Murray-Calloway county
Retail Promotions Committee
coordinated its annual city-wide
sidewalk sale.
Nona Peterson celebrated her
102nd birthday.
August
In an effort to find new
challenges, Jim Lawson announced his decision to leave his
post as principal of the Murray
Area Vocational Center to accept
a similar position in Mayfield at
the Mayfield-Graves County
Area Vocational Center.
The Murray Civitan Club held
the annual Civitan Telethon at
the studios of Murray
Cablevision.
Pat Miller Sanders replaced
Ken Winters of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce board.
Two men from Oregon and
Wisconsin passed through
(Cont'd on page II)
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In October, international Greenpeace environmental activists and supporters marched at the Calvert...City industrial complex protesting what they believed were unsafe toxic waste discharges by industries there;
Below, Ellen Uddberg of Murray,second from left, scored an all-important point for her team during a match
at the 3rd annual Kentucky Lake Invitational Soccer Tournament in May.
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Clockwise, from top left: As the drought of 1988 worsened,
President Ronald Reagan toured some of the drought-stricken
areas of Southern Illinois during a fact-finding mission in July;
Above right, early-morning fishermen in April tool advantage
of a beautiful Easter weekend to head out on Kentucky Lake;
Below, Presidential Candidates Pat Robertson, right, and Tennessee Sen. Albert Gore, Jr. brought their campaigns to,the
region for themselves and later for their party's presidential
nominees.
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1988: A Year of Excitement and Changes for Calloway County
(Cont'd from page 8)

when the tanker truck he was
driving was hit in the side by an
Calloway • County on a bicycle
endloader
trek across country.
.
The local YMCA began a
The new YMCA in Murray held
membership drive.
its first meeting and announced
Murray State University
an advisory board.
Director of School Relations inLieutenant Gov. Brereton
troduced his staff to a group of
Jones spoke to approximately 60
Leadership Murray alumni at a
community leaders at a lunluncheon hosted by MSU Presicheon hosted by Calloway Coundent Dr. Kala M. Stroup.
ty Attorney Robert 0. Miller.
A job fair was held at MSU.
Stephanie Bartlett was crownThe Kroger Company aned queen of the 1988 Murraynounced the promotion and
Calloway County Jaycee Fair.
transfer of Bill Germarui to its
A spokesman for GRW
manufacturing facility in CincinEngineers of Louisville told the
nati,Ohio.
Murray City Council that annexSteve Zea, executive vice
ation was ''economically and
president of, the Murray otherwise feasible as an investCalloway County Chamber of
ment for the city of Murray."
Commerce was among several
Murray State University and
regional leaders in Washington
the local community were workto strengthen ties with Kening together to raise financial
tucky's congressional
support for the "Children of
delegation.
Peace" exhibition and internaSeveral local industries were
tional symposium scheduled at
honored
during the annual
the'university.
Governor's Industry AppreciaThe Douglass High School 19th
tion Luncheon.
reunion was held in Murray.
Calloway County Clerk Teresa
Dr. Ward B. Zimmerman was
Rushing announced the order
recommended to the Murray
that candidates for city and
State University board of regents
county school board elections
as vice president for finance and
would appear on the Nov. 8 elecadministrative services.
tion ballot.
John T. "Tommy" Phillips
It was announced that
retired from the Murray Police
Paschall Truck Lines would exDepartment after 20 years of
pand its operation to the north
service.
side of Murray near the site of
Tommy Sanders, newly apthe Industrial Park.
pointed to the board of regents at
David Reeves, 30, advertising
Murray State University, was
manager for the Murray Ledger
among the Racer football team's
& Times, was named publisher of
faithful who braved the summer
Tr -Lakes Newspapers in Branheat to watch the team in its earson, Mo.
ly workout.
The annual PAWS Pet Fair
It was back to school for
was held at the depot in the
students in the 'Murray and
Murray-Calloway County Park.
Calloway County school systems.
The finance committee of the
Murray State University
Kentucky. Council of Higher
President Dr. Kala M.Stroup apEducation, held an open hearing
pealed to the MSU faculty and
at Murray State University.
• staff to work together to meet the
Murray State University Prsi• challenges of the future.
dent Dr. Kala M. Stroup was
Some 323 bales of hay,
reappointed by ,the adweighing 40-pounds each, were
ministrator of the U.S. Small
donated by the community of
Business Administrator(SBA)to
Blackshear, Ga., to Calloway
a three-year term on the NaCounty farmers suffering from
tional Small Business Developthe effects of the drought of 1988.
ment Center ( SBDC) advisory
Vandals used an oil-based
board.
spray paint to damage several
The Murray City Council apbuses belonging to the Murray
• proved plans for annexing an
Independent School District.
area around the city of Murray. A large turnout gathered for
Marilyn Willis was named as
the 1988 Show and Shine antique
the new principal at the Murray
car show at Brandon Farms on
Area Vocational Center.
U.S. 641 South.
Calloway County law enforceMurray businessman Howard
ment officials confiscated 253
Brandon reported that Murray
marijuana plants in a raid on a
could possibly be the site of a nanear the_Crossland comfirm
tional meet of the Antique
munity. The estimated value of
Automobile Club,of America as
the plants was said to be $200,000.
early as 1992.
The long battle over the legal
sale of alcoholic beverages in
September
Murray ended. with the dry
forces prevailing by a margin of
A potentially serious situation
3,223 against and 2,296 in favor.
was thwarted thanks to the drivIt vial's announced that
ing skills of Belcher Oil Company
Nashville televison personality
truck driver Dwight Howell

Jeff Smith could possibly make a
return to Murray to assit with a
United Way fund raising
campaign.

Calloway" project.
Noted author Sallie Bingham
spoke to guests at the first book
and author dinner of the
Associates of Murray -State
University Libraries.
The 'Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce voted to
unanimously endorse a resolution .supporting a proposed annexation project by the city.
The Calloway County Health
Center conducted vaccine clinics
for local residents.
Kentucky State Auditor Bob
Babbage was in Murray.
The Murray City Council OK'd
a service rate hike outside the city limits of Murray

.
Road in Murray.
Numerous dignitaries were on
hand for the dedication of the
NASA resource center at Murray
State University.
.
A new grate of officers was
named for the Friends of the
Calloway County Public Library.
The Murray-Calloway County
Habitat for Humanity named its
hoard of directors at a meeting
locally.
A fiery, head-on collision
claimed the lives of four or Kentucky 121 north of Murray, according to the Kentucky State

October
Murray was the recipient of
the Certified Cities Gold Award
presented by the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce.
The Clara M. Eagle Gallery
was the site of a number of activities associated with the
"Children of Peace" international art exhibit.
Calloway County Judge Susan Dickerson, a Murray
Executive George Weaks
State University senior from
presented citations of heroism to
Elkton, was crowned Homecomthree Calloway County High
ing Queen at MSU before the
School students for helping to
Tennessee Tech football game.
November .
Carmon Parks, for 40 years a
A Calloway County coroner's save the life ot a man trapped inteacher in vocational agriculture inquest determined that three side a wrecked and burning car
and horticulture in Calloway
Murray police officers were Oct. 28
The Murray-Calloway Count'•
County, was named the Outstan- justified in the shooting of Carl
ding Agriculture Alumnus of the Ricky Rickman during an early Chamber of Commerce announ( Year for 1988 by the Agriculture
morning burglary at Holland ed plans to launch a natiw
advertising campaign centeri:
Association of Murray State
Drug Store on Sept. 29.
around
the Rand McNI411
University.
The Murray-Calloway County
Local farmers began signing Hospital held a dedication Retirehlent Rating that placed
Murray and Kentucky Lake at
up for drought aid benefit ceremony for a. memorial to the
the No. I position on that list
packages.
old Mason Hospital.
Calloway County Sheriff J.D.
Murray Fire Marshal l'hil
Williams and Deputy Billy Paul Owens announced his intentions
Howard burned over 200 mari- of leaving that post with the City.
juana plants confiscated in a raid
The Kiwanis Club of Murray
December
near Crossland.
held its annual Gun and Knife
After defeating incumbent
Kentucky Attorney' General Show at the Calloway County
Jane Stokes in Nov.
general
Fred Cowan attended a Murray
Middle School gymnasium.
election for the seat
reception in his honor.
Over- 10-pounds of marijuana
magistrate of District No.
Kentucky Commissioner of the
was taken during a raid at a New Steve Lax was sworn into Offil t'
Arts Lanette Thurman visited Concord residence, according to by Calloway County ,lur4.7with local citizens and leaders of Calloway County Sheriff JD
Executive George Weaks.
the community.
Williams.
Members of the Garde:.
Bethany Hall, daughter of
Ed Davis, a member of ,the Department of the Murray
Jane Hall and the late Jim Hall, Murray State I fliversity faculty
Woman's.Club planted a holly
was crowned Murray High Since 1981, was appointed to tree at
the Murray-Calloway
School's Homecoming Queen in direct the West Kentucky Small County Park in honor of
Ow late
ceremonies at Ty Holland Field. Business Development Center at Gil Hopson,
former member of
The Bank of Murray was MSU.
the park board.
reported to be among the 170
The Murray Habitat for
The annual Murray Rotary
banks in the nation recently iden- Humanity named seven to a
tified as the safest in the nation. steering committee for the Club Breakfast and Christmas
Parade was held.
The Murray Independent group.
.
Residents in the community
School District Foundation for
Five residents were named to
Excellence named new trustees local school boards following the began decorating the homes with
lights, ornaments and other
and officers. •
November general election'.
A group of county citizens callThe Playhouse in the Park an- signs of the season.
The Murray City Council voted
ing themselves People for the nounced a $150,000 renovation
to amend its 1988-89 general fund
Vote told the Murray City Coun- project.
cil of their opposition to the proAn official dedication cer- budget by appropriating greater
posed annexation of land outside emony was held in honor of Mur- retirement funds for city police
the current city limits.
ray's West Keni,ucky Woodmen officers and firefighters.
Brereton
Governor
Jones of the World Camp eing named
Lt.
Fisher-Price distributed its anvisited Murray State University. the first WOW camp\n the nation
nual profit sharing dividends.
Deanna Farris - was crowned to earn American Camping
Harry T. "Tripp" Furches and
Calloway County Homecoming Associatipn accreditation.
his family was named as KenQueen 1988.
The annual Murray Rotary
tucky's Outstanding Farm FamiA ceremony was held to Club Breakfast and. Christmas
ly by the Kentucky Farm Bureau
dedicate a new expansion at the Parade was announced.
Federation.
local Fisher-Price facilities. •
Members of the Alzheimer's
The Lynn Grove Roller Rink
Teachers from Calloway Coun- Support Group gathered at the
was destroyed by fire.
ty joined some 1,500 other from
Murray-Calloway County
Continuing a tradition,
West Kentucky for a protest rally Hospital for a third anniversary.
residents of Olive Blvd. lit the ilagainst Kentucky's new health
Workers frOm J.D. Glosson's
litninaries lining their street.
insurance program for state track repairing serivce were.
The Kentucky Federation lf
workers.
busy working on the Kentucky
Chapters of the National
Volunteers worked to sort and West Tennessee Railroad
donations to the "Coats for track crossing near Industrial (Cont'd on page 14)
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Clockwise, from top left: Effects of the drought of 1988
could be seen in the parched
and cracked bed of the Ohio
River at Mounds City, Ill. during the month of June; At right,
local officials inspected the
damage to a loaded tanker
truck in September after being
hit in the side by a front-end
loader on U.S. 641 north of Murray ; at left, in October,
teachers from the Murray and
('alloway County school
systems joined others from
Western Kentucky at a protest
rally against proposed changes
by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson in
state insurance coverage.

Staff Plialelk by Greg Tratt.
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Clockwise from top left: In October, the 150th anniversary commemorative trip
of the 19th-century Trail of Tears brought representatives from Kentucky and
five other states through Western Kentucky on the 900-mile journey; At right,actor Bruce Willis, center, took a break during the filming of the movie "In County," based on a novel by Mayfield native Bobbie Ann Mason. Mayfield served as
the scene of many of the movie's scenes throughout the summer; Below,at right,
Law enforcement officials throughout Western Kentucky were busy in June searching for eight escapees from the Eddyville State Penitentiary. It was one of the
worst prison escapes from EddyvWe on record; And, below left, it was just
another work day for this crew member aboard the Presidential Yacht USS Sequoia when it came through Western Kentucky in June on its 1988 "Celebrate
America" tour which took it to more than 100 cities in 22 states.

Staff Plata' by (irog Travis
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1988: Bush Wins; Oprah Diets; Gorby Bites Big Apple
By LISA LEVITT RICKMAN
AP National Writer
It was the year they held a
presidential election and half the
nation's voters decided to stay
home.
It was the year rescuers decided to free a trio of battered,
barnacle-_encrusted gray whales
trapped in the ice at the top of the
world. It was the year an early
decision to let Yellowstone burn
altered the face of the showcase
national park for a century to
come. It was the year Oprah decided
to diet, Soviet leader Mikhail S.
Gorbachev decided he wanted to
be president, Attorney General
Edwin Meese III decided to
resign, evangelist Jimmy Swaggart decided to confesu.s his sins
and Michael Spinks decided to
challenge world heavyweight
champion Mike Tyson.
Some decisions worked: others
didn't
Svie' nd Americans pulled
together 74, free two surviving
whalos, j;ist seen cruising toward
warmer waters Soviet President
Andrei Gromyko bowed out. and
Gorbachi'y took over. Oprah
Winfrey. the TV host, lost 67
pounds
In Yellowstone, however, officials realized tCio late they
might have made the wrong deci.sion..By the time firefighters arrived, unusually dry weather and
high winds had fires ripping out
of control, forcing evacuation of
towns and causing an uproar
among area residents.

Swaggart preached on but lost
much of his audience after the
Assemblies of God decided to
defrock him. Spinks lasted for
just 91 seconds and eight decisive
blows.
The wisdom of other decisions
remained to be seen.
-Faced with the ehoice between
Vice President George Bush and
Massachusetts Gov. Michael
Dukakis, and frustrated by one
of the most low-down, dirty
presidential campaigns ever, an
ambivalent electorate waffled
and fidgeted and finally succumbed to overwhelming
inertia.
"I've always loved election
years," President Reagan said,
but it seemed hardly anyone else
did. Bush's 54-46 percent victory
over his Democratic opponent
was based on a 50 percent voter
turnout, the lowest in 64 years.
Political analysts looked at exit polls and 'determined that
many voters weren't voting for
anyone so mach as they were
voting against the other guy.
They also determined that Bush
lost t..
4 percent of his supporters
because they were turned off by
first major decision — to tap
as his running mate Indiana Sen
Dan Quayle, the first "baby
boomer" on a national ticket and
a choice that surprised even
Bush's advisers.
.was Democratic vice
preSidential canQdate Lloyd
Bentsen, the silver-haired,
smooth -talking senator from
Texas, who provided the only
memorable line from the three
nationally televised debates.
December
"Senator, you are no Jack Ken(amf'd from page.11)
nedy," Bentsen told a flustered
Quayle, after the 41-year-old
Association of Retired Federal
senator had compared himself
Employees installed new officers
with .,,the _late Democratic
for the Kentucky Lake chapter of
president.
the NARFE.
The Kennedy image haunted
The local United Way surpassthe campaign and the nation.
ed a S100,000 goal in its annual
The 25th anniversary of his
fundraisinig drive for its
assassination became a time to
agencies
reflect on idealism lost and a
Local tobavo sales in Murray
world canged.
.were held
Nowhere was that 'change,
A retirement reception for
more apparent than in
retiring Murray'Independent
U.S.-Soviet relations
School superintendent Robert
Kennedy, on the campaign
Glin Jeffrey was held.
trail himself 28 years ago, shunnThe Murray-Calloway County
ed Nikita Khrushchev when he
Park held its annual Christmas
visited New York. But Gor• in the Park display.
bachev, the first Soviet -leader
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
since Khrushchev to taste the
died at the age of 75 after a
Big Apple, had a super-power
10-month struggle with lung
lunch with Reagan and Bush on
cancer.
Dec. 7 and addressed the United
An automobile accident on
Nations, with no KhrushchevKentucky 94 East claimed the
style shoe-thumping. Instead, he
life of an 18-year-old Almo
promised to trim 500,000 men and
.40,. woman.
10,000 tanks from the Soviet armThe first snowfall of the season ed forces.
fell on Murray and Calloway
The visit ended abruptly when
County.
a devastating earthquake hit
Murray Postmaster Jack
Soviet Armenia. The Soviet
Hopgood announced his retire- leader
rushed home to learn that
ment after 26 years with the an
estimated 60,000 had died and
postal service
500,000 were left homeless as

whole cities crumbled under the at least 13 years. "Our object is
heroes who won no medals.
quake's force,
Speed skater Dan Jansen
not a dialogue," Secretary of
Rescue teams, doctors and State George P. Shultz said.
became the world's Heartbreak
planes loaded with supplies "Our object is peace."
Kid with his decision to compete
poured in from around the world.
Uneasy peace prevailed in the
— and his subsequent fall —
It was the first time since World 8-year-old Iran-Iraq War after a
hours after his sister's death.
War II that the Soviet Union had United Nations-sponsored ceaseAs winter turned to spring, the
accepted disaster relief from the fire began Aug. 20. Peace talks
fickle weather that had delayed
United States.
opened five days later; they
ski and sled events in calgary
Reagan paid his first visit to were deadlocked within 24 hours.
became devastating drought
Moscow in June 'for a summit In Afghanistan, Soviet troops
across America, baking the nathat failed to break new ground began a withdrawal in 1988, but
tion's farmland and turning the
in arms control. The president the guerrilla war raged on.
mighty Mississippi into a muddy
hammered away on human
For one U.S. naval captain, the
mess impassable for weeks.
rights issues, and Gorbachev Persian Gulf became the site JuCrops and profits shriveled in the
later sent America living proof of ly 3 of a split-second decision
fields as grain production drophis commitment to cliange.
with tragic consequences.
ped by one-third, but the farmer
Nobel laureate Andrei
got some help from Congress —
As Capt. Will Rogers' guidedSakharov, a pioneer in the Soviet missile cruiser, the USS Vincen$3.9 billion in drought relief.
dissident movement, was allow- nes, exchanged fire with Iranian
There was little relief on the
ed his first trip outside the Soviet speedboats, Iran Air Flight 655
other
side of the world as floods
Union after years of agitation appeared on the U.S. warship's
submerged three-fourths of
over Soviet human rights high-tech radar. Mistaken
Bangladesh. stranding at least 20
policies.
reports said the aircraft apmillion people who were forced
Americans vigorously agitated peared to be descending and acto eat raw food and drink confor their own causes. More than celerating, as if attacking; it failtaminated water. As if the tiny
5,000 'people were arrested in ed to respond to warnings on
country had not suffered enough.
anti-abortion protests that began civilian and military channels.
cyclones later killed thousands.
in July in 32 cities and continued
Rogers gave the order to fire.
Hurricane Gilbert blasted
through the year. Roe vs. Wade, The decision. he later said, was
across Jamaica, bounced off the
the Supreme Court decision in defense of his ship and crew.
Cayman Islands and careened
legalizing abortion, turned 15 But what Rogers feared was an
toward Texas. but tile C.S. coast
years old, intact.
Iranian F-I4 fighter actually was
was spared in the end. All told,
Anthony McLeod Kennedy, an Airbus A300 with 290 people
the storm caused billions of
confirmed as a Supreme Court aboard, all of whom died.
dollars in damage, mostly to
justice by a unanimous Senate,
The Reagan administration
Jamaica and Mexico, where
inherited a pivotal vote on the defended the decision but also
more than 200 people died.
abortion issue but gave no hint of decided to compensate the vichis views.
tims' families. Among the dead:
In the skies, there were
Court dockets bulged with the a woman flying with her eight
tragedies. triumphs and a couple
celebrated cases of the once- children to meet her husband; an
of miracles.
powerful.
Iranian couple flying to Dubai to
A collision by three jets trying
Former Philippine President shop for a daughter's wedding.
to create an aerial valentine at
Ferdinand E. Marcos and his
Three days later, a North Sea
an airshow in West Germany
wife, Imelda, were indicted on oil and gas platform exploded,
killed 70 people. An explosion of a
racketeering charges alleging killing 167 men in the world's
military plane killed Pakistani
they plundered their homeland of worst-ever oilfield disaster and
President Mohammed Zia ulmillions and defrauded U.S. creating another list of private
Hag and 28 others, changing that
banks. Harry and Leona tragedies. A bride of a few weeks
country's destiny. Benazir BhutHelmsley, the king and queen of became a widow; a teen-ager
to became prime minister, the
New York real estate, pleaded who had worked offshore only a
officf once held by her father,
innocent to dozens of tax evasion few days died, as did a man who
deed and hanged by Zia 11
charges.
had volunteered to return to
years ago.
Republican Evan Mecham of work a week early.
The roof of a Hawaiian islandArizona became the first goverAIDS killed its 45,000th
hopping Boeing 737 ripped away
nor in a half-century to be im- American victim. More than
like a can under an opener, but
peached and removed from of- 7,000.researchers.from 140 counthe plane landed safely, with onfice, although he was acquitted tries gathered in Sweden, where
ly one death. In a Delta crash at
on criminal charges of conceal- they examined 3,200 reports on
ing a $350.000 campaign loan.
the fatal disease and agreed they . Dallas, 13 people died, but 95 survived what early reports called a
Oliver North, John Poindexter, had made little progress toward
"non-survivable" accident.
Richard Secord and Albert treatment or cure.
And millions held their breath
Hakim pleaded innocent to
In the United States, • a new
as the space shuttle Discovery
charges of *rauding the AIDS case waIi being reported
readied for launch, the first since
government by selling arms to every 14 minutes, for a total of
the Challenger disaster 32 monIran and giving the proceeds to more than 30,000 in 1988. New
ths earlier. On the ground at
the Contras at a time when U.S. York City began a needle exCape Canaveral, space veteran
aid to the Nicaraguan rebels was change program to try to curb
Robert Crippen made the final
banned.
the disease's spread among
decision to "go."
Congress refused to restore needle-sharing drug addicts.
A relieved nation cheered as
military aid to the Contras but
Drug use overshadowed the
the shuttle safely passed the
decided to approve Summer Olympics in Seoul,
point where the Challenger had
humanitarian aid after the where Canadian sprinter Ben
exploded.
Nicaraguan rebels and the San- Johnson lost his gold medal, his
"Each one of us knows where
dinista government reached a 9.79 world record in the 100-yard
our place in the future is, where
temporary truce.
dash and millions in enAmericans should be — it's in
In a decision that stunned dorsements when tests showed
space," Discovery astronaut
Israel, President Reagan he had used muscle-building
David C. Hilmers said. "So let's
authorized talks with Yasser anabolic steroids.
...
make this adventure happen
Arafat's Palestine Liberation
The Winter Olympics in
again and again and again."
Organization for the first time in Calgary. Alberta, produced
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Volunteers, top. began a "Coats for Calloway" campaign
to provide winter garments for many residents of the
community. The project was deemed a success by sponsors of the project; while at right, youngsters raced down
the giant slide at the Murray-Cilloway County Jaycee
Fair; PAM shay and Amos McCarty, left, reviewed
numerous applications for new members who joined the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce during
membership drive: and Calloway County sheriff J.D.
Williams tagged over 10-pounds of marijuana seized during a raid on a New Concord residence. The pot was
already bagged and part of It was buried in a cooler-type
container in the backyard of the residence, the sheriff
reported.
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Carrollton Bus Crash Voted Top Kentucky Story in 1988

•••!

•

LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP )
The worst drunken driving accident in the nation's history — a
fiery church bus crash near Carrollton that killed 27 people in
May — was the top Kentucky
news story of the year, according
tO Associated Press member
editors and news directors.
Police"'- say Larry Mahoney
smashed his pickup into the bus
from the First Assembly of God
Church of Radcliff while driving
the wrong way on Interstate 71.
The bus, returning to Radcliff
after the church group spent the
day at Kings Island amusement
park north of Cincinnati, burst
into flames.
The 67 people aboard survived
the impact. but three adults and
24 children died as they tried to
scramble out of the single
emergency exit at the rear of the
bus.
The May 14 crash prompted
local, state and federal officials
to call for improved bus safety
and tougher drunken driving
laws.
Mahoney, 35, of Worthville,
pleaded innocent to 27 counts of
murder and other charges, including drunken driving. He was
released from jail on $540,000
bond Oct. 10. and has since
returned to work at M&T
Chemicals Inc. in Carrollton.
Mahoney's pretrial hearing is
set for March 20 in Carroll Circuit Court when a trial date will
be determined.
The trial promises to be an
emotional ordeal for both sides.
Several months after the
crash, Army 1st Sgt. Lee
Williams, whose wife Joy and
daughters Kristen and Robin
died in the crash, said he still felt
"dead inside."
"I feel that I paid a supreme
penalty," Williams said. "I lost
my wife and two little girls. I'd
like to know if there's anybody
else willing to pay that price for
drunk driving."
The bus crash story received
15 Of 19 first-place votes when
Kentucky AP members ranked
the top 10 stories of the year
earlier this month.
The approval of a state lottery
by Kentucky voters and the
subsequent special legislative
session to enact it.received two
first-place votes and finished
second.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson signed
the lottery bill on Dec. 15 and
said he would call another
special legislative session to confirm members of the Kentucky
Lottery Corp. board as soon as he
picks nominees.
"I'm anxious to get the lottery
under, wayitWilkinson. said, adding that he hoped the first
tickets could be sold in April.
- Wilkinson.said the lottery will
prove to be a significant
economic factor in Kentucky, but
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he agreed that it will not be a
panacea for state government's
financial ills.
Coming in third was last summer's drought, when Kentucky
suffered through one of its worst
dry spells in a half-century. Sunny skies created clouds of doom
for hundreds of fanners who
watched their crops and hopes
shrivel in the blistering heat.
"It had some type of economic
impact on about 70,000 Kentucky
farmers (two-thirds of the state
total ) because they had to apply
for at least one of the various
federal drought 'relief programs," said Roger Nesbitt, a
spokesman for the state Department of Agriculture.
But Nesbitt said the drought
did not have a devastating effect
on the state's farm economy.
He said grain and cattle producers were the hardest hit, but
above-average rainfall in August
and September saved the state's
leading cash crop — tobacco.
Burley production was up 11
percent to 319 million pounds,
and the average burley yield increased 150 pounds per acre to
2,200 pounds.
"This year's crop will be worth
an estimated $480 million,"
Nesbitt said. "It was a good
crop.
The NCAA investigation of the
University of Kentucky basketball program and subsequent
resignation of Athletics Director
Cliff Hagan received one first.
placevote to finish fourth in the
balloting.
The investigation was prompted last April when a package
sent by assistant coach Dwane
Casey to the father of recruit
Chris Mills came unsealed in

transit. Several employees of the
shipping firm, Emery Air
Freight Corp., have said they
discovered $1,000 and a video
tape inside the package.
The NCAA has since levied 18
charges of wrongdoing against
the school's basketball program.
The university has released the
full text of 14 of the 18 charges;
Casey is mentioned in eight.
Casey, who has sued Emery,
has denied sending any money
and the Millses have denied
receiving any.
The university has until Jan. 30
to respond to the 18 allegations. A
hearing before the NCAA Infractions Committee will probably
come in April.
It was a setup, I know it,"
head coach Eddie Sutton has
been quoted as saying'. Hagan became the firsi casualty of the investigation last month
when he resigned shortly after
saying he was being used as a
scapegoat in the probe. Joe
Burch, a university attorney,
was then named interim
athletics director.
The fifth-best story began May
31 when Franklin Circuit Judge
Ray Corns set the education
establishment, not to mention
the General Assembly,on its ear.
Corns ruled that disparities in
the state's funding of poor school
districts and comparatively
wealthier districts were so great
that the system was
unconstitutional.
He said moresnoney was needed for all the state's schools, not
just those in the 66 "property
poor" districts that filed the
landmark lawsuit.
Wilkinson and state schools
Superintendent John Brock, two
of the defendants, said they
agreed with Corns and did not

appeal. Two others did appeal —
House Speaker Don Blandford
and Senate President Pro Tem
John "Eck" Rose.
By December, the Kentucky
Supreme Court had taken up the
debate of whether the districts
were victims of a bad system or
their own incompetence, and the
justices were plainly troubled by
Corns' ruling.
They questioned how it could
be enforced and what exactly the
judge had ordered to be done.
The Supreme Court's decision is
expected some time in 1989.
The final first-place vote was
cast for the sixth-place story —
the biggest prison break in Kentucky history, which occurred
June 16 when eight inmates, including four convicted
murderers, fled from the Kentucky State Penitentiary at
Eddyville.
Three were recaptured near
the maximum-security facility,
two were apprehended in central
Kentucky, one was found in
Texas and the other two in Mexico. All but the two captured in
Mexico, now jailed in Texas and
fighting extradition, have been
returned to Eddyville.
An internal report of the
escape showed that it was allow.?
ed by a breakdown in procedures
at the century-old prison. Corrections Cabinet Secretary John
Wigginton said changes would be
made to increase emphasis on
security.
Next on the list was the March
8 collision of two UH-60 Black
Hawk helicopters during a niglit
maneuver at Fort Campbell, killing 17 soldiers in what is believed
to be the largest such peacetime
crash

The accident occurred when a
helicopter returning from a solo
instruction flight collided with
the lead helicopter in a formation
of three returning from a night
training mission to pick up
soldiers in the field.
An-Army report released in July concluded that design flaws
and human error contributed to
the crash, but the exact cause
could hot be determined because
the crew of both aircraft were
killed.
Capt. Anthony Lescano, a
spokesman for the Army base,
said at the time that the accident
was "a very freak phenomenal
thing that could only happen one
in a million times."
Finishing in eighth place was
the June 22 evacuation of about
15,000 people in eight western
Kentucky counties following the
release of phosphorus gas when
32 CSX railroad cars derailed
near Crofton in Christian County.
No one was seriously injured in
what turned out to be one of the
largest evacuations in state
history, but nine Crofton and
Nortonville property owners
forced from their homes later filed a damage lawsuit against
CSX Corp. and CSX Transportation Inc. That suit is pending.
CSX spokesman Lloyd Lewis
said this month that the company, which has settled about
4,200 damage claims stemming
from the accident, is receiving
about two claims a week at its
Louisville office.
The ninth-place story was the
storm of controversy created by
former Gov. A.B. "Happy"
Chandler's use of a racial slur
during a meeting of the University of Kentutky Board of Trustees
last April.
Chandler's use of the word
"nigger" prompted calls from
many for his resignation from
the board. He subsequently
apologized, saying he meant no
offense while asking critics to
look at his record in civil rights,
and the furor eventually died.
Tied for tenth were the May 9
tornado that struck Middlesboro
without warning, and the
desecration of an American Indian burial site near Uniontown
in Union County.
The tornado cut a six-mile
swath through Middlesboro, killing one person, injuring 16 others
and causing an estimated $41
million in damage. Wilkinson
formally asked the federal
government for assistance in
repairing the damage.
Ten men were indicted in
January on misdemeanor
charges of desecrating a
venerated object in connectior
With the burial site incident. Tlu
1988 General Assembly
strengthened the state's lav.q
against such desecration. A trial
date for the 10 has not been set.
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The Year in Sports I
.41ter starting the year with a
hard-fought overtime loss at
Memphis State. the Murray
State Racers climbed to the top
of the Ohio Valley Conference
behind the "M and M"boys, Don
Mann (23, right) and Jeff Martin
(15, below). Martin was named
the OVC's -Player of the Year
and Male .4thlete of the Year
while MSC coach Steve Newton
was tabbed as the conference's
Coach of the rear.
The Racers, easily the top
local sports story of the year,
won the regular season and OW
tournament titles to gain entry
into the NC.4.4 64-team championship_ tournament. There:
Newton and the Racers made a
name for themselves by upsetting North Carolina State in firstround action and battled eventual champion Kansas closer
than any other NC4 4 tournament team before losing 61-58.

so

r

The Top Story:
MSU basketball
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Racers, Martin were
the top headliners
in local competition

•7,

•

By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
Pick thelen thfstories of 1988
in local sports? With the
countless number of teams,
coaches. players and everything
involved in competition at the
two high schools and Division I
university here locally, it isn't
easy.
But the Murray State Racer
basketball made picking the top
story easy.
They earned their first NCAA
bid since 1969, and 'showed
everyone they deserved to be
there with a victory over North
Carolina State 78-75 in Lincoln.
Neb. as Jeff Martin scored 23
points and Don Mann had 16.
Two days later they faced the
Kansas Jayhawks as Martin
tossed in 22 and Mann had 16.
But Danny Manning had 25 for
KU in a 61-58 win, and Larry
Brown and Co. eventually went
on to win the NCAA title.
Jeff Martin in himself was
quite a story in 1988.
Martin became the first player
in Ohio Valley Conference
history to be invited to the U.S.
Olympic trials. The Cherry
Valley, Ark. native was tabbed
Is 1988 OVC Male Athlete of the
Year, OVC Player of the Year,
Tournament Most Valuable
Player and made numerous preseason all-American teams this
fall.
Martin's play in the OVC
enabled the Racers to go 13-1 in
conference play, including a
remarkable 7-0 on the road, and
2-0 in the OVC Tournament. The
Racers won their eighth OVC
regualr season title and in addition to Martin's honors, coach
Steve Newton was tabbed coach
of the year, and Minn was picked All-OVC.
While the Murray State
basketball team and Martin
were making themselves known
on the court, up the road in Lexington news• was being made off
the court as the University of
Kentucky basketball program
was rocked with another NCAA
investigation. This time the
NCAA handed down 18 allegations involving illegal recruiting
and academic dishonesty.
As Murray State fans turned
their attention to Racer football,
quarterback Michael Proctor
became the hot story. During the
1968 season, the Sylvester, Ga.
native became the all-time
career passing leader at Murray
State, and also became the alltime total offense leader in the
OVC. Proctor returns in the fall
for his senior year, so he un-

Who to watch in '89

doubtedly will be one of the top
stories of 1989.
While Proctor was doing
special things on Saturday, on Friday nights the Murray High
Tigers were doing some things
right. Led by tailback Chandler
Stroup, the Tigers rebounded
from an 0-3 start and won the
First District championship by
making the Heath Pirates walk
the plank. However, without
Stroup, the Tigers had to -do
some walking of their own in the
First Region finals, as the
Pirates gained wet revenge an
-beat
beat the Tigers at AisSU's
Stewart Stadium in a massiv
downpour.
The Murray State • Lady'
Racers made some news by not
being able to compete for a
championship. Because of a
scheduling Mishap, the Lady
Racers were unable to compete
in the OVC Tournament despite
their 21-7 record. Coach Bud
Childers' team ended 1988 on a
positive note however, as they
Won their first eight games of the
1988-89 season and Sheila Smith
became the all-time leading
women's scorer at MSU.
The Racer tennis team got to
compete for the OVC championship, and, for the ninth straight
time, the Racers won it, with
Tony Wretlund leading the way
for coach Bennie Purcell's
Racer tennis team, who won the
OVC title on their home courts.
Jason Hunt led the way for the
Murray High Tigers in a classic
confrontation with rival
Calloway. In the semi-finals of
the Fourth District basketball
finals, the Tigers came from
eight down in the fourth quarter,
vTith Hunt hitting four 3-pointers
in the final quarter and a gamewinning jumper with 15 seconds
left to give MHS a 46-44 victory.
Two Murray High basketball
players made news by not being
able to play at all. Brian Sowerby and Jason Josephs were
suspended by the Kentucky High
School Athletic Association after
a complaint was filed by
Calloway County High School.
Sowerby only missed two games
before being reinstated with the
cooperation of Calloway principal Jerry Ainley. '
Deena Wigger made big news
by getting to compete in a very
big event. She became the second straight Racer rifler to
compete in the Olympics. Wigger finished out of the medal
count in Seoul, but still the work
that placed her there deserves
recognition.

Murray State quarterback Mieliael Proctor became the school's all-time passing leader and the Ohio
Valley Conference's all-time total yardage leader - in his junior season.

The Top Ten

Drugs, domestic life and Dodgers
By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
‘2,
A drug scandal, a marital
spat, and a home run which only
Hollywood could dream about
make up the top three national
sports stories of 1988.
The rise and fall of Canadian
sprinter Ben Johnson was the top
sports story of 1988. Johnson
became the fastest human ever
when he nipped Carl Lewis in the
100-meter dash in tbe Summer
Olympics in Seoul only to see his
gold medal taken away when a
drug- test found evidence of
steriod use by the Jamaicanborn sprinter.
Mike Tyson took care of
Michael Spinks in just 91
seconds, and he probably wishes
now that's as long as he would
know Robin Givens. The undisputed heaveyweight champion had many disputes with his
wife before they finally rang the
bell on their stormy marriage.
Kirk Gibson could barely
walk, and his pinch-hitting apperance was his only at-bat in
the 1988 World Series, but-his
dramatic home run in Game 1 of
the World Series against
Oakland Athletics' ace reliever
Dennis Eckersley - right out of
the script of The Natural" sparked the Dodgers to their
World Series victory.
The Dodgers themselves were
quite a story in 1968. After a

disastorous 1987 campaign, they from the Edmonton Oilers to the
Los Angeles Kings to be closer to
opened up their checkbook and
signed free-agent Gibson, made, his new bride. The trading of a
national hero broke Canadians'
a big trade with the Mets and the
heart.
Athletics, got a record-setting
shutout and Cy Young perforBefore Gretzky came to town,
and Gibson hit his home run, Los
mance from Orel Hershiser and
Angeles had plenty to celebrate
won their first World Series
when the Lakers became the
since 1981.
fidt team to win back,to-back
While the Dodgers were winnNBA championships since the
ing their World Series, an
1968-69 Boston Celtics. The
Oklahoma State running back
Lakers bested the Detroit
was assaulting the NCAA record
Pistons in seven games to make
book and defying conventional
Coach Pat Riley's guarantee of a
the
wisdom on how to win
repeat stand up.
Heisman. Despite not playing on
Steffi Graf won the tennis
network national televison, and
Grand Slam by winning the
not having reams of press
Australian Open, the French
releases, posters, post cards, or
Open, Wimbledon, and the U.S.
music videos, Barry Sanders
Open, and succeeded Martina
won the Heisman Trophy the oldNavratilova as the best women's
fashion way - he earned if.
tennis player in the world. Graf
Another big star from the Big
also added a, gold medal in the
Eight dominated the NCAA
Seoul Olyfripics.
basketball tournament. Despite
The Seoul Olympics
a close call with Murray State
themselves were a pretty good
early in the tournament, Danny
story. There were no terriost
Manning led the Kansas
acts as feared, but the Johnson
Jayhawks to their first Champerformances by Florence
saga,
pionship since 1952 when they
Griffith-Joyner and Jackie
beat the Oklahoma Sooners in
Joyner-Kersee, and Greg
Kansas City.
Louganis stand out. The U.S.
basketball team
Olympic
While Robin Givens was
however could only come up
becoming the most hated woman
with a bronze medal, losing to
In America, fellow actress Janet
Soviet Union in their first
the
Jones became the most hated
Olympic meeting since the conwoman in Canada. The actress
troversial Russian victory in the
wed hockey superstar Wayne
1972 Munich Games.
Gretzky, who asked for a trade
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Top comeback stories

Both the Murray State Lady Racer volley ball team (left) and the Murray High Tigers (above) fought
back
from rough beginnings. At one point, the Lady Racers were 1-15 while the Tigers dropped their first three
games of the season. But MU rebounded to finish tied for second in the OVC while the Tigers knocked off
Heath to claim the First District championship. Both teams were eliminated in post-season tournament
play.

It wasn't that good of a year for everyone
By DANIEL T.PARKER
Sports Editor
Maybe your year was as good
as that of the Murray State
Racer basketball team, or of the
Los Angeles Dodgers, two
groups who defied the odds and
the predictions to claim championships in 1988.
Or maybe you won three gold
medals like Florence Griffith
Joyner in the Seoul Olympics. Or
perhaps you found yourself moving from Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada to Los Angeles, California, United States with a big
raise to boot, as in the case of
hockey superstar Wayne
Gretzky.
It's possible you were even
elected President of the United
States, won Ed McMahon's $10
million giveaway, or had Fido
successfully perform on David
Letterman's "Stupid Pet
Tricks."
All these things, indeed, make
for a very good year. Unfortunately, things like this don't
happen every day — or to
everybody.
So, if you're tired of hearing
comments about your New
Year's Eve antics from people
you don't even know (or, at least,
you don't think you do), and if
your mailbox is stuffed with
Christmas credit card bills, the

last thing you need is one more
year-end story about what a
great year some people had.
With that in mind, let's take a
long, loving look at those
athletes or athletic personalities
who had years more or less
similar to ours — sometimes notso-bad, often not-that-great, but
always hopeful of what the new
dawn will bring...
FAVORITE TEAMS
The Denver Broncos became
the first "lovable losers" of the
new year by being ripped apart
in Super Bowl XXII. Denver Led
the Washington Redskins 10-0 in
the second quarter of the NFL
championship game in San
Diego when the floor fell out
from under the Broncos. MVP
quarterback Doug Williams led
the Redskins to a 35-point pounding of the Denver defense in the
second quarter alone, and
Washington went on to beat the
shaken Broncos 42-10 for
Denver's second straight Super
Bowl loss. Denver played it
smart in the 1988 NFL season,
going home early by missing the
playoffs entirely.
At least Denver had 15 minutes
of glory in the Super Bowl. When
the major league baseball
season began, so did the jokes
about the Baltimore Orioles.
Why are the Orioles like Michael

Jackson? Both wear gloves on
one hand for no apparent reason.
Not many people in Baltimore
were laughing, as the Orioles
embarked on a record-setting
year. The O's became known as
the Zer-O's after losing their
first 21 games of the Year, shattering the old record for futility
of 13 straight season-opening
losses set by Philadelphia in
another forgettable year.
The Orioles have been a major
league franchise for several
years, however, and have had
plenty of time to learn how to
lose. The Miami Heat, newest
team in the NBA, proved
themselves to be naturals at it.
The Heat began their premier
year in the league by going bellyup 17 straight times before winning, another record-setting
effort.
Seventeen straight losses?
Twenty-one? HAW say the fans
of Columbia University. The Columbia Lion football team made
those professional losing streaks
look like amateurish efforts by
extending their winless string to
44 straight Saturday afternoons.
But all good things come to an
end, and Columbia fell out of the
national spotlight on Oct. 8, by
beating Princeton (the college,
not the Caldwell County town )
13-8 to snap the losing skid.

All of the year's losers didn't
an Emery Worldwide air freight
have such consistency, however. office in Los Angeles, displaying
The NFL Cardinals had the
an alleged 51000 in crisp, new
Phoenix phans ecstatic over
alleged $50 bills.
their new team through the first
That's six uses of the root word
half of the season. Despite jack- "allegation:" multiply that by
ing up the price of the season
three and you have the number
tickets, the Cards were drawing of allegations the NCAA filed
good crowds, leading the NFC against UK after the now
East, and looking down the road infamous Emery incident spurto an appearance in the playoffs. red an investigation of the UK
The Cards then went belly-up, program.
losing their last five games of the
Earlier in the year, in March,
year, and finished ahead of only the NCAA had concluded a
Dallas in the divisional race, previous investigation of the
prompting St. Louis fans with
Wildcats and had only given the
long, bitter memories to take out team a ''reprimand" — for not
a full-page "We told you so!' ad cooperating with the NCAA durin Arizona newspapers over the ing the investigation. "It's hardChristmas holidays.
ly even a slap on the wrist," an
,It is estimated that, while Car- unnamed UK source told the
dinal owner Bill Bidwill stands to Louisville Courier-Journal then.
gain approximately $15 million
The new charges are a punch
from the move, Arizona 'State, in the nose. Star guard Rex
who provided the field, lost Chapman left after his
$700,000 and the town of Tempe is sophomore year to join the pros.
supposed to pay for a training Athletic director Cliff 'Hagan
facility for the Cards.
resigned under pressure.
Casey's future at UK is in doubt
FAVORITE PEOPLE
and he lost a chance 0..t a head
Did it absolutely, positively, coaching position at another
have to be there overnight?
university shortly after the news
That's the question many UK broke. The status of Wildcat
Wildcat fans Would like to ask of players Chris Mills, Manuel Ellis
UK assistant coach Dwane and even Sean Sutton may be afCasey,.whose alleged name was. fected by ttr NCAA's findings,
allegedly on the alleged package
which allegedly broke apart at .(Cont'd on page 20)

1ft.
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'Big ol' dark cloud' and other memorable quotes from 1988
Compiled from Staff.
Al' Reports

he had always dreamed .of
meeting Witt and presented the
Have you ever had trouble
sexy skater with a single red
remembering what someone just
rose.
said? Have you ever wished you
"He shakes. Be pushes. He swhadn't said something that no
ings. He, sometimes I think he's
one else will ever forget? Just be
trying to scare me."
glad you don't have to deal with
Robin Givens to Barbara
sportswriters, who apparently
Walters on national television,
take down every word.
discussing domestic life with
Pencils and tape-recorders
heavyweight champion Mike
from Clark College in Atlanta to
Tyson.
the Olympic Games in Calgary
"These two are the slime of
and Seoul captured these
the slime...and anyone
memorable quotes from the
associated with them is slime."
world of memorable sports
Mike Tyson on Givens and
LIFE et% BE CRI'EL
mother-in-law Ruth Roper.
"Life can be cruel. This is not
"And we're not going to let the
the end of the world. We were not
press come between us this
the better .team . on the field
time."
today." Mike and Robin again? No,
Princeton coach Steve
America's other favorite loveTosches, after Columbia Univerhate relationship: Billy Martin
sity snapped a 44-game losing
after being hired by George
streak with a16-13 win over his
Steinbrenner to manage the
team on Oct. 8.
Yankees again.
"I know I won the bout and
THE GREAT
America knows it. But the
AMERICAN PASTIME
judges didn't."
"I really and truly didn't want
American boxer Roy Jones,
to break the record. I wanted to
seemingly a certain winner in
stop after nine innings so that
his Olympic match against South
two Dodgers would be there on
Korean Park Si-Hun but victim
top."
of a questionable judges' deciOrel Hershiser, who pitched
sion during the Seoul Games.
five straight shutouts and then 10
"It's one of the biggest disapscoreless innings against San
pointments of my life."
Diego to break Don Drysdale' s
Danny Manning who did not
record of 58 I set in 1968.
score in the American loss in the
'You say, 'You're in las;
Olympic "rematch" with the
place, how can there be
Soviets. I Manning earlier had
pressure?' There's tremendous
scored 31 points and grabbed 18
pressure. It's not a monkey on
rebounds in leading Kansas over
our backs anymore. It's
Oklahoma 83-79 for the NCAA
Godzilla."
championship.i
Outfielder Fred Lynn during
"The Edmonton Oilers without
the Baltimore Orioles' seasonWayne Gretzky is like apple pie
opening 21-game losing streak.
without ice cream, like winter
(Lynn was traded to Detroit late
without snow. like the Wheel of
in the season.1
Fortune without Vanna White."
"There's not a team out there
Parliment member Nelson
that can beat us. I guarantee it."
Riis, reacting to the trade of The
New York Yankee first
Great Gretzky to the Los
baseman Don Mattingly before
Angeles Kings
the season. New York finished
'It was on impulse...In a nutfourth in their division.
shell. I was disgusted with the
BASEBALL AND RELIGION
whole season. Nobody was pay"It looked like the good Lord
ing attention.'
said 'I'm going to show you why
Clark College ( Atlanta, Ga.'
Wrigley Field has always been in
lineman Joe Borders after jumpthe de.ylight.' He was pretty
ing off the bench to tackle
upset about this."
Alabama A&M running back
Chicago Cubs pitcher Rick
Cornelius Cooper as Cooper was
Sutcliffe after rain cancelled the
heading for a sure touchdown.
first'scheduled evening of night
(Borders' words were true — no
baseball at Wrigley Field. Either
one was paying attention. His
Sutcliffe was wrong or God
off-the-bench tackle went unchanged His mind, for the ga,Fne
noticed and unpunished by the
went k)n in the historic park \on
officials.-i
the ne\ct night, Aug. 9.
LOIE IS A
"Praise God, from whom all
11,L4N 1*-SPLINTKRED THING
blessings flow. Praise Father,
"Why not stress What .we have
Son and Holy Ghost." '
that is attractive?"
Los Angeles Dodger pitcher
East German gold-medal
Orel Hershiser singing a hymn in
skater Katarina Witt on her
the dugout during the seventh
sexy, skimpy costumes.
game of the Dodgers' World
"It was fun meeting him. I
Series victory over the Oakland
don't think he knows much about
A's.
figure skating."'
COACHES CORNER
Witt again, after a meeting
"The last ten minutes were a
with Italian gold medal-winning
free throw contest, and unforskiier Alberto•Tomba, who said
tunately, we weren't invited."

Murray State Lady Racer
coach Bud Childers after
Western Kentucky shoots 17 free
throws to Murray's four in the
conclusion of a 78-70 loss to the
Lady 'Toppers in Bowling
Green.
"It's an awesome challenge.
But we're going to go out and try
to play the best basketball we
can play. We've got nothing to
lose and everything to gain."
Murray State coach Steve
Newton prior to the Racers' 78-75
upset win over North Carolina.
State in the first round of the
NCAA college basketball championship tournament.
"No more guarantees."
Los Angeles Lakers head
coach Pat Riley after the Lakers
defeated the Detroit Pistons four
games to three in the NBA
Championship Series, fulfilling
Riley's "guarantee" of a repeat
title for the team.
"He said, 'Throw some more
dirt on me,' and I did."
Billy Martin, explaining his
side of an incident with umpire
Dale Scott.
"We keep beating ourselves,
but we're getting better at
Green Bay Packers assistant
coach Hank Bullough.
OPEN MOUTH,
INSERTFOOT
"I feel a sigh of relief that a big
ol' dark cloud has been removed
from over my head, and from
over the head of the University
of Kentucky."
UK coach Eddie Sutton in
March after the NCAA's announcement of a reprimand.
rather than sanctions, against
the school following an investigation of alleged wrongdoing — before the current,
18-allegation investigation of the
Wildcats by the NCAA.
"It's hardly even a slap on the
wrist."
An unnamed UK source talking to The Louisville CourierJournal following the NCAA's
March announcement of
reprimand-only.
THAT BIG OL'
DARK CLOI'D RETURNS
"I saw a videotape saying
Kentucky versus some other
university, and I saw some bills
behind up in the sleeve of the
videotape. It was Kentucky ver-sus something at some dome of
some kind."
Emery Worldwide air freight
employee Eric Osburn, who got
the current NCAA investigation
of Kentucky rolling after reporting he had found money in a
package being sent from UK
assistant Dwane Casey to Claud
Mills. father of UK recruit Chris
Mills, now a Wildcat freshman.
"There's never a day that I
don't wake up and think about
what's going on and what might
happen."
UK point guard Sean Sutton,
son of coach Eddie, discussing

the ongoing NCAA investigation
of 18 alleged rules infractions. As the new year gets into full
swing, let's all take Sean's
philosophy to heart. Let's wake
up every day, and let's, think
about what's going on and what
might happen. Let's hope for
more success for our favorite
teams, more demons for the peo-

pie we love to hate and, most of
all, more memorable quotes
from the world of memorable
sports.
And, in the words of the late
great Sgt. Phil Esterhaus of the
late, great "Hill Street Blues"
television show: "Hey, hey
HEY! — let's be careful out
there."

Heart and Seoul

Murray State air rifler Deena Wigger followed her father's (Lanes
Wigger)footsteps into the Olympic Games,representing Murray State
in the 1988 Seoul (Korea•ioGames.

It wasn't that good•••
((bard from page 19)
and it will take the program
years to recover from the effect
on UK's recruiting and
reputation. Casey wasn't the Only person
in sports to have a bad year. Ben
Johnson beat Carl Lewis to win
the.'Olympic 100-meter gold
medal only to have the medal
stripped when post-race tests
showed signs of steroid use. In
the Winter Olympics, skater Dan
Jansen, already a hopeful for the
gold, dedicated his two sprint
events to the memory of his
sister, who died of leukemia during the Calgary Games. Jansen
fell on the ice in each event, a

true tragic figure.
The Olympics meant low
points for other sporting figures.
In Seoul, American boxer Anthony Hembrick was disqualified from his first-round
match because his coaches read
the schedule wrong and thought
Hembrick was scheduled for an
afternoon bout. He was scheduled for that morning.
Another American boxer, Roy
Jones, thought he had won the
gold medal in his class when he
whipped a South Korean boxer in
the final round. The judges,
however, gave the win to the
hometown favorite and stirred
an Olympic-sized controversy.

